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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the analysis of various individual 
differences as they relate to the demand for unionism. Of special 
interest is the individual characteristic locus of control. It is the 
hypothesis of this study that an "internal"--someone who feels he is 
in control of his own destiny--will be more inclined to support unionism. 
This research encompassed several significant areas of interest, 
and encountered several significant areas of conflict. Because of the 
vary nature of the project, it required extensive analytic and 
organizational expertise, as well as common sense. Throughout this 
project that was provided by my major adviser, Dr. Charles R. Greer. 
It has been a difficult process for both of us, and one I could not 
have completed successfully without his guidance and assistance. 
Additionally, I would like to express my appreciation to the other 
members of my committee, Dr. Ivan Chapman, Dr. H. Kirk Downey, 
Dr. R. Dennis Middlemist, Dr. John C. Shearer, and Dr. Clifford E. 
Young, III. Their comments and suggestions are reflected in this 
final manuscript. 
I would like to extent my thanks to the staff and faculty 
of the College of Business at New Mexico State University. Throughout 
my tenure here all have been supportive of my efforts, and considerate 
of my obligations. Particular thanks go to Dr. John L. Loveland for 
his advice and counseling, and to Carolyn Fowler and Pam Speer for 
their administrative support. 
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I would like to say a word too to all those doctoral candidates 
who never reach this point. Perhaps they are in fact the wise ones, 
who found that other things are more important. And especially to a 
good friend, Ambrose Vaughn, who taught me what a good teacher is. 
Lastly, I want to dedicate this work to my family. Returning to 
school at my age required a sacrifice and commitment on the part of 
all my family. My wife, Shirley, became the breadwinner for us all. 
Not once, during all this ordeal have I heard a single complaint. 
Not even about my prevarications. But most of all I want to recognize 
them for just being wonderful people. I recently heard about a study 
in which 80 percent of the people surveyed said they would not have 
children if they could do it over. My four children are what makes 
it all worthwhile. They are the outstanding achievement of my life. 
And any contribution I might make to society is but a small payment 
for their love and association. Thank you. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the inception of the labor union movement, scholars have 
searched for the reasons that prompt individuals to form or join unions. 
In recent history, other employee organizations have displayed union-
like characteristics to achieve changes in the work environment. 
Teacher organizations and the Fraternal Order of Police are examples 
of these types of organizations. (For the purposes of this study the 
term union will be defined to include these types of organizations as 
well.) Through collective bargaining, at least in this country, these 
organizations seek to influence the working conditions of their members. 
As a result, unions constitute countervailing forces to the previously 
unilateral powers of management. 
Unions have been influential as economic forces, political forces, 
and as social change- agents. There is no consensus on the economic 
impact of unions, but it is safe to say the economic situation prevalent 
in the workplace is different from what it would have been in their 
absence (Lewis, 1963; Weiss, 1966; Kahn, 1978; Freeman and Medoff, 1979). 
As a political force, labor organizations have occupied several roles. 
They have pushed for broad social changes in society, for example, 
civil rights legislation, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. As pragmatic and realistic 
lobbying organi4ations, they have sought to protect their own interests 
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within the industrial relations system. As a major political interest 
group they have typically supported the Democratic party. 
2 
As a social agent, labor organizations have been instrumental in 
effecting change in the very nature of work. Job content, hours, 
benefits, retirement provisions, crew sizes, and many other work environ-
ment factors have been changed by unions. But any social change agent, 
be it church, political party, revolutionary group, or union, cannot 
effect this change without constituents. Thus, interest in attitudes 
toward unions, the membership of labor organizations, and the reasons 
individuals join these organizations, is not surprising. It is to 
these questions that this research is directed. 
Previous research that has examined aggregate union growth in the 
United States provides several clues as to why individuals become union 
members. This literature will be reviewed in the next chapter. However, 
some research results will be reviewed at this time to provide background 
for introduction of the specific purposes of this study. 
Trends in Research on Unionism 
Why individuals wish to become union members or members of any 
organization has been a topic of interest to economists, psychologists, 
sociologists, and industrial relations researchers for some time. 
Early efforts were general inquiries into individual decision making 
processes (Bakke, 1945; Seidman, London, and Kars, 1951). Next, after 
early applications of econometric techniques (Kornhauser, 1961; 
Ashenfelter and Pencavel, 1969; Scoville, 1971), more sophisticated 
analyses were conducted of the economic and non-economic factors that 
influence the desire for collective bargaining and organized job action 
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(Blinder, 1972; Lee, 1978; Fiorito and Dauffenbach, 1982). This research 
has been facilitated by the availability of national and international 
micro-level data sources. 
Patterns of Union Membership 
Demographics 
The literature reveals several patterns of union membership. One 
such pattern concerns race. Non-whites are more likely to be repre-
sented by a labor organization than whites, regardless of occupation 
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1977). In the white-collar area this 
relationship is almost two to one. Men are much more likely to be 
represented by labor organizations than women, especially in the blue-
collar and service areas. In all regional areas, the patterns of 
higher collective bargaining coverage for non-whites persists (Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, 1977). 
Right-to-Work Laws and Regional Influences 
As might be expected, the traditionally non-union sectors of the 
country, those characterized by right-to-work (RTW) legislation, are 
the least organized. Whether these lower densities are due strictly to 
less industrialization or other factors, such as right-to-work laws, is 
not clear. The literature on RTW legislation is somewhat conflicting. 
Several authors (Lumsden and Peterson, 1975; Warren and Strauss, 1979) 
have found RTW laws to have a negative effect on state levels of 
unionization, that is, decreased unionism in these states. Others 
(Elliott, 1977; Bennett and Johnson, 1980; Wessels, 1981) have found 
that RTW laws do not have the impact often attributed to them. Hirsch 
(1980), on the other hand, found that RTW had little impact on contract 
coverage, but significant impact on actual union membership due to the 
"free-rider" problem. 
The question most often raised over RTW laws concerns causality. 
Does a state have RTW laws because of its non-union attitudes, or are 
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its non-union attitudes a result of its RTW laws? Sandver (1982) 
examined the outcomes of National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) supervised 
representation elections and found that the lower rate of union success 
in the South was due to the size and types of elections conducted, rather 
than the so-called "Southern effect." Hunt and White (1983) found, in 
accordance with the saturationist hypothesis, that a higher level of 
union organizational activity occurs in RTW states because of the 
larger concentrations of unorganized workers. They in fact found 
different levels of expenditures programmed for the RTW states, and 
different organizational strategies employed by the national unions. 
Much has been said too about greater employee resistance to 
unionization in the South due to differing cultural values. In an 
analysis of the large southern textile manufacturer, J. P. Stevens, 
Mullins and Luebke (1982) found that much of the success of unionism 
is determined by the type of industry involved, capital-intensive or 
labor-intensive. Much of the recruiting in southern states has been 
of capital-intensive industries; but the Middle-Atlantic, East-North-
Central, and Pacific regions remain the most heavily unionized (Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, 1977). 
Industry 
There are substantial differences across industries in the 
proportion of employees who are represented by unions. Of particular 
interest is the public sector which has become more heavily unionized 
in recent years, changing from a virtually non-union sector in 1960 to 
one of the more heavily organized today. The reasons for these 
disparities in labor organization membership are elusive. 
Occupations and Job Conditions 
Likewise there are differences in unionism across occupations. 
Explanations of the phenomenon of occupational differences in collective 
bargaining coverage have ranged from ascribing a manualist mentality to 
blue collar workers (Lyon, 1965), to stating that the inclination toward 
unionism is inversely related to the amount of individual bargaining 
power possessed by the individual (Perlman, 1928). In more recent 
research, Hirsch (1980) found that such occupational characteristics 
as mobility, skill differentiation, identification with management, 
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and probability of self-employment all affect the demand for unionism. 
Fiorito and Dauffenbach (1982), using a cross-sectional analysis 
technique, and occupation as the unit of analysis, supported several 
hypotheses which have long been in the literature. They found the 
alienating influence of machinery and assembly work, and job-consciousness 
among skilled workers as factors affecting the demand for unionism. 
Specifically, some of the job characteristics they found that enhanced 
the likelihood of unionization were low use of mental processes, 
assembly work, machine operations, and unpleasant and manualist job 
content. On the other hand, Angel (1982, p. 100) concluded that 
"today's professionals have joined the rank and file" in their inability 
to control their work. Through anti-trust legislation and first 
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amendment decisions they are losing the protection of their professional 
trade associations, and hence are turning to organized labor for support. 
Union Instrumentality 
DeCotiis and LeLouarn (1981) examined union voting behavior using 
union instrumentality and work perceptions as variables. They found 
that people join unions in order to increase the likelihood that their 
interests will be served, and that the individual behaves in ways that he 
or she perceives to be instrumental to the attainment of personally 
relevant outcomes such as pay, benefits, working conditions, fair play, 
and so fourth. They found that as felt influence decreases, the 
perception of union instrumentality as a source to serve employee needs 
and interests increases. They found that these perceptions of union 
instrumentality were by far the most important determinant of union 
voting. They did not find individual characteristics as the primary 
impetus to unionization, but did conclude the following: 
The poor results obtained for personal characteristics 
either supports our initial conclusion (i.e., that there 
is no 'union type' of person) or the sense that the right 
personal characteristics simply have not been included in 
prior or the present research. The search for such 
characteristics constitutes a legitimate research 
interest within the larger context of understanding why 
individuals join organizations in general and the uniquely 
interesting question of why they JO~n unions in particular 
(DeCotiis and LeLouarn, 1981, p. 117). 
Of equal interest, and of particular concern to the present study, 
are explanations of attitudes toward unions and union membership. 
The examination of union membership has captured the interest of 
researchers for some time. Continued efforts in the area of union 
organizational research have been encouraged, specifically of the 
attitudes of workers toward unions and the causes of their propensity 
to join unions (U. S. Department of Labor, 1979). Alienation is one 
such individual characteristic that has received attention. 
Alienation 
Alienation has been found to be related to militant organizational 
membership. After extensive research on the concepts of alienation 
and powerlessness, Seeman (1975, p. 97) made the point that, "The thrust 
of all this is that the combination of high sensed powerlessness 
relative to the system and low personal powerlessness is most likely 
to breed activism." In the context of this research then, the person 
who feels powerless to fight the system, but who personally feels in 
control of himself (that is an internal), is more likely to take overt 
action, that is, join a union. Lefcourt (1976, p. 32) too felt "belief 
in personal control and low expectancy of social system control could 
prove to be decisive interactive predictors of the likelihood that a 
person will join militant movements." 
It is the intent of this research to examine yet another individual 
characteristic, locus of control, as a possible predictor of union 
membership behavior. 
Locus of Control 
In this research the specific psychological construct locus of 
control is the independent variable of primary interest. Rotter (1960) 
has suggested that there are individual differences in the way a person 
perceives a particular reward, and consequently in how he responds to 
it. Therefore, in its function as a reinforcing agent, reward may be 
conceived as following from or being contingent upon a behavior being 
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demonstrated. This is a reiteration of social learning theory that says 
reinforcement, reward, and gratification are crucial to performance. It 
follows then that the effectiveness of the reinforcer depends in large 
part upon whether or not the person exhibiting the behavior perceives 
the existence1 of a causal relationship between behavior and the 
reinforcer. 
According to Rotter (1960), if a person perceives that a reinforcer 
is either contingent or dependent upon his own relatively permanent 
characteristics, that person is said to believe in the internal control 
of reinforcement (an internal). If a person perceives that a particular 
reward, although it may follow some action of his own, is not entirely 
contingent upon his action, he is thought to have a belief in an 
external control of reinforcement and is considered an external. The 
latter is likely to perceive the reward as the result of luck, change, 
fate, or politics. The central notion in Rotter's generalized theory 
of the control of reinforcement lies in whether or not the individual 
perceives, and furthermore believes, that his own behavior, skills or 
dispositions actually determine what reinforcements he receives. He 
defines this concept as locus of control. 
Extensive empirical research has been conducted to verify the 
validity of the internality-externality dimension as a psychological 
variable. The results have generally supported the hypothesis that 
there is a significant difference between internals and externals with 
regard to their feelings, beliefs, and action tendencies toward some 
aspects of everyday life. It has been found that such a generalized 
belief can be measured reliably; and that as a psychological dimension 
it is predictive of behavior in a variety of circumstances. 
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The interpretation of locus of control used in this research is 
that described by Rotter (1966) in his discussion of a generalized 
expectancy model. "Such generalized expectancies can be measured and 
are predictive of behavior in a variety of circumstances" (Rotter, 1966, 
p. 25). As opposed to a specific expectancy, it is an abstraction 
developed from a host of experiences and situations in which expecta-
tions have met with varying degrees of validation. However, this is 
not meant to imply that all behaviors that are reinforced are repeated. 
Rather, the individual is selective, based on his/her perception of 
the relationship between the reinforcement and the preceeding behavior. 
Locus of control is a specific and important example of such a 
generalized expectancy; it is a personality dimension which can be 
quantified and used in conjunction with other variables to predict 
human social behavior. The locus of control concept would suggest 
that internals are more cognitively active, they exhibit better 
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learning and acquisition of material, they more actively seek information, 
and they are more highly motivated to perform well in situations allowing 
the exercise of skill and control. The basic characteristic of the 
internal then appears to be greater skill or greater effort at coping 
with or attaining mastery over the environment. If an individual is 
going to exercise such control a desire for reward as a result of that 
control must be expected, and a reasonable chance of success must be 
anticipated. 
This then leads to the consideration of attribution as it relates 
to locus of control. Phares (1976, p. 135) states ''the topic of 
attribution of responsibility is intimately related to locus of 
control. The latter is a personality variable that, by definition, 
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deals with stable tendencies to attribute control or causality to either 
personal or extrapersonal forces." DuCette and Wolk (1973) address 
this same issue as follows: 
The mediating power of locus of control resides in both 
its cognitive and motivational qualities, neither of which 
is sufficient but both of which are necessary • • • 
differing expectancies of control will give rise to 
differing decisions about the exertion of control (motivation) 
as well as differing efficiency with which this control is 
exerted (cognition) • The decision to engage in a task 
must be a function of the ability to do the task and vice 
versa (pp. 425-426). 
The literature discusses several types of attributions. 
Kelly (1983) discusses the understanding of the causality 
of a particular event; Hamilton (1980) investigates the 
assessing of responsibility of a particular outcome; and 
Jones and Davis (1965) attempt to assess the personal 
qualities of persons involved in the events being 
considered (Lord.and Smith, l983, p. 50). 
Broedling (1975), in discussing this apparent difference, defines 
locus of control as a relatively enduring, stable personality trait, 
regarding the world in general, while attribution is a perception 
based primarily on the current situation. Sims and Szilagyi (1976, 
p. 214) defined it this way, "Locus of control is often termed a 
generalized [emphasis added] expectancy because it refers to expectancies 
of life in general rather than to the contingencies of specific 
situations." Jones and Nisbett (1971) in their examination of the 
actor and observer argued that actors attribute their own actions to 
situational requirements (attribution) whereas observers tend to 
attribute the same actions to stable personal dispositions (locus of 
control). Kelly (1973, p. 126) says "that attribution theory deals 
only with the processes by which attributions are derived from 
informational input." 
The foregoing is not to suggest that the attribution or attempted 
attribution of causal effect is not significant, as compared to locus 
of control. In reality it may be the more important, as, in the terms 
of Weiten and Upshaw (1982, p. 705), it may be the "framework actually 
employed by the man in the street." However, as it is situation 
specific, it is neither measurable nor predictive. Therefore, the 
"stable personality dimension" (Andrisani, 1964, p. 311) --locus of 
control--will be used as the primary explanatory variable of interest 
in this evaluation. 
Purpose of Research 
The objective of this research then is to demonstrate how a 
generalized personality variable--locus of control--relates to an 
important human activity. Specifically, the relationship between 
perceived locus of control and union attitudes and union membership 
will be investigated. The hypothesis is that an individual classified 
as an internal will have more positive views of unions and a greater 
demand for union membership. These relationships, if demonstrated, 
could be useful in predicting the demand for unionism. The next 
chapter will review the literature that pertains to union attitudes, 
union membership, and locus of control. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The question of why individuals seek membership in labor organi-
zations, and their attitudes towards such organizations or organizations 
in general, has intrigued psychologists, sociologists, economists, 
historians, industrial relationists, and others for years. The majority 
of the research has centered on economic issues. In a recent study, 
Gordon and Long (1981, p. 306) concluded "Results indicate that across 
all age-sex subgroups, the most important factors in joining a union 
are economic ones." However, from the beginning scholars have 
recognized there is more to this decision than just economic issues. 
Geographic region, community size, and occupation have all been found 
to be related to unionism (Kornhauser, 1961; Scoville, 1971). Pencavel 
(1971) found social and political factors to be important determinants 
of unionism. 
Individual Differences 
As is true of all elements of society, individual differences are 
a significant factor in all areas of the work environment. As mentioned 
previously, labor researchers have been aware of this phenomenon as 
well, beginning with Bakke (1945) who found that a sense of justice as 
well as economics was of concern to employees. Sex and race (particularly 
the latter) have been associated with unionism (Kornhauser, 1961; 
12 
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Scoville, 1971). In an extension of this research, Blinder (1972) found 
sex to be an important determinant of unionism but found education (and 
occupation) to be more important. 
Attitudes 
With the increased interest in behaviorally oriented research in 
the workplace, it is understandable that union related research has been 
forthcoming in this area. Significant correlations have been found 
between job satisfaction, lack of satisfaction with superiors, and the 
demand for unionism (Evans, 1974; Bigoness, 1978; Hamner and Smith, 
1978; Schriesheim, 1978; Behrman, Bigoness, and Perreault, 1981; King, 
Murray, and Atkinson, 1982). Voting behavior has been used by several 
researchers as a surrogate for pro-union attitudes, and at least one 
study has found that voting behavior is largely independent of campaign 
tactics (Getman, Goldberg, and Herman, 1976). The significant conclusion 
of the Getman et al. (1976) study relative to the present study is that 
the demand for unionism is inherent to the individual and for "other" 
reasons. That is to say, the decision to vote for or against the union 
(or management) is an attitude resident in the individual prior to the 
election, and not subject to activities as superficial as the campaign. 
Negative life experiences and work involvement have been found 
related to the demand for unionism in the public sector (Smith and 
Hopkins, 1979). Such factors as socioeconomic status, skill level or 
occupational status, and education were found related to pro-union 
attitudes. A negative correlation was found between employee involve-
ment in the organization and a demand for unionism, which might imply 
the union gives the individual a source of political release. This 
expressed need for influence in the environment relates to Rotter's 
internals' need for control. However, not all researchers agree on the 
relationship, and at least one study has indicated that union activists 
(1) tend to have a higher overall job satisfaction, (2) tend to be more 
interested and involved in their work, and (3) tend to be no more 
negative about the employing organization and its management than 
inactivists (Huszczo and Schmitt, 1983). As far as the present study 
is concerned, there is a connection between these two research efforts. 
Both indicate that the unionist actively seeks to influence his 
enviornment. The internalist seeks to act upon the situation rather 
than be acted upon. He prefers to proact rather than react. 
Several researchers have recently measured directly the attitudes 
of workers toward unions (Kochan, 1979; LeLorarn, 1979; Smith and 
Hopkins, 1979). Such factors as socioeconomic status, skill level, 
occupational status, and education are related to attitudes toward 
unions (Smith and Hopkins, 1979). As indicated earlier, blacks and 
other minorities are supportive of unions and indicate that their 
desire for participation in workplace activities could be provided 
by union membership. It has been found that the major reason workers 
vote against unions is not philosophical, they just feel a union is 
not needed. One conclusion of these studies has been the development 
of a four component model of the unionization process: attitude toward 
unions ---? intent to vote--+ actual vote~ union membership. Given 
the interest in employee attitudes toward unionism, and the often 
inconsistent findings about the needs the union satisfies, there is a 
need for the investigation of other alternatives. This lack of 
consistency in the literature is highlighted by the Department of 
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Labor charge (1979) to continue efforts in the area of organizational 
research, specifically of worker attitudes and the demand for unionism. 
Locus of Control 
Phares (1957) pioneered the effort to construct an instrument to 
measure individual differences in a generalized belief in the control 
of reinforcement. Using a Likert-type scale consisting of 26 items, 
13 of which reflected the attitudes of internals, Phares was able to 
predict individual behavioral differences between internals and 
externals. Phares' scale was subsequently revised by James (1957), 
and later by Rotter, Seeman and Liverant (1962). Rotter and his 
coworkers broadened the James-Phares scale by adding several subscales 
to distinguish such areas as achievement, affection, and the general 
and political attitudes. Rotter, Liverant, and Crowne (1961) conducted 
an item validity study, and reduced the number of items of the scale. 
The wording of some items was changed to make them more appropriate 
for non-college subjects (the population used in earlier studies). 
In an early study, Strickland (1965, p. 353) stated "individuals 
who are inclined to see themselves as determiners of their own fate 
tend to commit themselves to personal and decisive social action." 
In her study of black college students involvement in civil rights 
activities, her conclusion was "clearly, the internal-external scale 
appears to be a useful instrument for the prediction of social action" 
(1965, p. 358). In fact, she felt the more internal the subject, the 
greater the likelihood of membership in an active group. However, 
she did find that her data were confounded by the variables of age 
and education. 
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The most definitive source of locus of control in the literature 
is Rotter's (1966) monograph. In it he argued that: 
... a generalized attitude, belief, or expectancy regarding 
the nature of the causal relationship between one's own 
behavior and its consequences might affect a variety of 
behavioral choices in a broad band of life situations 
(p. 2) • 
He warned that the individual is selective about what behaviors are 
repeated or strengthened based on his perception of the relationship 
between behavior and reinforcement. It is on this premise that he 
developed the internal-external construct. 
Appendix A presents Rotter's Internal-External Scale (I-E Scale) 
which was developed to measure these situations. Rotter (1966, p. 19) 
found this instrument most useful in situations where people were 
attempting to "better their life conditions; that is, to control their 
environment in important life situations." Joining a union would seem 
a particularly pertinent example of this behavior. In conclusion, 
Rotter felt that generalized expectations could be measured and were 
predictive of behavior in a variety of circumstances. Specifically, 
he found that individuals with a strong belief that they could control 
their own destiny, that is, internals, would take steps to improve 
their environmental conditions. It is the hypothesis of this research 
that such an individual will turn to a union as one method for this 
increased control. A further refinement of the I-E Scale was completed 
by Mirels (1970) using factor analysis to further identify the two 
elements of personally relevant items versus the more universal issues 
of politics and world affairs. 
A more contemporary version of the original I-E Scale has been 
developed and will be used in this research. It is called the 
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Different Situations Inventory (DSI) (Gardner and Warren, 1978). The 
DSI is attached as Appendix B and is discussed in detail in Chapter IV, 
Methodology. 
Applications of Locus of Control 
to the Workplace 
The use of the internal-external construct in empirical research 
has been extensive, particularly in psychology and sociology. Several 
such studies have been related to organizations (Seeman, 1964; Runyon, 
1973; Mitchell, Smyser, andWeed, 1975; Glick, Mirvis, and Harder, 1977; 
Lewis, Cheney, and Dawes, 1977; Dalton and Todor, 1982). 
Unionism 
Only one study has attempted to measure directly union membership 
as a function of the I-E construct--Seeman's (1964) investigation of 
Swedish workers. In this (unpublished) study, Seeman found that union 
membership, union activity, and a general knowledge of political affairs 
were all significantly related to internality. Runyon (1973) in an 
in-depth analysis of interactions between personality variables and 
management styles, used locus of control as the personality variable. 
Several of Runyon's (1973) findings sup~ort the rationale for the 
present research: 
.•. the most interesting finding of the study, however, is 
the apparent strength of the I-E Scale in discriminating 
between subordinates in terms of their responsiveness to 
differing managerial styles. The strength of the I-E 
measure in this regard suggests that it has unrealized 
potential for use in corporate organizations (p. 293). 
Runyon (1973) also found that internals are more involved in the 
job (sought control) and that age is a critical factor in moderating 
internality. Runyon felt the tendency on the part of older workers to 
be more internal was due to their additional experience that provided 
them an opportunity for a more balanced perception of the sources of 
reinforcement. Mitchell, Smyser, and Weed (1975) found that internals 
were more satisfied with participative management, that is, wanted a 
larger role. This could be extended to include union-management 
relationships. 
Glick, Mirvis, and Harder (1977) in an extension of the Mitchell 
et al. (1975) study, found a correlation between a willingness to 
participate in union activities and an interest in decision making. 
Lewis, Cheney, and Dawes (1977) using a situation-specific locus of 
control measure, found it to be an effective instrument for predicting 
behavior; yielding adequate psychometric properties and sufficient 
construct validity to warrant further research. A study of the impact 
of union shop stewards on grievance procedures found that internal 
stewards filed fewer formal grievances (Dalton and Todor, 1982). 
Internal stewards preferred instead to work things out for themselves 
with management. The authors felt the internal-external dimension 
was predictive of steward behavior and felt it had not been adequately 
evaluated in the union environment. 
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Bigoness (1978) investigated the correlates of college faculty 
attitudes toward collective bargaining, using the locus of control 
instrument and others to identify differences in individual personality 
characteristics. Bigoness hypothesized that in the academic environment 
externals who perceived the conditions of employment beyond their 
control would support collective bargaining. This hypothesis was 
supported, but only moderately. After perceived pay equity was 
considered, the contribution of locus of control to explained variance 
was insignificant. Bigoness felt this finding supported the earlier 
finding of Broedling (1975) that internals saw a stronger relationship 
between performance and reward. In Bigoness' study (1978) control of 
rewards was not seen as relating directly to performance, because of 
the structure of academia, hence the interest in collective bargaining. 
Additional applications of the locus of control construct to the 
workplace, and ones that have direct application to this research, are 
studies by DuCette and Walk (1973), Evans (1974), Broedling (1978), 
Reitz and Jewell (1979), Behrman, Bigoness, and Perreault (1981), 
Knoop (1981), King, Murray, and Atkinson (1982), Kasperson (1982), 
and Spector (1982). When relating the concept of locus of control 
to union membership, the question arises as to whether an external--
who feels he is not 11 in control"--might not be more inclined to seek 
unionism as a means of gaining at least some control. Or, would an 
internal--who feels he is in control--be more inclined to seek unionism 
as a means of assuring this control? As the following will suggest, 
the literature is not in consensus. In fact, one author (Bigoness, 
1978) stated specifically that externals are more favorable toward 
collective bargaining activity than internals. 
Control 
The basic issue according to this researcher is one of control, 
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and as stated in the hypothesis, the internal will take positive steps 
to obtain control. As can be seen, that is the issue in most of these 
studies. DuCette and Walk (1973), as a result of the many earlier 
studies on locus of control, felt that it had been proven that internals 
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had more ability to extract information from ambiguous situations and to 
use this information more effectively. However, they did not feel the 
prior research had adequately addressed the situation-personality 
interaction. Their research indicated "the internal subject differed 
from the external subject motivationally as well as cognitively, and 
that these differences were most salient under demanding task conditions" 
(DuCette and Walk, 1973, p. 425). They felt this difference is 
operationalized in the workplace by an exertion of that expectancy of 
control into the attainment of various reinforcements. Specifically, 
they felt the internal would be more inclined to "attempt to directly 
control the immediate environment" (p. 425). 
In an extension of the path-goal theory of motivation, Evans (1974) 
found that internal subjects who perceive their environment as meaningful 
and consistent, and who feel able to control it are more likely to make 
rational decisions, that is, instrumental decisions. Broedling (1975), 
in a study of the relationship between the I-E concept and expectancy 
theory, found that internals were more likely to see rewards as being 
contingent upon job performance, that is, behavior is instrumental to 
reward and the perception of environment influences behavior. 
Autonomy 
In an in-depth study of individual characteristics as moderators 
of job characteristics, Sims and Szilagyi (1976) found that locus of 
control was a moderator between autonomy and job satisfaction. In a 
similar study, Kimmons and Greenhaus (1976) examined locus of control 
as it moderated the relationship between autonomy, feedback, and job 
involvement with job satisfaction. While the Sims and Szilagyi study 
utilized laboring personnel, this study used managers. They did in fact 
find that internals perceived more autonomy and feedback in the work 
environment, and were in fact more involved in the work situation. 
Cross Cultural Implications 
Reitz and Jewell (1979) in a study conducted in six countries 
(United States, Turkey, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Thailand and Japan) examined 
the relationship between locus of control and job involvement. The 
authors defined job involvement as the "degree to which one's work is 
an important part of his or her life" (Reitz and Jewell, 1979, p. 72), 
and found it to be a function of both job and individual characteristics, 
with locus of control being the individual characteristic of interest. 
The results of this study revealed a strong cross-cultural positive 
relationship between internals and job involvement, that is, internals 
see work as a more important aspect of their life. 
Job Conditions 
Knoop (1981) examined the relationship between locus of control 
orientation and job enrichment. His hypothesis was that because 
externals do not feel they control outcomes they would be more receptive 
to job enrichment activities. This hypothesis was supported. It was 
found that internals already perceive their jobs as being enriched, 
and therefore feel less need for enrichment activities than externals. 
King, Murray, and Atkinson (1982), in an examination of a Canadian 
national survey (1977), found the two strongest personality correlates 
of job satisfaction to be alienation and locus of control. Of 
significance to the present study was not the strong association 
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between job satisfaction and the personality variables, that is, 
alienation and locus of control, but evidence that the two are 
independently associated with job satisfaction. This would indicate 
individual expectations and traits interact with objective characteristics 
of the work environment to determine a response to that environment. 
In this same vein, Kasperson (1982, p. 825) concluded "there is no 
conclusive evidence that changes in an individual's locus of control 
can be affected by the organization," and that locus of control is a 
personality construct that mediates the satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
an employee will project into the organization. 
Spector (1982) in an extensive study of locus of control as it 
relates to employee behavior in organizations, found locus of control 
to be related to motivation, effort, performance, satisfaction, 
perception of the job, compliance with authority, and supervisory 
style. He stated the intent of his study was to demonstrate the 
usefulness of personality in explaining human behavior in the organiza-
tion and to focus on locus of control. Of particular interest to the 
present research were the following conclusions: (1) "not only do 
internals perceive greater control, but they may actually seek 
situations in which control is possible" (Spector, 1982, p. 483). 
This would certainly support the hypothesis of this research, that 
internals will seek unionism as a means of exerting control. In a 
summary of Phares (1976) study, Spector (1983, p. 484) states 
"internals exert greater efforts to control their environments;" 
(2) the basic distinguishing characteristics between internals and 
externals will have significant effect on the organization. As 
internals tend to believe in personal control, they will attempt to 
exert more control provided that control leads to desired outcomes. 
For some individuals, however, control itself might be more rewarding, 
leading some internals to attempt control for its own sake" (Spector, 
1982, p. 485); (3) locus of control should be a useful selection device 
for predicting employee suitability. Knowing the job demands, a better 
match can be made with employee characteristics. 
Other Applications of Locus of Control 
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The I-E instrument has been used extensively in research applicable 
to other aspects of behavior (Joe, 1971; Silverman and Shrauger, 1971; 
Silvern and Nakamura, 1971; Abramowitz, 1973; Korte, Kimble, and Cole, 
1978; Pandey, 1979; Morris and Carden, 1981). Joe (1971) in an 
in-depth analysis of studies using the internal-external control 
construct as a personality variable, supported the construct validity 
of the instrument in the work environment. He suggested further 
research using the instrument on specific issues and areas. Silverman 
and Shrauger (1971) examined the relationship between locus of control 
and the attraction toward others, and found the attribute most 
significant to internals was their resistance to manipulation. This 
supports the present research in that the internal individual, if 
management attempts to manipulate him, will seek other alternatives 
to maintain control. 
In a departure from most other researchers, Silvern and Nakamura 
(1971) found a positive correlation between externality and political 
knowledge and activity. However, this activity may be described as 
left-wing social-political views, particularly of the protest or 
demonstration type. They felt this activity was the result of a 
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disbelief in the individual's ability to control his personal destiny, 
and felt it would occur in spite of any individual feeling of personal 
powerlessness. Externality was seen to be associated with an expression 
of defiance. Abramowitz (1973) tested the dimensionality of Rotter's 
(1966) I-E Scale as a concept in understanding commitment to social-
political action, and found that this behavior could be predicted by 
the I-E scale. However, he did find some inconsistencies due to region 
and race, but felt these could have been population specific (college 
students). Korte, Kimble, and Cole (1978) found that similarity in 
locus of control increases the likelihood of attraction, that is, 
internals are attracted to internals. Previous studies had not shown 
this and the authors felt their results were more meaningful because 
of their technique of describing similarity, that is, more specific 
I-E information. Pandey (1979) found that internals participated more 
actively in efforts for social help and change, since they believed 
their efforts would have an effect. In a study of academic behavior, 
Morris and Carden (1981, p. 804) found "clearly, the major predictor 
of performance differences was locus of control." 
Other Determinants of Unionism 
Research pertaining to other constructs related to unionism 
include studies by Allutto and Belasco (1972), Coleman (1973), Seeman 
(1959, 1962, 1964, 1966, 1975), and Nord (1977). In a study of 
"decisional deprivation" of university faculty, Allutto and Belasco 
(1972) concluded that such deprivation constitutes the basis for the 
increased militancy evidenced among many professional organizations 
(which may take the form of unionization). Power is another relevant 
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construct. Coleman (1973) studied power as it relates to the individual 
and the organization. His basic premise was that the rights inherent 
in property and other resources can be divided into benefit rights and 
usage rights, and that in society persons give over usage rights (that 
is, direct control over actions) through membership, to increase 
benefit rights. The resources invested may be money (investment or 
dues), the right to act as agent (negotiation of a contract), or time 
and effort. This decision to yield control to some outside agency is 
given in expectation of greater combined resources. The decision is 
between acting independently with more freedom, or collectively with 
more power. But, the point relevant to the present study is that the 
individual feels he has the freedom to make the choice. He is still 
able to control his own destiny. Only the mechanism of such control 
is the issue. 
A construct somewhat similar to the idea of internality-externality 
is that of alienation and powerlessness. Perhaps the foremore exponent 
of this construct is Seeman. In a series of studies (Seeman, 1959, 
1966, 1975; Seeman and Evans, 1962; Neal and Seeman, 1964) this concept 
was examined as it affects the individual in the workplace. In the 
1962 study, Seeman and Evans examined the individuals' desire for 
knowledge as a function of powerlessness. They found that the 
individuals sense of control in the situation will determine his level 
of interest, and the degree of knowledge he will seek in the situation. 
The authors further found that this feeling extends to work associations, 
and summarized their research with this quote from Kornhauser's (1959) 
study: 
Informal work groups supply some basis for fellowship 
and control at work, but with the growth in scale and 
complexity of the factory, office, and work institutions 
generally, they are insufficient. Therefore, all kinds of 
formal work associations are needed. To the extent that 
they fail to develop, or, at the other extreme, themselves 
grow so far out of reach of their members as to no longer 
be capable of providing the individual with a sense of 
participation and control, people are less likely to find 
the whole sphere of work an interesting or rewarding 
experience (p. 108). 
This again identifies the individual's need for control at work 
(interal) with the demand for a labor organization. In a 1964 study, 
Neal and Seeman found that organizational membership would mediate 
powerlessness. They found that the organization (union) served as an 
instrument of personal mobility for the employee, and for the manual 
worker served as an instrument of security and economic well-being. 
In a 1966 study, Seeman related his construct of alienation, as 
a part of mass society theory (Kornhauser, 1959), to social learning 
theory as described in Rotter's (1966) locus of control construct. 
He saw the idea of internal and external control as a corollary to 
powerlessness. Perhaps the most significant finding of the study, 
relative to the present research was that organized workers expressed 
significantly greater interest in political affairs, which reflects a 
generalized interest in knowledge (control) which is empirically 
traceable (can be measured). This motivation to learn was seen as 
being dependent not only upon expectancies for control of the outcome 
(internal), but also upon the value one places on those outcomes 
(valence). 
Nord (1977) examined the issue of the powerlessness-alienation 
hypothesis as it relates to job satisfication and found, contrary to 
popular belief, that alientation and dissatisfaction are not the same 
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thing. He felt that only the politically conscious worker was able to 
experience alienation, and was therefore apt to be an agent for social 
change. That while the person experiencing job dissatisfaction or 
meaningless work looks to rearrange the work within the existing social 
structure, the powerlessness-alienation view would cause the 
individual to focus on the structure itself. A labor organization 
might provide such a mechanism for structural change. 
In the next chapter an in-depth discussion of the theoretical 
rationale for the internal-external construct is provided, along with 
a suggested model for examination of the relationship. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
The questions of why an individual joins a labor organization or 
develops certain attitudes about unions are not easily answered. While 
it is the primary intent of this research to examine the locus of 
control construct as a factor in the decision to join a union or in the 
formation of attitudes about unions, it is obvious from the literature 
that many variables have been examined and are of interest. As a 
review of previously cited studies, Table I is provided. 
In this chapter, the theoretical rationale for the models to be 
used in this research will be developed. Three models will be used, 
each to examine one of the dependent variables: union instrumentality, 
union effectiveness, and union membership. Union effectiveness, union 
membership and union instrumentality will also appear as independent 
variables, attitudes, in the models as well. Each of these dependent 
variables will be influenced by the independent variables of interest. 
Dependent Variables 
In this research three factors will be evaluated as dependent 
variables, union membership, union instrumentality, and union 
effectiveness. 
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Union Membership 
Union membership is defined as simply the fact of belonging to a 
union or union-like organization. 
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As shown by Kochan (1979) and Chacko and Greer (1982), union 
membership also has a strong influence on how the other two dependent 
variables--union effectiveness and union instrumentality--are evaluated. 
Therefore, union membership will also be considered as an independent 
variable in the measurement of these other two dependent variables. 
For the purpose of this evaluation, only active membership at the time 
of the survey will be considered as "union membership", and is 
expected to be positively correlated with union effectiveness and 
union instrumentality. 
Union Instrumentality 
The concept of union instrumentality refers to the perceived 
usefulness of a union to a particular individual. As discussed 
previously, why the union may be perceived as important may vary 
significantly from individual to individual, and perhaps from 
situation to situation. In general, the respondent who sees the 
union as "instrumental" feels that unions have a lot of influence 
in how the country is run, over what laws are passed, who gets 
elected to public office, and is in general more powerful than 
employers. In the specific job situation being evaluated, the 
respondent sees the union as being beneficial, and as a means to 
gain influence in the work environment. Union instrumentality is 
predicted to be positively related to both union effectiveness and 
union membership when it is evaluated as an independent variable. 
Union Effectiveness 
Webster (1976, p. 724) defines effectiveness as (among other 
things): "Capable of bringing about an effect, productive of results, 
marked by the quality of being influential, and exerting authority." 
Kochan (1979) in measuring the "effectiveness" of a union attempted 
to evaluate his variable in terms of workplace conditions. Chacko 
and Greer (1982) describe this characteristic as "union service", 
the degree to which the union is able to care for its own. The 
individual who evaluates the union as effective feels it protects 
workers against unfair actions by employers, improves job security, 
improves wages and working conditions, and gives the member his money's 
worth for his dues. Two other items examine union leadership as 
evaluated by the respondent, leader behavior and control. This 
variable, when examined as an independent variable, is predicted to 
be positively correlated with union instrumentality and union 
membership because for an individual to seek membership in an 
organization, and to evaluate subjectively that organization as useful, 
he must evaluate its activities as effective. 
Independent Variables 
Employee attitudes towards unions have been of substantial 
interest to researchers (Rosen and Salling, 1971; Schriesheim, 1978; 
Hamner and Smith, 1978; Smith and Hopkins, 1979; Odewahn and Petty, 
1980; Maxey and Mohrman, 1980; Hirsch, 1980; Perry and Angle, 1981; 
Hammer and Berman, 1981; Brief and Rude, 1981) and have been 
extensively examined in recent research. Schriesheim (1978) found 
that pro-union attitudes and job satisfaction were significant 
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contributors to pro-union voting, but that these parameters take months 
and perhaps years to develop. They are not the result of a brief 
election campaign. Hamner and Smith (1978) evaluated work attitudes 
as predictors of unionization activity. They found that job-related 
attitudes that indicate dissatisfaction with the work setting can 
predict the success a union will have in gaining support. 
The present research is not only concerned with union attitudes 
as pre-conditions of the demand for unionism, but also with the 
determinants of pro-union attitudes. Smith and Hopkins (1979) 
examined the factors determining public sector employee attitudes. 
In examining the literature, the authors found that: 
Personal characteristics constitute one of the most 
commonly examined clusters of factors related to human 
attitudes. These have typically been examined because 
of their surrogate measurement of pre-work and life 
experiences. Among the most frequently examined 
indicators have been employee family socioeconomic 
status, skill level or occupational status, and 
education (Smith and Hopkins, 1979, p. 485). 
In this context, the authors cite Bakke's (1945) finding that 
independence and the opportunity to exercise some control over one's 
life are major reasons for favorable union attitudes and union 
membership. Smith and Hopkins (1979) argue that while specific 
characteristics such as education and socioeconomic situations are 
significant, that individual characteristics and early life 
experience will be more important in the development of union 
attitudes. Perry and Angle (1981) examined the structure of the 
bargaining unit as it relates to various parameters, to include 
employee attitudes, and found that workplace democracy (influence) 
was related to union activity. 
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In an extensive study of the determinants of unionism, Hirsch 
(1980) found wage level, occupation, and sex related to the demand 
for unionism; he did not examine personality variables. Brief and 
Rude (1981), in a conceptual analysis of union voting behavior, 
defined the event of an employee seeking unionization as a two-part 
process; the actual act of voting they describe as an index of the 
subjective probabilities that the union will lead to better benefits, 
wages, job security, and so on. The subjective support for unionism 
was hypothesized to be a function of tenure, education, occupation, 
ability, commitment, involvement, age, income, and locus of control. 
They did not, however, test the hypothesized relationships. 
Those independent variables.to be considered in this research, 
in addition to union membership, union instrumentality, and union 
effectiveness, previously discussed, are: ethnic background, income, 
geographic region, right-to-work laws, occupation, sex, organization 
size, perceived equity of pay, alienation, perceived influence, 
participation in decision making, dissatisfaction with supervision, 
satisfaction, effort/reward expectations of work situation, and work 
involvement. Each of these variables is discussed as follows. 
Perceived Influence 
Several authors have examined the idea of perceived influence 
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and influence deprivation as it relates to union attitudes and unionism. 
Maxey and Mohrman (1980, p. 327) defined perceived influence as 
" ... employee perceptions of their own ability to modify current 
organizational policies or practices." And in their study which 
measured influence deprivation, the authors found that the development 
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of pro-union attitudes was a response to such conditions. Price (1972, 
p. 43) called this aspect "centralization" and defined it as an 
objective situation in which "the degree to which members of a social 
system believe that their behavior can determine the outcome they seek." 
In Hammer and Berman's (1981) study of noneconomic factors in faculty 
union voting, they found that the desire for more influence in 
organizational decision making contributed significantly to the 
decision to unionize. The union was found to be an attractive 
countervailing force against arbitrary and unfavorable treatment, and 
as a means to regain control. Unionization was viewed as a means of 
redistributing power. 
Cameron (1982) in an investigation of university faculty unionism 
gave two explanations for the growth of such unions. One, that 
faculty seek unions to reduce the equivocality of the organization; 
that is, to increase their own influence capabilities. The other 
explanation Cameron gave is that faculty seek unions to increase the 
effectiveness of the organization in times of reduced budgets, funding, 
and enrollments. The point to be made is that on the one hand the 
individual faculty member is seeking increased personal power, while 
on the other he is seeking increased organizational effectiveness, 
both within the mechanism of the union. 
High levels of responsibility and a demand for unionism were 
found to be positively correlated by Fiorito and Dauffenbach (1982). 
This finding relates to issues also raised about occupation and to 
the question of "professionalism." The issue of decisional deprivation 
relates to this same issue. The distance between management, 
particularly middle management, and the decision making echelon is 
increasing, making yesterdays "manager" simply.feel he too is "only" 
an employee. 
Perceived influence should be negatively correlated with the 
dependent variables as: tfie.~.:tnd'!t"vidual who fe-e·ls he already has 
influence in the work emr.ironiilent -will not see· the union as an 
effective or a necessary -m'ec't:j.anism-·'t'CY- ga..in it.· 
Alienation 
As discussed previously, the. attitude ·of alienation has been 
extensively examined, particula.r~-y- b.y.-Seeman 0959). In a 1959 study 
Seeman identified five alternative meanings of alienation. One, 
powerlessness, he defined as·,<!.'·t.h'e·.i:X:pec1:ancy-·-crr probability held by an 
individual that his own behavror~·canno~ determine the occurrence of 
the outcomes, or reinforcement, he:~~s" (Seeman, 1959, p. 784). 
As can be seen, this definition correlates well with that of the 
external belief in locus of cont:rroL..:- Seeman also raised the issue 
of individuals being "differentia-11';7 nealistic!' in different areas, 
that is, may feel powerless with regard to war or politics, but feel 
quite differently about work relationships. In a study of particular 
relevance to the present work, Neal and Seeman (1964) looked 
specifically at the association between powerlessness and organization. 
membership. The authors theo~ized from Kornhauser's findings that 
the individual who seeks to control his life (internal) will seek 
intermediate groups in the workplaca{unions) to facilitate this 
control. King, Murray, and Arkinson (1982) found alienation to be 
a significant factor in job 5atisfaction. It·is therefore anticipated 
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that alienation will correlate 'positively with a demand for union 
membership, and a positive evaluation of union instru~entality and 
effectiveness. 
Ethnic Background 
As can be seen in Table I, the literature is anything but consistent 
on several of the variables--the-issue of race for example. Certainly 
the preponderance of the literature indicates that non-whites are prone 
to look favorably upon unionizati:.on activities as a means to achieve 
their ends. In a particularly significant study, Kochan (1979) found 
that approximately 67 percent 'of the minority workers surveyed 
indicated they would vote to unionize. Scoville (1971) in a reevalu-
ation of the Kornhauser (1952, 1954) studies, found a strong correlation 
between non-whites and the demand for labor organizations. The Bureau 
of Labor Statistics (1977) data reported in the Introduction shows a 
strong relationship in the white-collar areas. In fact, it is only 
in the blue-collar areas that the races are equally represented. 
Hirsch (1980) however, found that the question of race and unionization 
was not an easy one to specify. He found race to be negatively 
related to·union membership if separated from contract coverage. 
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He found that union ?iscrimination practices, both past and present, 
often outweighed the relative benefits to be gained by non-whites 
as union members. He felt this apparent dichotomy might be exhibited 
by non-whites voting for union ·representation, but then not joining 
the union. With respect to locus of control, the preponderance of the 
literature has shown that blacks tend to be external (Andrisani, 1964; 
Strickland, 1965; Joe, 1971; Abramowitz, 1973). Thus, race (non-white) 
would be predicted to be positively related to pro-union attitudes or 
perceptions of union instrumentality, and to union effectiveness. 
The relationship to union membership is more difficult to predict but 
it should be positive. 
Occupation 
Such issues as decisional deprivation are of paramount interest 
only to certain echelons of occupations, so what is said here somewhat 
pre-supposes those areas. Again, Kochan (1979) looked closely at the 
aspect of occupation as it related to the individual's demand for 
unions, and found several interesting results. For white-collar 
workers the issue was more often job "content" issues, rather than 
bread-and-butter economic issues. He found that dissatisfaction can 
rise both because of absolute standards (like seniority, pay scales) 
or because of perceived inequities in the way standards are admini-
stered. This latter condition is particularly pertinent to the rapid 
growth of unions in the white-collar and "professional" occupations. 
Kochan (1979) found a significant positive correlation between 
perceptions of inequity and the propensity to unionize. Much of the 
recent literature discussing faculty unionization addresses this same 
point. Scoville (1966) too found that the demand for unionism was 
inversely related to occupational status. It is predicted that this 
relationship will hold in th~ present research as the individual will 
see the union as a way to improve his occupational situation. 
Region and Right-to-Work 
The question of geographic region too is a complex one. The 
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so-called "southern effect" has frequently been mentioned with respect 
to unionism, often in conjunction with the issue of right-to-work (RTW) 
laws. As indicated in Table I, and as discussed in the introductory 
chapter, the literature is far from unanimous in evaluating the RTW 
effect. In a recent study, Hunt and White (1983) found that unioni-
zation activity was highest in RTW states simply because the quantity 
of unorganized labor was greater there. And that, in fact, national 
union organizational budgets reflected this emphasis. 
It is predicted that all three dependent variables will be less 
supported in those areas where the employee is given a legal option 
in the decision to choose or reject union protection because in those 
situations the employee will be at liberty to act freely upon his 
opinions and/or convictions. 
Sex 
Perhaps the most consistent variable with respect to the demand 
for unionism has been the propensity of male employees to favor 
unionism. But Kochan (1979) found that even this is changing, and 
the female professional is equally willing to support the idea of 
representation. This, of course, appears to be congruent with the 
changing relationship of the female in the workplace. No longer is 
her work temporary or an interlude between marriage and babies. 
Today's professional woman looks upon her career with all the 
permancy of her male counterpart, and recognizes the union as an 
influential entity to be considered. Hirsch (1980) on the other hand, 
still found males more positive in their attitudes toward unionism. 
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For these reasons, it is predicted that the sex relationship (male) 
will be positively associated with all three dependent variables. 
Organization Size 
The question of organizational size as it relates to the demand 
for unionism has been addressed in the literature (Rose, 1972). The 
conclusion of Rose's research was that the very large firm, because of 
its benefit programs, and the very small firm, because of its 
inherent "togetherness" are less likely to be unionized. 
However, the literature is certainly not in agreement as to what 
constitutes a good measure of size. Alternatives include number of 
personnel, amount of assets, and extent of expenditures. The concern 
with using "number of employees" is that this might not be a true 
indication of size if the organization is heavily automated, etc. 
Thus "scale of operations" might be a better measure, with number of 
employees one indicator of this scale. This, however, would require 
a knowledge of the company few employees have. Also, often the 
employee will identify the size of his individual work unit when 
asked for organization size. Because of these and other factors 
present, the relationship between organization size and the dependent 
variables will have to be determined empirically. 
Income and Perceived Equity of Pay 
Income, whether evaluated as actual pay level, or in terms of 
pay equity, has been found to be a contributor to the demand for 
unionism. This factor bears heavily too on the evaluation of union 
instrumentality and union effectiveness. Income can be and is used 
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as an indicator of status and soci-economic situation, among other 
things, and may be used in conjunction with education to evaluate 
"success." 
Perceived equity of pay is defined by Allen and Keavey (1981, 
p. 583) as " ... strong desire to earn the right amount, that is, 
receive neither too little nor too much income relative to one's job 
responsibilities." Price (1972, p. 94) calls this "distributive 
justice--perceived probability that pay depends upon job performance 
factors." Bigoness (1978) found that perceived equity is every bit 
as important to the employee as actual equity. Kochan (1979) found 
that perceptions of pay equity were significantly related to a 
propensity to unionize among white-collar workers: those respondents 
with inadequate income and/or fringe benefits, or the belief that 
such was true, were more likely to support unionism. 
In this study it is hypothesized that income and perceived equity 
of pay will be negatively correlated with all three dependent variables 
because a poor evaluation of these variables by the respondents will 
reflect a need for the union, hence will increase the attractiveness 
of union activities. 
Participation in Decision Making 
As Alutto and Belasco (1972) discussed, there are several 
indentified themes of participation in decision making by employees. 
The first concerns organized changes. It has been found that employees 
who participate in decision making are more inclined to accept change, 
and that overall organizational effectiveness as a result of this 
change is higher. Secondly, the authors found that participation in 
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decision making was a function of the perceived influence of superiors. 
And lastly, and of most importance to this research, they found that a 
strong relationship exists between participation in decision making 
and job satisfaction. However, not all elements of the work force 
are equally desireous of participation. The question then is do 
individuals who want the opportunity to participate in decision making 
have it? 
The authors found that a correlation exists between those who 
have this desire and greater militance--as exhibited by union 
membership. In a subsequent study, Hammer and Berman (1981) found 
the union to be an attractive mechanism for use against arbitrary 
and unfavorable treatment, and a means to redistribute power in 
organizational decision making. Maxey and Mohrman (1980) found the 
union an effective mechanism to influence organizational policies 
and practices. In the present research it is predicted that partici-
pation in decision making will be negatively correlated with the three 
dependent variables, union instrumentality, union effectiveness, 
and union membership as the individual who is participating and who 
does feel he has influence will not see the union as necessary to gain 
this capability. 
Work Involvement 
Work involvement is defined by Lodahl and Kejner (1965, p. 24) 
as " ..• the degree to which a person's work performance affects 
his self-esteem." This variable was examined by several researchers 
(Kimmons and Greenhaus, 1976; Reitz and Jewell, 1979) and all found 
a positive relationship between an internal locus of control 
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orientation and involvement in the work situation. In this research it 
is predicted that this involvement will be extended to include union 
membership, a positive attitude toward union instrumentality, and a 
belief in the effectiveness of unions. 
(Dis)Satisfaction with Supervisors 
While no implicit definition of dissatisfaction with supervision 
was found, it can be considered included in such definitions as 
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"general attitudes expressing dissatisfaction with the work environment" 
(Hamner and Smith, 1978, p. 415) in which these researchers found 
dissatisfaction with supervision to be a significant predictor of 
unionization activity. The literature commonly distinguishes various 
dimensions of satisfaction to include that of supervision. So it is 
possible to have different degrees of satisfaction for different 
dimensions. Inherent in this discussion too is Herzberg's (1968) 
contention that dissatisfaction and satisfaction are not opposite 
ends of the same continuum. Herzberg (1968) points out that 
dissatisfaction is generally a result of the conditions of work 
(as compared to work content) and supervision is listed as one of 
the major sources of dissatisfaction. It is felt dissatisfaction 
with supervision will be positively correlated with all three 
dependent variables. 
Satisfaction 
For the purpose of this research this variable will be evaluated 
using the definition provided by Price (1972, p. 156) " ... the 
degree to which the members of a social system have a positive 
affective orientation toward membership in the system." This will be 
evaluated by ascertaining the employee's opinions of the company's 
interest in him as an individual. Satisfaction should be negatively 
correlated with the dependent variables because the satisfied employee 
should see no need for unionism nor see the union as instrumental. 
Effort/Reward Expectations 
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This variable is a measure of the employees belief that performance 
is dependent upon effort and that reward is contingent upon performance. 
It is particularly relevant to the employee interested in doing above 
average work. It is predicted this variable will be negatively 
correlated with union membership, union instrumentality, and union 
effectiveness in that as the employee feels there is less of a 
relationship between performance-reward, he is more inclined toward 
joining a union. He sees the union as a way to correct this situation 
(Hamner and Berman, 1981). 
Table II is provided as a summation of the predicted relationships. 
Moderating Variable 
In this research, it is hypothesized that the relationships 
between the independent and dependent variables will be moderated 
by the locus of control construct. This relationship is shown in 
Figures 1, 2, and 3. As discussed previously, it is hypothesized that 
the internal locus of control individual will be more positively 
inclined toward the dependent variables of union membership, union 
instrumentality, and union effectiveness. 
Independent 
Variables 
Perceived Influence 
Alienation 
Ethnic Background 
(non-white) 
Occupation 
Region and Right-to-
Work Laws 
Sex (male) 
Organization Size 
Income 
Perceived Pay Equity 
Participation in 
Decision Making 
Work Involvement 
(Dis)Satisfaction with 
Superiors 
Satisfaction 
Effort/Reward 
Expectations 
Union Membership 
Union Instrumentality 
Union Effectiveness 
TABLE II 
PREDICTED RELATIONSHIPS 
Union 
Membership 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Union 
Instrumentality 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Union 
Effectiveness 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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UNION EFFECTIVENESS 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY 
ETHNIC BACKGROUND 
INCOME 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS 
OCCUPATION 
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ORGANIZATION SIZE 
PERCEIVED PAY EQUITY 
ALIENATION 
PERCEIVED INFLUENCE 
WORK INVOLVEMENT 
DISSATISFACTION WITH 
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SATISFACTION 
EFFORT /REWARD 
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Locus of Control 
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Figure 1. Suggested Model of Locus of Control Effect on 
Union Membership 
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INCOME 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS 
OCCUPATION 
SEX 
ORGANIZATION SIZE 
PERCEIVED PAY EQUITY 
ALIENATION 
PERCEIVED INFLUENCE 
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Figure 2. Suggested Model of Locus of Control Effect on 
Union Effectiveness 
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UNION MEMBERSHIP 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS 
ETHNIC BACKGROUND 
INCOME 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS 
OCCUPATION 
SEX 
ORGANIZATION SIZE 
PERCEIVED PAY EQUITY 
ALIENATION 
PERCEIVED INFLUENCE 
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DISSATISFACTION WITH 
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Locus of Control 
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Figure 3. Suggested Model of Locus of Control Effect on 
Union Instrumentality 
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The literature provides several examples of this phenomenon as 
follows. Sims and Szilagyi (1976) found locus of control to be a 
moderator between autonomy and job satisfaction. Blinder (1972) 
found females to be more internal than males. Smith and Hopkins (1979) 
defined life experiences as a personal assessment of the quality of 
one's life experiences, and they found that those holding negative 
views of their life will be predisposed to unionism. Their definition 
of negative life experience would more closely correspond to the 
external locus of control predisposition. 
Locus of Control 
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In his development of the locus of control construct, Rotter (1966) 
suggested that there are individual differences in the way a person 
perceives a particular reward, and consequently, how he responds to it. 
Therefore, in its function as a reinforcing agent, reward may be 
conceived of as following from or being contingent upon a behavior 
being demonstrated. It follows then that the effectiveness of the 
reinforcer depends in large part upon whether or not the person 
showing the behavior perceives the existence of a causal relationship 
between his behavior and the reinforcer. 
In the case of an internal individual in the workplace who looks 
for and expects a causal relationship between performance and reward, 
and does not find it, it is the hypothesis of this research that he 
will look to a union organization to enhance or improve this 
relationship. 
Extensive empirical research has been conducted to verify the 
validity of the internality-externality dimension as a psychological 
variable. The results have generally supported the hypothesis that 
there is a significant difference between internals and externals with 
regard to their beliefs, feelings, and action tendencies toward some 
aspects of everyday life. It has also been found that such a 
generalized belief can be measured reliably, and that, as a psycho-
logical dimension, it is predictive of behavior in a variety of 
circumstances. 
Other relevant empirical work examined political participation as 
a function of locus of control and found that such activity did 
correlate positively with an internal locus of control (Rosen and 
Salling, 1971). In fact, Rosen and Salling found that many of the 
traits of politically active individuals resembled those of Rotter's 
criterion for the internal: (1) greater alertness to important and 
useful information in the environment, (2) increased effort to 
improve the present environment, (3) heightened concern with skill 
and individual ability, and (4) greater resistance to subtle attempts 
to be influenced. Odewahn and Petty (1980, p. 154) suggest that 
"future studies that attempt to predict pro-union behavior should 
include personality measures of competence/self-esteem", as the 
employee rather than the organization may be the source of dissatis-
faction. 
If individuals possess a general set of beliefs that they have 
little control over the occurrence of rewards in their lives, then it 
is difficult to understand how or why they would engage in activities 
calculated to attain power or influence over their environment. 
Therefore, if the individual is going to make an effort to exercise 
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such power, then a belief in the internal locus of control would appear 
to be a prerequisite. 
The most basic characteristic of internal individuals appears to 
be their greater efforts at coping with or attaining mastery over their 
environments. This is the most elemental deduction that can be made 
from the nature of the I-E variable. This hypothesis has found support 
both in the field and in the laboratory. The literature has indicated 
there is reason to expect a relationship between the locus of control 
pelief and the attempt to influence the environment. It is the belief 
of this researcher that this phenomenon is evidenced in the workplace 
by pro-union attitudes, perceptions that unions are instrumental, and 
the propensity to form or join labor organizations. Therefore, this 
study will investigate the hypothesis that an internal locus of control 
belief is positively related with both pro-union attitudes and labor 
organization membership. 
Control and the I-E Construct 
As the basic difference between internals and externals is the 
question of where responsibility for the decisions for their life 
resides, the issue of control is paramount to any discussion of the 
impact of locus of control. Three studies that specifically address 
this issue in the workplace are Lyon (1965), Hammer and Berman (1981), 
and Allen and Keaveny (1981). In a study of job security as it 
relates to the individual employee, Lyon (1965, p. 4) asserts that 
since the passage of the Wagner Act in 1935 that "only collectively 
can they (the employees) assert their individuality at work." He 
therefore feels this makes the union attractive for two reasons. 
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(1) As work is necessary, the collective action afforded by the union 
protects job and pay, and may prevent or at least alleviate arbitrary 
treatment by the employer. (2) While membership in a union is in 
itself somewhat of a restriction, it is an expression of independence 
from management control; greater control of the work environment--
through restrictions on the formal authority of management--may be 
possible. 
Hammer and Berman (1981) examined the impact of several work 
related issues on pro-union voting in a representative election. 
In this study the authors found the union to be an attractive counter-
vailing force in the work situation to regain control. That 
"unionization is a means toward a redistribution of power through 
the collective bargaining process" (Hammer and Berman, 1981, p. 416). 
They did find, however, that the type of union desired was different. 
For employees who joined a union to obtain power, a militant or 
aggressive union was desired. For the employee looking to enhance 
the rewards of employment, a more "protective" union was desirable. 
The more significant finding was the admonitation to researchers 
of psychological determinants of unionism to be aware of contextual 
differences. But, that the fundamental issue, collective action to 
gain power because of distrust of the power holders, holds across 
all relationships. 
In another study, of university faculty, Allen and Keaveny (1981) 
looked at several demographic and perceptual characteristics as they 
relate to the demand for unionism. In research related to the present 
effort, they examined the question of control as it relates to faculty 
interest in unionizing. They found that faculty see the union as 
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instrumental in several situations. First, they felt union support 
might be an attempt on the part of the faculty to improve a deficient 
performance--reward situation. Or that secondly, it could be a 
backlash against the administration for failure to establish an 
adequate performance--reward link. But in any case, in a situation 
in which the faculty see a loss of control over the performance--
reward situation--the union is seen as a mechanism to regain it. 
The techniques for analysis of the locus of control variable as 
it moderates these relationships will be discussed in the following 
chapter. Also provided is a discussion of the research design and 
application. 
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CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
In the present research respondent data on opinions and attitudes 
were collected using questionnaires. Analysis of this information was 
performed using moderated regression, ordinary least squares regression, 
factor analysis, and other statistical techniques. This chapter will 
discuss the development of the questionnaire, methodology and ration~le 
for data collection, and statistical analysis. 
Questionnaire and Instrumentation 
A valid means of measuring locus of control expectancies is 
necessary. Phares (1955) made the first crude efforts _to develop such 
a scale using an instrument of 13 skill and 13 chance items in a Likert 
format. These were developed from a priori ideas about the nature of 
skill-chance situations, and common sense. James (1957) followed by 
improving and revising Phares' work. His version of the scale has been 
used in several studies. Extensive scale development work was 
initiated by Rotter, Seeman, and Livernant (1962). 
In order to develop a satisfactory instrument, it is desirable 
to make explicit exactly what is to be measured. Rotter and his 
associates distinguished among ideal, theoretical, and operational 
definitions for the Internal-External variable. The ideal definition 
refers to the verbal description of the I-E concept in broad general 
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terms. The theoretical definition states the antecedent conditions for 
the I-E and the subsequent behavior that is mediated by the I-E. The 
operational definition refers to the test or measure of I-E that is 
utilized. It is this last definition that is of primary concern to the 
present research. 
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Early efforts to develop the scale recognized that for any given 
individual, behavior based upon locus of control beliefs would be more 
highly related within a given need area than across several different 
needs. That is to say, with respect to a specific need the individual's 
locus of control beliefs could be predicted, but that does not mean 
that this same belief will hold across all need areas. From an appli-
cations standpoint, this means that prediction ought to be enhanced 
when we measure perceived locus of control separately in different 
life areas. Therefore, early efforts at scale development contained 
subscales from several areas--academic recognition, social identification, 
love and affection, dominance, social-political events, and general 
life philosophy. The first version of the I-E scale by Rotter, Seeman, 
and Liverant (1962) contained 100 forced-choice items with an internal 
and external response. However, item and factor analysis, social 
desireability measures, and subscale correlations forced abandonment 
of the subscale approach. 
Rotter, Liverant, and Crowne (1961) then collaborated to develop 
the 23-item version that became known as the Rotter Internal-External 
Scale, or the I-E Scale (see Appendix A). The criterion for selection 
of the final 23 items was based on internal consistency and validity 
as demonstrated in two early studies. Six filler items were added 
to partially disguise the intent of the instrument. The scale is 
described as a measure of generalized expectancy, and is additive. 
Internal consistencies have been reported ranging from .65 to .79. 
Rotter (1966) felt the generalized nature of the items precluded 
higher consiste~cy. Test-retest reliability of the instrument appears 
adequate. Phares (1976) gives figures from four studies as follows: 
.49 to .80, .48 to .84, .71 to .83, and .26 to .75, over three and nine 
month intervals. 
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Social desirability effects are always a problem in any instrument, 
but extensive examination of the I-E scale reveals that while at least 
a portion of the variance associated with the scale is attributable 
to social desirability, it would be incorrect to conclude the scale is 
seriously impaired (Phares, 1976). 
As indicated earlier, the present I-E Scale consists of 29 items, 
of which six are fillers. The maximum score which an individual may 
obtain is 23, indiciating an extreme degree of externality. The more 
nearly the score is to zero, the more internally oriented the 
individual. 
The I-E Scale has been modified for specific uses ranging from a 
four question I-E format used in the National Longitudinal Study done 
by Ohio State University, to the full questionnaire, and almost every 
combination in between. The most frequently deleted questions are 
those dealing with the academic environment (5, 10, 23) when the 
instrument is to be used in a work setting. 
The particular version to be used in the present research is 
called the Different Situations Inventory (DSI), and is a more 
contemporary instrument for measuring locus of control (see Appendix B). 
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This instrument was developed in 1978 by Gardner and Warren of Boston 
University. The scale has been evaluated as follows: (1) A test-retest 
reliability of .90 was reported by Ifenwanta (1978) in an unpublished 
doctoral dissertation at Boston University. (2) Item analysis revealed 
the instrument to be a "very reliable instrument with about 85 percent 
of the test items significantly correlated to the total score" 
(Ifenwanta, 1978, p. 13). Criterion validity of the DSI and Rotter's 
I-E Scale has been found to be r = .66 (p < .01). Content validity 
was measured by Curry (1980) using three professional judges who had 
published research on locus of control in refereed journals. Assess-
ments of the judges with respect to internal versus external was 100 
percent in agreement. Construct validity was evaluated by Ifenwanta 
(1979), Cowan (1979), and Bigelow (1980). All found good consistency 
between the instrument and locus of control theory. 
As the population to be sampled in this research was primarily 
blue-collar, and several in fact spoke no English, several of the DSI 
questions were modified in terminology. As an example, one question 
asked: "I might attribute difficulty in learning to improve at 
tennis to .•. " This was changed to read: "I might attribute 
difficulty in learning to improve at my favorite sport to ... " 
Several questions were altered in a similar manner to make them more 
compatible with the sample population. 
As the purpose of this research was to investigate the moderating 
effects of locus of control on several attitudes normally prevalent 
in the workplace, a proven mechanism for sampling these attitudes was 
required. Therefore, the remainder of the instrument to be used in 
this research was extracted from proven instruments, as will be discussed. 
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The questionnaire (see Appendices C, D, and E) is basically divided 
into four sections, with one being the Different Situations Inventory 
previously discussed. The purpose of this section is to ascertain the 
respondents' position on the Internality-Externality continuum. This 
section contains 20 questions in a forced choice format. One answer 
is "internal" in orientation, the other "external." This section is 
scored with a zero for an internal answer, a one (1) for an external 
answer. The range is therefore 0-20 with the higher score being the 
more external. As might be expected, the literature indicates that 
frequently the I-E results are skewed toward the internal end of the 
scale (Rotter, 1966; Joe, 1971). This could be as a result of the 
populations sampled, which to a large degree have been college 
students. In the incumbent research, however, the population is 
predominantly blue-collar employees, consequently the selection of 
criteria to identify an "internal" versus an "external" is somewhat 
problematic. 
In this research the I-E scores will be used to determine the 
range of the values of this variable. The mean and standard deviation 
of the sample will be calculated. Then, using the technique of 
Runyon (1973), Mitchell, Smyser, and Weed (1975), and Kasperson (1982), 
those individuals scoring one standard deviation or greater above the 
mean will be classified as externals, and those scoring one standard 
deviation or more below the mean will be identified as internals. The 
group in the center, identified as "moderates" (Kasperson, 1982) will 
not be considered in one part of the analysis. The reason for this 
technique is because the data have normally been skewed toward the 
internal side, that is, respondents tend to mark the more "socially 
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acceptable" answers which skews the data to the left. This technigue 
is an attempt to get a more definitive sample. In a second set of 
evaluations, the locus of control variable will be applied and evaluated 
as a continuous variable. That is to say, the actual locus of control 
value for each respondent will be used in the calculation of the various 
regression coefficients and interaction terms used in the analysis. 
These two techniques will be compared and discussed. 
The second section of the questionnaire deals primarily with 
the independent variables of interest in this research. In this 
section the respondent is asked to answer 30 questions on a five point 
Likert scale ranging from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree." 
The following sections will discuss the specific questions used to 
tap each independent variable, and the coding scheme used with that 
particular series of questions. 
Pay Equity 
This variable will be addressed by the following three questions: 
1. In my opinion, the pay here is lower than other companies. 
2. I'm paid fairly compared with other employees. 
3. I feel I am adequately paid for what I do. 
The source of these questions is the Science Research Associates 
Attitudes Survey, which is described in Miller (1977). This instrument 
was reported to have a product moment correlation of .89 with 
reliabilities of from .96 to .99 reported for groups larger than 50. 
Validity of the instrument was measured by conducting nondirective 
interviews among a cross-section of employees, with a good correspondence 
found to exist between study results and the considered judgments of 
experienced observers. In a factor analysis of the SRA instrument, 
Dabas (1958, p. 221) identified this factor as "general satisfaction 
with financial reward for effort." 
The "value" to be assigned the pay equity variable will be 
obtained by summing the response to these three questions. In all 
cases, the questionnaire is set up on a five-point Likert scale ranging 
from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree." However, as the wording 
of the question is often altered to reduce order effects, the coding 
of the questions is important. In this particular instance, the coding 
is 1-5, 5-1, and 5-1 respectively. The value for all remaining 
variables will be determined in a similar fashion; the appropriate 
coding will be indicated after the question. 
Income 
The amount of compensation received can be used, along with 
education and other variables, as an indicator of status and socio-
economic position. The following question will be asked: 
4. The benefit program here provides well for my needs 
(5 =Strongly Agree, 1 =Strongly Disagree). 
This question too came from the SRA survey (1977), as evaluated by 
Dabas (1958). In addition, the respondent will be asked a direct 
question about income. This will be discussed in the material covering 
section four of the questionnaire. 
Alienation 
Alienation will be examined by the following questions: 
5. I often do things here that I wouldn't otherwise do if it 
were up to me (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 Strongly Disagree) . 
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This question was taken from an instrument designed by Pearlin (1962). 
Pearlin determined a reliability of .91 for this scale. This instrument 
is described in Price (1972). 
One question from an instrument by Dean (1961, p. 751) was also 
used to evaluate alienation: 
6. Sometimes I have the feeling other people are using me 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree). 
Dean determined a reliability of .78 for his instrument. 
7. A person who wants to make his own decisions would be quickly 
discouraged here. (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
Question (7) was taken from a study by Aiken and Rage (1968, p. 928) 
which gave no estimates of reliability or validity, but which has been 
used extensively in other studies. 
Perceived Influence 
This attitude was examined using the following questions: 
8. Even small matters have to be referred to some one else for 
a final decision. (1 = Strongly Agree, 5 = Strongly Disagree). 
This question was also taken from the study by Aiken and Rage (1968, 
p. 928). 
9. I am often able to do my job independently of others. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
This question was taken from a study by Dunnette, Campbell, and Rakel 
(1967, p. 151). 
10. I have to ask my boss before I do almost everything. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree) (Aiken and Rage, 1968, 
p. 928) . 
Work Involvement 
The following question was taken from an instrument used by Lodahl 
and Kejner (1965, p. 137): 
11. I'm really a perfectionist about my work. (5 Strongly 
Agree, 1 Strongly Disagree.) 
Lodahl and Kejner (1965) determined a split-half reliability for their 
instrument for three groups of respondents (nurses, engineers, and 
students) corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula, of .72, .80, and 
.89 respectively. 
A fourth question from the SRA survey (Miller, 1977, p. 357) was: 
12. I'm really doing something worthwhile in my job. 
(5 Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
13. I often have the opportunity to do a job from beginning 
to end. (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree) (Aiken and Rage, 
1968, p. 928). 
14. I often see projects or jobs through to completion. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree) (Dunnette, Campbell, and 
Hakel, 1967, p. 151). 
Satisfaction 
The questions to be used to evaluate this attitude include: 
15. I find real enjoyment in my work. (5 = Strongly Agree, 
1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
This question was taken from the work of Brayfield and Rothe (1951, 
p. 310) in which the authors calculated a reliability for their 
instrument of .77 using split-half calculations, corrected to .87 
using the Spearman-Brown formula, and a validity of .92. 
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Additionally, two questions from the SRA survey were used to 
evaluate satisfaction (Miller, 1977, p. 359): 
16. Management is really interested in the welfare of employees. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
17. You always know where you stand with this company. (5 = 
Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
(Dis)Satisfaction with Supervision 
The questions to be used to evaluate this attitude include: 
18. My boss tells me where I stand. (1 = Strongly Agree, 5 
Strongly Disagree.) 
This item was obtained from an instrument developed by Smith, Kendall, 
and Hulin (1969, p. 322) who reported a reliability of .87 (corrected 
using the Spearman-Brown formula). 
19. My boss really tries to get our ideas about things. (1 
Strongly Agree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.) 
20. My boss knows very little about his job. (5 = Strongly 
Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
The above questions are part of the SRA attitude survey (Miller, 
1977, p. 359). 
21. My boss insists that everything be done his way. (5 
Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
22. My boss emphasizes the quality of work. (1 = Strongly 
Agree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.) 
These last two questions were extracted from a 48-item questionnaire 
developed by Fleishman (1957, p. 111) which has a test-retest 
reliability range from .46 to .87 and a split-half reliability from 
.68 to .98. 
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Effort/Reward Expectations 
Effort/Reward expectations concerns the belief that performance 
is dependent upon effort and that reward is contingent upon performance 
(Sims and Szilagyi, 1976). This will be evaluated using the following 
questions: 
23. Producing high quality work is rewarded with higher pay here. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
24. Management gives me recognition when I produce high quality 
work. (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
These questions are taken from the study by Sims and Szilagyi (1976, 
p. 218), who reported a Cronbach alpha reliability of .88. 
Participation in Decision Making 
This variable will be examined as follows: 
25. I frequently participate in decisions to hire new personnel. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
26. I often have the opportunity for independent thought and 
actions. (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
These questions were extracted from the work of Aiken and Rage (1968, 
p. 928). 
27. People like myself often have a lot of say in the way 
things are done here. (5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
This question was taken from the study done by Pearlin (Price, 1972, 
p. 30) • 
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Union Instrumentality 
This variable is concerned with evaluating the apparent "usefulness" 
of a union to the individual involved, and is evaluated by two questions: 
28. Employees in my job classification would benefit from a union. 
(5 Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
29. A union is an effective means to gain influence. (5 = 
Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
These questions were taken from the work of Maxey and Mohrman (1980, 
p. 329), and were specifically designed to measure the potential 
efficacy of a union and to evaluate the respondents' subjective 
expectation of benefits. Correlation between the two items was found 
to range from .63 to .91 (depending on the type employee), however, no 
overall evaluation of validity and reliability was given. 
The third section of the questionnaire deals with the respondents' 
evaluation of union instrumentality and union effectiveness. These 
attitudes will be measured using 10 questions from the 1977 Quality of 
Employment Survey (Kochan's (1979) study called these factors "general 
union attitudes"). Eight of these same items were evaluated in Chacko 
and Greer's (1982) study. Using test-retest techniques, Chacko and 
Greer's reliability coefficients for the instrumentality questions 
were .69, .56, .64, and .43 while the reliability coefficients for the 
effectiveness items were .73, .69, .63, and .75. Again because of 
the wording of these questions the coding is sometimes different. 
The items used are as follows. 
Instrumentality 
Unions in this country 
1. Have a lot to say about who gets elected to public office. 
(5 Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
2. Have a lot of influence over what laws are passed. 
(5 = Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
3. Are more powerful than employers. (5 = Strongly Agree, 
1 Strongly Disagree.) 
4. Have a lot to say in how the country is run. (5 
Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
Effectiveness 
Unions in this country 
Strongly 
5. Protect workers from unfair actions by employers. (5 
Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
6. Improve the job security of workers. (5 = Strongly Agree, 
1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
7. Improve the wages and working conditions of workers. (5 
Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
8. Give members their money's worth for the dues they pay. 
(5 Strongly Agree, 1 = Strongly Disagree.) 
9. Have leaders who do what is best for themselves rather than 
what is best for their members. (1 = Strongly Agree, 5 = Strongly 
Disagree.) 
10. Require members to go along with decisions they don't like. 
(1 = Strongly Agree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.) 
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The final section of the questionnaire, to a large degree, deals 
with demographic information on the respondent and is solicited for the 
most part by direct questions. 
Union Membership 
This variable is addressed simply by asking the respondent the 
direct question if he or she is a member of a union. (The question 
of choice of union membership is clouded somewhat by the fact that 
the large preponderance of the responses were collected in non-right-
to-work states, so membership could be (and is) a condition of work 
in several cases.) This response was coded "1" for membership, "O" 
otherwise. 
Sex 
This variable was coded "O" for male respondents; "1" for female. 
Ethnic Background 
As has been indicated previously, ethnic background and the locus 
of control variable have been extensively investigated. In this 
particular research, because several of the sampled population are 
nonwhite (mostly Hispanic), the influence of race could be evaluated. 
Racial categories specified were Hispanic, black, caucasian, indian, 
oriental and other. Examination of the relationship between race and 
locus of control was conducted in a white/nonwhite format. 
Income 
In addition to the single question on income discussed in 
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section two of the questionnaire, the respondent was also asked to 
indicate his/her income on a scale provided. The scale choices and 
coding are as follows: under $5000 = 1; $5001-$8000 = 2; $8001-$11000 
= 3; $11001-$14000 = 4; $14001-$17000 5; $17001-$20000 = 6; $20001 or 
greater= 7. This type of scale format was used to increase the 
likelihood the respondent would answer this sensitive item. The 
response on this scale, rather than the question in section two, was 
used to categorize the respondent with respect to income. 
Size of Organization 
In this research the employees were asked a simple question 
requesting an estimate on the part of the respondent as to the 
number of employees in his/her organization. Size of the organization 
was identified as follows: less than 100 employees = 0; from 100-
1000 = 1; greater than 1000 = 2. (Obviously, the size variable would 
be the same for all subjects from the same organization but with pooled 
observations from all subject organizations the variable has variance.) 
Occupation 
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The respondent was asked to describe his occupation in his own 
words. This was then categorized into one of the following groups: 
professional, technical, or kindred worker; business managers, official, 
or proprietor; clerical or sales; craftsman, foreman, or kindred worker; 
operator or kindred worker; and unskilled, service, or domestic worker. 
Administration of the Questionnaire 
For the most part the questionnaire was administered personally 
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by the researcher. In a large segment of the sample population, because 
of the nature of the work, a video tape was prepared and presented to 
a portion of the work force to explain the questionnaire. The 
respondents were promised anonymity and all data collection, coding, 
etc. was done by the researcher. However, in the case of the Spanish 
speaking and reading respondents, an assistant was used with transla-
tions and to answer questions. The purpose of the research was explained 
to the respondents, along with the promise that in no way would it be 
possible for their supervisors to become aware of their responses. 
They were then given the opportunity to withdraw from the survey. 
Three individuals in one of the New Mexico groups exercised this option. 
The respondents were given all the time they wanted to complete the 
questionnaire, though most finished in less than 20 minutes. Question-
naires are provided in Appendices C, D, and E. To protect against 
order bias in the responses, two versions of the questionnaire were 
developed (in both English and Spanish) with both the order of the 
questions scrambled as well as the order of the sections. Appendices 
C and D are examples of the same questionnaire with the order of the 
questions scrambled. The questionnaire at Appendix E is an example 
of one of the Spanish versions. 
The respondents for the most part were not volunteers, but had 
in fact been directed to participate in the survey by their supervisors. 
Consquently, the problem ofnon-responsebias was for the most part 
non-existant. 
In each instance, a brief introductory presentation was given 
to explain the purpose of the study. The respondents were told the 
research was being done to complete requirements for a degree program. 
They were told the kinds of things being investigated were job 
satisfaction, satisfaction with supervision, and attitudes toward 
unions. The respondents were encouraged to ask question, and many 
did--particularly about how they might benefit from the research. 
They were told the employer would be provided a cumulative analysis 
of his particular employees with respect to the variables of interest, 
and of the sample population as a whole. They were told however that 
how--or if--the employer used this information was beyond the control 
of the researcher. But they were told that the supervisors had all 
indicated interest in the results. If a union was present, the 
subjects were told that it too would be provided the information. 
Last but not least, the subjects were assured anonymity. 
As the work units surveyed were for the most part small, it was 
possible for the researcher to develop some rapport with both 
employees and management. 
The preponderance of the research was conducted using firefighter 
personnel (70 percent). However, these personnel represented a good 
cross-section with respect to age, education, race (17 percent 
Hispanic), union membership, income, location, and even to some 
extent sex as there were 17 female firefighter personnel in the sample. 
For the most part the respondents were cooperative, and' interested in 
the research. And while they often wanted to know "what is in it 
for me?"--a natural reaction--they were none-the-less supportive of 
the research objectives. In practically every instance they wished 
the researcher well in his endeavors. 
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Sample Organizations 
Several organizations were used in this research. They are 
briefly described in the following sections. 
1. The custodial section of the physical plant of a large 
southwestern university. The parent organization in this situation 
was responsible for providing the utilities, maintenance, and other 
support for the academic and staff sections of the university. The 
custodial section was responsible for the direct housekeeping duties 
within the various organizations. These employees work primarily 
during the night hours, and were examined during that period. They 
were, for the most part, Hispanic, low income, and low education 
individuals. Many, in fact, spoke only Spanish, and several were 
"green carders"; Mexican citizens with temporary work permits in 
the U.S. The entire custodial section, to include supervisors, 
completed the questionnaires. The response rate was 100 percent 
except for three employees that were excused due to an inability to 
read either Spanish or English. 
2. The employees of a large high quality motel in Las Cruces, 
New Mexico. These employees ranged broadly in education, income, 
age, and skill level. They were Hispanic and caucasians, as well 
as females and males. Due to a recent incident in the organization 
in which employee confidentiality had been compromised, fewer of 
the employees agreed to participate in the survey than had been 
anticipated. Again, these questionnaires were administered by the 
researcher. 
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3. The third group of employees were the management section of a 
light manufacturing company located in Dallas, Texas. The personnel 
of this organization ranged from semi-skilled to semi-professionals. 
Income levels, educational levels, and ethnic background also varied. 
This was the only group from a right-to-work state. In this instance, 
due to the nature of the work, the researcher gave an orientation to 
the supervisors, and they administered the questionnaire. 
4. Firefighters, which represented the preponderance of the 
survey population, consisuted the final group of subjects. Specific 
organizations evaluated were as follows: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; 
Las Cruces, New Mexico; Enid, Oklahoma; Midwest City, Oklahoma; 
Guthrie, Oklahoma; Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
This sample represented a cross-section of most of the demographic 
categories discussed. For example, since firefighters from both 
New Mexico and Oklahoma were used, Hispanics, blacks, caucasians, and 
indians were sampled. Also, as the Las Cruces and Enid firefighters 
were not unionized, nonunion employees were represented in the sample. 
Variable organization size was represented by Guthrie, Oklahoma (less 
than 50), and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (greater than 600). Income 
variations were also apparent between the Las Cruces firefighters 
and several of the smaller Oklahoma cites, when compared to the pay 
scales in Oklahoma City and Bartlesville. In addition, as would be 
expected, the respondents varied greatly in age, and work experience. 
With respect to education, most had at least finished high school. 
In the case of the firefighters, due to the nature of the work, the 
researcher administered the questionnaire to one "shift". The 
orientation and explanation of the questionnaire was video-taped, 
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and administered to the other two shifts by their supervisors. As far 
as could be determined response was 100 percent of those who were 
available to take the questionnaire. 
Statistical Analysis 
The procedures used in this analysis were done for the most part 
using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) package. 
The determination of the internal-external "split" points to be 
used was made by the researcher. This required the computation of data 
set means and standard deviations. The mean ± 1 standard deviation 
was used to identify the internal and external respondents (as 
indicated in the literature by Runyon, 1973; Mitchell, Smyser, and 
Weed, 1975; and Kasperson, 1982). The results obtained using this 
"splitting" of the locus of control measure were compared to results 
obtained with the continuous locus of control measure. 
The questionnaire was produced in two versions to test for order 
effects of the questions (answers biased due to the procedural order 
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of the questions). The literature suggests this is often a problem, 
hence suggests the use of two forms of the questionnaire with both the 
order of the questions altered, as well as the order of responses 
within given questions. This was done in this research (see Appendices 
C, D, and E). To ascertain whether there were order effects, at-
statistic was calculated to evaluate the mean score of the same 
question on the two versions (question order differences). For example, 
question 1 of version A appears as question 44 of version B. The 
t-statistic permits the opportunity to evaluate the hypothesis that 
the means of the two data sets--for the data item in question--are 
not significantly different. If the hypothesis is supported, that is 
the means are not significantly different, then it can be said that 
order bias is not a factor in the analysis (within some selected level 
of significance). 
Factor analyses were conducted of both the questionnaire items and 
the summed item variables (Pay Equity, Satisfaction, and so on). The 
primary purpose of performing this analysis was to determine whether 
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the independent variables were really "independent." If these variables 
are not in fact independent, this technique facilitates the condensation 
of the original set of variables into a smaller set of variables (each 
measuring a similar phenomenon). Additional analysis can then be 
conducted using this new configuration. In this research an a priori 
assignment of questionnaire items to each of the summed variables was 
made (as discussed perviously). However, factor analysis was performed 
of the allocations to examine compatibility. 
Several alternatives were available with respect to the criteria 
for selection of the number of factors to be extracted. The first 
used in this analsyis was the latent root criteria, or the eigenvalue 
method of factor selection. In this technique, only factors having 
an eigenvalue of one or greater were utilized. The rationale for 
this selection was that any individual factor should account for at 
least the variance of a single variable if it were to be retained. 
A second technique, ~lso used in this research to verify the 
a priori assignments, was an a priori factor selection by the 
researcher. In this situation, the researcher simply specified the 
number of factors to be used and the computer allocated items to these 
factors optimally. These results will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Reliability can be broadly defined as the degree to which a 
measure is free from error, and therefore will yield consistent results. 
While it is true that behavioral measures are seldom totally reliable, 
that is free of error, their degree of reliability can be evaluated. 
The literature identifies three basic methods of assessing the 
reliability of a measurement scale: test-retest, internal consistency, 
and alternative forms. The intent of all three is to determine the 
proportion of the variance in a measurement scale that is systematic, 
that is, recurring. All three make this evaluation by correlating 
scores obtained from a scale with some form of replication of that 
scale. If correlation between the two scores is high, then most of 
the variance can be said to be systematic, and therefore the measure 
can be depended upon to yield the same results in repeated use, with 
some degree of consistency. 
Due to the nature of the data collection used in this research, 
the method used for determining reliability was internal consistency. 
In this technique, a measurement scale is applied to all subjects at 
one point and subsets of items within the scale are correlated. 
The measure of reliability is Cronbach's coefficient alpha, which is 
the most commonly accepted formula for assessing reliability of a 
measurement scale with multipoint items (Peters, 1979). The 
appropriate formulas are: 
a 
where k number of items in scale, 
cr. variance of item, and 
~ 
crT total variance. 
(1) 
KR- 20 (for dichotomous variables) 
where k number of items in scale, 
p proportion of respondents of first type, 
Q proportion of respondents of second type (1-P)' and 
crT total variance. 
Because the total variance can be restructured as the sum of the item 
variances plus two times the sum of the item covariance, Cronbach 
alpha can be computed using the following formula 
a 
where 
k 2 ( l: a. (ck~1)) i=1 l. k 2 k l: a.+ 2L 
i=1 l. i> 
k number of items, 
a. item variance, and 
l. 
a.. item covariance. 
l.J 
aJ k l: 
j 
as well: 
The bulk of the primary analysis was done using two versions of 
regression analysis. In both cases the technique used was moderated 
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(2) 
(3) 
regression (Saunders, 1956; Cohen, 1968; Zedeck, 1971; Darrow and Kahl, 
1982; Greer and Castro, to be published). Moderated regression is a 
variation of multi-variate regression in which the variable of 
interest--locus of control, in this instance--is entered into the 
equations as an interaction term with all other predictor variables 
(Pay Equity, Satisfaction, and so on). It is felt this technique 
is more informative than simply the use of dummy variables to explain 
relationships. By this method the moderating influence of both 
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perspectives of locus of control--internal and external--can be evaluated 
on each of the other specific variables. In the first case a dichotomous 
variable for locus of control was entered, and in the second case locus 
of control was entered as a continuous variable. 
The rationale for this technique is explained in Saunders (1956, 
p. 209), "There are many examples of situations in which the predictive 
validity of some psychological measure varies systematically in accord 
with some other independent psychological variables." Zedeck (1971) 
made the following observation about the technique: 
Moderated regression resulted in increases in predictive 
validity over the multiple correlation method and defines 
a general moderator variable as a qualitative or 
quantitative variable that improves the usefulness of 
a predictor by isolating subgroups of individuals for 
whom a predictor or set of regression weights are 
especially appropriate (p. 301). 
In a recent application of the technique, Darrow and Kahl (1982) 
stated the following: 
Using this technique, a moderator effect will manifest 
itself as a relationship between the dependent variable 
and the cross product of the independent and moderator 
variable, allowing the postulations of individual 
differences in the relationships between the variables 
(p. 35). 
In the present research, the relationship between the dependent 
variables union effectiveness, union instrumentality, union membership, 
and the cross product of locus of control and the other independent 
variables was examined. 
The second variation of the moderated regression analysis 
technique investigated the relationship of the various independent 
variables to the three dependent variables, using the continuous 
version locus of control construct as an interaction term with the 
various independent variables. That is to say, the variable "locus 
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of control" was operationalized continuously across its entire range 
of 0-20. In each specific instance, the measured locus of control 
value was interacted with the other variable values for each respondent. 
The results of the various analyses will be presented and discussed 
in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
This chapter contains an explanation of the statistical results 
obtained using the methods described in Chapter IV. An analysis of 
these results provides answers to the questions posed in Chapter I 
concerning the degree and nature of the relationship between certain 
employee attitudes, demographics, and measures of unionism (union 
membership, evaluations of union instrumentality, and union effective-
ness). The conclusions that may be reached from these analyses are 
discussed in Chapter VI. 
This chapter is organized into three parts. The first section 
gives a brief summary of the collection effort involved in the study. 
This is basically qualitative. The second section will present 
evidence indicating the validity and reliability of the information 
collected, the techniques used and the results. The third section 
discusses the data collected. In this section various tables are 
provided to present graphic illustration of the responses received. 
Data Presentation 
Questionnaires were completed by 565 respondents. Table III 
provides a summary of the demographic data of these persons. As can 
be seen, a fairly wide cross-section was achieved. Table IV provides 
a summary of the respondents by occupation and geographic location. 
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TABLE III 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF RESPONDENTS 
Data Item 
Sex 
Ethnic Background 
Size of Organization 
Occupation 
Location 
Right-to-Work 
Income 
Distribution 
Male=493; Female=72 
Hispanic=94; Black=19; Caucasian=433; 
Indi.an=17 
Less then 100=215; 100 to 1000=285; 
greater than 1000=65 
Business manager, official, proprietor= 
23; clerical or sales=23; craftsman, 
foreman=16; operator=387; unskilled, 
senrice=116 
Las Cruces, New Mexico=144; Dallas, 
Texas=39; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma=139; 
Midwest City, Oklahoma=59; Enid, Okla-
homa=66; Guthrie, Oklahoma=21; Bartles-
ville, Oklahoma=59; Stillwater, Okla-
homa=39 
Yes=39; No=526 
Under $5000=31; $5000-$7999=38; $8000-
$10999=57; $11000-$13999=66; $14000-
$16999=72; $17000-$19999=79; greater 
than $20000=222 
Location 
Las Cruces, N. 
Las Cruces, N. 
Las Cruces, N. 
Dallas, Texas 
Oklahoma City, 
Midwest City, 
Enid, Ok. 
Guthrie, Ok. 
Bartlesville, 
TABLE IV 
LOCATION-OCCUPATION SUBGROUPS 
Oc~upation 
M. Custodial Personnel 
M. Mote.! Employees 
M. Firefighters 
Industrial Workers 
Ok. firefighters 
Ok. Firefighters 
Firefighters 
firefighters 
Ok. Firefighters 
Stillwater, Ok. Firefighters 
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Distribution 
86 
35 
22 
39 
139 
59 
66 
21 
59 
39 
Order Effects Test 
In a data collection effort of this magnitude, certainly concern 
for the collection effort is significant. Two tests were conducted of 
this effort to evaluate this concern. 
First, a test for order bias was performed on the pairs of 
questionnaire items. As mentioned in Chapter IV, a t-statistic was 
used for this evaluation. The hypothesis in this instance was that 
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the mean value of the answer to the same question (regardless of 
location in the questionnaire) would be the same--within some level of 
significance. In this instance a significance level of .05 was selected. 
With a 60 item questionnaire, for the hypothesis to be supported (that 
question position is not significant) no more than three item-pairs 
could fail the t-test. At Appendix F is a portion of these test 
results. Two sets of item-pairs did in fact fail this test (using 
the .05 criterion), but this is within the acceptable tolerance. 
Thus, it can be said, that order or position bias in not significant 
in this particular collection effort. 
Reliability 
Reliability of the questionnaire was evaluated using Cronbach's 
alpha to examine internal consistency (this procedure is discussed in 
Chapter IV). As the number of questionnaire items used to evaluate 
the variables was often different, the Spearman-Brown formula (Guilford, 
1954; Peter, 1979) was used to correct for attenuation. The results 
of this evaluation are shown in Table V, with the attenuated values 
adjusted to a questionnaire length of three. The literature has this 
to say about coefficient alpha: 
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TABLE V 
INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY 
Questionnaire Original Attenuated 
Variable Items Coefficient Alpha Coefficient Alpha 
Pay Equity 3 .61 .61 
Alienation 3 .54 .54 
Perceived 
Influence 3 .42 .42 
Work Involvement 4 .42 .35 
Satisfaction 3 .52 .52 
Dissatisfaction 
with Supervision 5 .64 .52 
Effort/Reward 
Expectations 2 .55 .67 
Participation 3 .57 .57 
Union 
Instrumentality 6 .65 .48 
Union 
Effectiveness 6 .81 .68 
Locus of Control 20 .71 .27* 
* Locus of control was evaluated using a separate instrument of 20 
dichotomous items. 
Though no hard and fast rules have been offered for evaluating 
the magnitude of reliability coefficients, Nunnally (1967, 
p. 226) suggests the following guidelines. In early stages 
of research, modest reliability in the range of .5 t~ .6 will 
suffice. For basic research, it is argued that increasing 
reliability beyond .8 is unnecessary because at that level 
correlations are attenuated very little by measurement error 
(Peter, 1979, p. 15). 
This would suggest that the instrument used in this research is in 
fact a reliable measure. 
Factor Analysis Results 
On an a priori basis 13 "independent" variables were identified 
for use in the analysis. Of these five were identified rather easily. 
income (INCOME) and union membership (UNIONMEM) were identified by 
direct questions. As noted earlier, locus of control (LOCUS), union 
instrumentality (UNIONIN), and union effectiveness (UNIONEFF) were 
measured using parts of instruments designed specifically to measure 
these variables. The remaining eight variables were measured using 
selected items from several source instruments. The selection of 
questionnaire items to be used to measure each of these eight specific 
variables was done a priori by the researcher. To evaluate the quality 
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of this selection process, a factor analysis was done on the independent 
variables. 
Using a criterion of eignvalues of one or greater, five factors 
were extracted as significant from the 13 a priori variables. Table VI 
shows the factor pattern as a result of this analysis. This is a 
rotated pattern (varimax rotation technique). The highest loading 
for each variable has been underlined. In this configuration, 63 
percent of the variance is explained. This factor analysis was based 
on 565 observations. 
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TABLE VI 
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF SUMMED VARIABLES, N=5 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 factor 5 
PAYEQ 0.6808 0.1215 -0.3189 0.1720 o. 0132 
INCOME 0. 7773 0.0043 0.1320 -0.1245 0.0475 
ALIENA 0.3126 0.5654 -0.1622 0.1137 -0.2033 
PERINF 0.0750 0. 7595 -0.0145 0.1205 -0.0112 
WORKINV 0.1127 0.1027 0.0904 -0.0126 ..-0.7132 
SAT 0.6697 0.4050 0.0195 0.0417 ~0.1917 
DISSAT -0.1283 -0.7902 0.0993 0.0750 0.0853 
EXPECT 0.6048 0.4323 -0.0511 0.2033 0.0596 
PARTIC -0.075 7 0.2541 0.0512 0.8265 0.0187 
UNION IN 0.0387 -0.0621 0.8446 0.1274 0.0334 
UNIONEFF -0.1043 -0.1410 0.7459 -0.2734 -0.0720 
UNIONMEH -0.3635 o. 2358 0.2947 -0.6296 0.0348 
LOCUS (1.0998 -0.0508 0.0655 -0.0071 0.7629 
----------------------------------------------------------------
VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY EACH FACTOR 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
2.1746 2.0436 1.5301 l. 2919 1.1899 
The value of factor analysis is in the apparent explanation 
provided by the factors. For this to be meaningful, some definition 
must be given to these newly identified factors, based on the variables 
contained in them. This requires a substantive interpretation of the 
pattern of factor loadings, based on the evidence represented by those 
variables. Titles were assigned to the five factors identified in 
this analysis according to the following rationale. 
Factor 1--Work Compensations 
This factor contains four independent variables: Pay Equity 
(PAYEQ), Income (INCOME), Satisfaction (SAT), and Effort/Reward 
Expectations (EFFORT/REWARD). Analysis of these variables shows that 
a high score on Pay Equity indicates the respondent perceives his pay 
as equitable. A high score on Income means the respondent feels his 
needs are being met. Satisfaction is an indication of the respondent's 
attitude toward his work and management, a high score indicates satis-
faction (or economic satisfaction). Effort/Reward Expectations 
reflect the opinion of the respondent toward an effort/reward 
relationship. A high score indicates the respondent feels effort 
is adequately rewarded. As these are all generally related forms 
of compensation, this factor is labeled "Work Compensations." 
Factor 2--Work Attitudes 
This factor is made up of the variables Alienation (ALIENA), 
Perceived Influence (PERINF), and Dissatisfaction (DISSAT). Alienation 
is an indication of the respondent's feelings of alienation, or 
isolation, in the work environment. A low score on this variable 
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indicates low alienation, that is, the respondent does not feel 
alienated. Perceived Influence is a measure of the respondents 
perceived influence in the workplace, or a feeling of how much autonomy 
he/she may have. A high score indicates he/she does feel they have 
influence in the particular work situation. Dissatisfaction is an 
indication of the respondent's dissatisfaction with supervision. 
A low score indicates the employee is not dissatisfied with the quality 
of the supervision. This factor is labeled "Work Attitudes" as all 
these variables deal with how the respondent perceives his work 
situation. 
Factor 3--Union Attitude 
This factor contains the two variables Union Influence (UNIONIN) 
and Union Effectiveness (UNIONEFF). These variables are both the 
result of a subjective evaluation on the part of the respondent about 
what the union does, and how well it does it. In both cases, a high 
score indicates that the respondent evaluates unionism positively. 
Thus the factor is called "Union Attitudes." 
Factor 4--Union Support 
This factor contains two variables, Participation (PARTIC) and 
Union Membership (UNIONMEM). As Union Membership is a dichotomous 
variable, "1" indicating active union membership and "0" indicating 
nonmembership, a low score on Union Membership indicates 
nonmembership. Participation on the other hand is an evaluation 
on the part of the respondent of his feeling about his ability to 
participate in decision making in the workplace. A high score 
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indicates a feeling of an ability--or opportunity--to be involved. This 
relationship is supported in the literature (Smith and Hopkins, 1979) 
as participation in decision making was found to be negatively correlated 
with union membership. This factor is labeled "Union Support" for 
these reasons. 
Factor 5--Control 
This factor is the most supportive of the hypothesis of this 
research. The factor contains two variables--Work Involvement (WORKINV) 
and Locus of Control (LOCUS). Work Involvement measures the respondents 
feeling about his involvement in various aspects of the workplace. A 
high score indicates he is involved. Locus of Control on the other hand 
is the measure of the respondents position on the Internal-External 
Scale. In this particular evaluation, the respondents actual score 
is used, so a high score indicates an external orientation. This 
relationship then, a high locus of control score and a low work 
involvement score would indicate an external does not get involved in 
work situations. This is explained by the external's philosophy that 
since he cannot change things anyhow, why try. Hence this factor 
is called "Control." The internal will get involved, because he 
seeks control. 
While the literature suggests that loadings greater than .30 may 
be used to identify factors, certainly these must be considered 
cautiously. Loadings of greater than .SO are considered "good," with 
those greater than .70 being considered "excellent" indicators of 
commonality. A factor loading of .70 indicates that almost SO percent 
of the variance of the data variable in question is common to the 
factor. As can be seen in Table VI, at least one variable satisfies 
this criterion in each factor identified, and all loadings are greater 
than .50 (the least being .56, which indicates almost 32 percent common 
variance). This would suggest a large degree of overlapping true 
variance between the data variable and the factor. It will be noted 
however, that many o:l; the data variables are not "factor pure," that 
is, do not just relate to a single factor. If again, a factor loading 
of .30 is considered adequate, many of the data variables load to this 
degree on two factors. This impacts the ability to make inferences 
about the nature of the factor. 
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The literature suggests that factor analysis, unlike some other 
analytic techniques, is a technique to evaluate interdependence in which 
all variables are considered simultaneously. Four functions are 
normally attributed to factor analysis. In this particular situation, 
the "R" type analysis was done, which is simply the identification of 
a latent set of dimensions in a large set of variables. In the "R" 
type analysis, this is the end in itself. In addition, the amount of 
variance explained was compared to that obtained in a second factor 
analysis. 
A second function of factor analysis is to identify appropriate 
variables for subsequent regression, correlation or discriminant 
analysis. This was done in a second set of factor analysis. This 
set was used to validate the assignment proce~s of the data items 
to the original a priori 13 variables. As five of the original 
variables were relatively well defined (Income, Union Instrumentality, 
Union Effectiveness, Union Membership, and Locus of Control), a forced 
factor selection of eight was used in the second factor selection. 
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Only pertinent questionnaire items were used in contrast to the a priori 
variables in the previous factor analysis. The analysis is based on 
565 observations and the results are shown in Table VII. 
Titles were assigned to the seven significant factors identified 
in this analysis according to the following rationale. 
Factor 1--Autonomy 
This factor contains the data received in response to the following 
questionnaire items: 
23. I often have the opportunity for independent thought and 
actions. 
31. I have to ask my boss before I do almost anything. 
32. My boss knows very little about his job. 
37. Even small items have to be referred to someone higher up 
for a final decision. 
40. A person who wants to make his own decisions would be quickly 
discouraged here. 
46. My boss insists that everything be done his way. 
As can be seen, all the questions address the respondent's evaluation 
of his autonomy, or ability to operate independently in the work 
environment. Questions 32 and 46 are directly related to the 
respondent's evaluation of his supervisor. They have a negative sign 
in this situation because of the way they are scored in the original 
analysis. It is felt that all these questions require a subjective 
evaluation on the part of the respondent as to his independence on 
the job. Hence the tital "Autonomy." 
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TABLE VII 
ROTATED FACTOR ANALYSIS, N=8 
Fac 1 Fac 2 Fac 3 Fac 4 Fac 5 Fac 6 Fac 7 Fac 8 
V21 -0.09.4 -0.041 o. 711 ....0.122 -0.054 0.009 -0.050 -0.074 
V23 0.397 0.052 -0.364 0.329 0.081 -0.004 0.273 -0.091 
V24 -o.397 0.052 
.. Ql682 0.329 0.081 -0.004 0.273 -0.091 
V25 -0.008 0.497 -0.373 0.117 0.079 0.340 0.098 0.078 
V26 0.049 -0.114 -0.123 -0.009 o. 728 0.034 0.100 -0.110 
V27 0.172 0.280 0.377 0.148 0.532 -0.100 -0.188 0.065 
V28 0.145 0.090 0.005 0.301 -0.159 0.132 0.501 0.191 
V29 0.062 0.343 -0.485 0.211 0.039 0.200 0.092 -0.173 
V30 0.123 0.177 -0.329 0.642 0.068 0.012 0.023 -0.050 
V31 0. 710 -0.070 0.045 0.035 0.076 0.094 0.126 -0.205 
V32 -0.587 -0.120 0.231 0.204 -0.280 -0.003 -0.007 -0.010 
V33 -0.050 0.267 -0.360 0.175 -0.004 0.518 0.029 -0.047 
V35 0.017 0.612 -0.088 0.001 0.139 -0.017 0.054 -0.327 
V36 0.034 o. 774 0.024 0.189 0.040 0.037 0.010 0.067 
V37 0.547 0.216 0.127 0.214 -0.014 0.078 0.165 -0.270 
V38 -0.036 0.194 -0.130 0.724 -0.038 0.024 -0.024 0.123 
V40 0.547 -0.033 -0.233 0.161 0.087 0.346 -0.080 0.031 
V41 0.377 0.229 -0.068 -0.152 0.042 0.481 -0.104 -0.100 
V42 0.202 0.658 0.030 0.020 -0.082 0.077 -0.011 0.189 
V43 0.184 0.055 -0.282 0.117 0.171 -0.032 0.582 -0.137 
V44 -0.174 -0.280 0.068 0.353 0.212 0.438 0.258 -0.111 
V45 -0.123 0.010 0.368 -0.041 -0.271 -0.090 -0.145 0.310 
V46 -0.687 -0.067 0.246 0.030 0.069 ... o.034 -0.076 -0.122 
V47 0.285 0.080 0.060 -0.027 0.068 0.699 0.031 0.070 
V48 0.006 -0.010 -0.040 -0.168 0.154 -0.010 0.746 -0.005 
V49 -0.077 0.531 -0.359 0.303 -0.112 0.187 0.028 -0.104 
V50 0.060 0.096 -0.245 -0.028 0.707 0.181 0.187 0.103 
------~----------------~--------------~---------------------------
VARIANCE EXPLAINED BY EACH FACTOR 
2.608 2.521 2.504 1. 717 1.705 1.586 1.487 1.198 
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Factor 2--Compensation 
The questionnaire items loading heaviest on this factor include: 
25. Management is really interested in the welfare of the employee. 
35. I'm paid fairly compared with other employees. 
36. I feel I am adequately paid for what I do. 
42. In my opinion, the pay here is lower than other companies. 
49. Producing high quality work is rewarded with high pay here. 
This factor is labeled "Compensation" as all the items deal with pay, 
perceived equity of pay, or employee welfare. This is an evaluation 
on the part of the respondent about his perception of his position 
relative to that of others. It relates most directly to the "bread 
and butter" question often raised in the literature. 
Factor 3--Recognition 
This factor taps the respondent's feelings about how well his/her 
efforts in the workplace are recognized. It contains the questionnaire 
items: 
21. My boss tells me where I stand. 
24. My boss really tries to get our ideas about things. 
29. Management gives me recognition when I produce high quality 
work. 
45. My boss emphasizes the quality of work. 
To a large degree this deals directly with the respondent's perception 
of how well he/she is personally rewarded for work well done. It taps 
the individual's need to be recognized. 
Factor 4--Influence 
Two questionnaire items are used to evaluate this factor: 
30. People like myself often have a lot to say or influence on 
the way things are run. 
37. I frequently participate in decisions to hire people. 
This factor relates to Perceived Influence in the original analysis, 
and measures the respondent's opinion of how well he/she is allowed to 
participate in decision making. As is frequently the case, it requires 
a very subjective evaluation on the part of the respondent. 
Factor 5--Work Satisfaction 
In this situation the respondent is required to evaluate his job 
and work environment as they relate to his/her personal evaluation 
scheme. The following questionnaire items are used to tap this 
attitude: 
26. I'm really doing something worthwhile in my work. 
27. Most things in life are more important than work. 
50. I find real enjoyment in my work. 
As can be seen, these items address the person's evaluation of the 
job--relative to his own specific expectancies. 
Factor 6--Work Attitudes 
The questionnaire items used to make,up this factor include: 
33. You always know where you stand with this company. 
41. Sometimes I have the feeling other people are using me. 
44. I'm really a perfectionist about my job. 
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47. I often do things in my work that I wouldn't otherwise do 
if it were up to me. 
In this situation the respondent is asked to evaluate several different 
situations with respect to his/her work. In all cases he/she is asked 
to evaluate some aspect of the work environment relative to some 
personal standard. 
Factor ?--Responsibility 
In this situation the respondent is asked to quantify his/her 
ability or opportunity to perform independent actions. For many, 
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this opportunity is significant to job satisfaction and good performance. 
The questionnaire items used in this instance are: 
28. I am often able to do my job independently of others. 
43. I often have the opportunity to do a job from beginning to end. 
48. I often see projects of jobs through to completion. 
As can be seen at the bottom of Table VII using this factor 
pattern, 57 percent of the variance is explained. This is determined 
by summing the values given in "Variance Explained by Each Factor" 
and dividing by the number of items. That is to say, if the individual 
questionnaire items had been grouped into the seven factors discussed 
(rather than the original 13 selected a priori), 57 percent of the 
variance could be explained. The configuration reported in Table VI, 
the original configuration, explained 63 percent of the variance. 
Regression analyses were run using the seven factor arrangement 
of questionnaire items. The results of these analyses are shown in 
Tables VIII through XIII. The results of the analyses performed on 
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TABLE VIII 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS (FACTOR), LOCUS=CONTINUOUS 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 16.25 17.46 17.13 17.96 (6.94)*** (7.28)*** (7. 27) *** (3.15)*** 
LOCUS -0.15 -0.17 (2.19)** (0.16) 
FACTOR 1 (Autonomy) -0.26 -0.26 -0.21 -0.21 (4.30)*** (4.39)*** (1.55) (1.51) 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) -0.15 -0.14 -0.12 -0.13 (2 .90)*** (2.66)*** (0. 99) (1. 00) 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) 0.06 0.06 0.31 0.29 (0.85) (0.89) (2.56)** (1.79)* 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) -0.06 -0.06 0.01 0.01 (0.57) (0.56) (0.05) (0.01) 
FACTOR 5 (Work Sat.) 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 (0.06) (0.25) (0.08) (0.05) 
FACTOR 6 (Work Attitudes) 0.12 0.11 -0.23 -0.23 (1.64) (1.52) (1. 34) (1.33) 
FACTOR ](Responsibility) 0.08 0.07 0.17 0.16 (0.80) (0.68) (0.73) (0.66) 
SEX 0.73 0.69 1.28 1.26 (1. 38) (1.30) (1.02) (1. 00) 
WIIITE/NONWITE -1.09 -1.20 -3.16 -3.17 (2.45)*** (2. 71) *** (2.98)*** (2. 98) *** 
RIGHT-TQ-WORK 0.08 0.04 0.60 0.60 (0.13) (0.06) (0.42) (0.41) 
OCCUPATION 0.88 0,87 0.34 0.33 (1.91)* (1.88)* (0.33) (0.32) 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY 0.35 0,35 0.35 0,35 (8.20)*** (8. 29)*** (4.01)*** (3.77)*** 
2.42 2.47 2.80 2.86 UNION MEMBERSHIP (5.92)*** (6,06)*** (3.10)*** (2.98)*** 
-0.01 -0.01 FAC 1 * LOCUS (0.56) (0.46) 
FAC 2 * LOCUS -0.01 (0.22) 
-0.01 
(0.19) 
-0.06 -o.o5 
FAC 3 * LOCUS (2.73)*** (l. 72) * 
-0.02 -0.01 
FAC 4 * LOCUS (0.42) (0. 49) 
-0.01 -0.01 
FAC 5 * LOCUS (0.39) (0.34) 
0.08 0.09 
FAC 6 * LOCUS (2.59)*** (2.54)** 
-0.02 -0.02 
FAC 7 * LOCUS (0.49) (0.42) 
-0.18 -0.18 
SEX * LOCUS (0.76) (0.74) 
0.41 0.41 
RACE * LOCUS (2 .07)** (2.07)** 
-0.16 -0.15 
RTW *LOCUS (0.56) (0.55) 
0.09 0.10 
OCCUP * LOCUS (0.50) (0.51) 
-0.01 -0.01 
UNIONIN * LOCUS (0.80) (0.01) 
-0.10 -0.09 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS (0.56) (0.51) 
N 564 564 564 564 
a2 0.3133 0.3193 0,3431 0.3432 
F 19.341 18.427 10.809 10.391 
F1-3 1.87 
F2-4 1.50 
t-values indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with two-tailed test 
**Indicates significance at p(.05 with two-tailed test 
*Indicates significance at p(,10 with two-tailed test 
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TABLE IX 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS (FACTOR), LOCUS=BINARY 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 14.21 14.63 14.60 14.29 
(5. 56)*** (5.69)*** (5. 65) *** (_4.16)*** 
LOCUS 
-0.45 0.70 
(1. 29) (0.13) 
FACTOR 1 (Autonomy) 
-0.25 -0.26 -0.29 -0.28 
(3.91)*** (3.95)*** (3.34)*** (3. 20) *** 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) 
-0.08 -0.07 -0.12 -0.12 
(1. 42) (1. 28) ( 1. 55) ( 1. 54) 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) 0.09 0.10 0.20 0.21 
(1. 30) (1. 34) (2.34)** (2.31)** 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) 
-0.10 -0.10 -0.01 0.01 
(0.91) (_0.93) (0. 01) (0.02) 
FACTOR 5 (Work Sat.) -0.07 -0.08 -0.05 -0.06 
(0.70) (0.87) (0.47) (0.44) 
FACTOR 6 (Work Attitudes) 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.12 
(1. 70) * (1. 64) (1.20) ( 1. 20) 
FACTOR 7 (Responsibility) 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 
(1.19) (1.13) (0.84) (0. 85) 
SEX 0.70 o. 71 0.79 0.79 
(1.21) (1. 23) (1. 02) (1.02) 
WHITE/NONWHITE -1.26 -1.32 -2.08 -2.07 
(2. 61) *** (2. 72)*** (3.31)*** (3. 29) *** 
RIGHT-TQ-'WORK 0.20 0.17 0.40 0.40 
co. 30) (0.25) (0.47) (0. 4 7) 
OCCUPATION 0.90 0.91 0.68 0.68 
(1. 79) * (1.80)* (1.03) ( 1. 04) 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.41 
(8.58)*** (8. 62) *** (6.90)*** (6. 77) *** 
UNION MEMBERSHIP 2.63 2.67 2.74 2.74 (5. 99) *** (6.07)*** (4.70)*** (4.69)*** 
FAC * LOCUS 0.03 0.02 (0.20) (0.15) 
FAC 2 * LOCUS 0.07 0.07 (0.65) (0.61) 
FAC 3 * LOCUS -0.27 -0.28 (2.48)** (1.88)* 
FAC 4 * LOCUS -0.26 -0.27 (1.19) (1.19) 
FAC 5 * LOCUS -0.07 -0.08 (0, 39) (0. 41) 
FAC 6 * LOCUS 0.19 0.19 (1.15) ( 1. 09) 
FAC 7 * LOCUS -0.01 -0.02 (0.03) (0.07) 
SEX * LOCUS -o. 77 -o. 79 (0.65) (0.66) 
RACE * LOCUS 2.00 1.99 (1.99)** (1.98)** 
RT'W * LOCUS -0.61 -0.62 (0. 43) (0.43) 
OCCUP * LOCUS -0.02 -0.02 (0.02) (0.02) 
UNIONIN * LOCUS -0,02 -0.03 (0.28) (0. 31) 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS -0.25 -0.26 co. 28) (0.31) 
N 470 470 470 470 
a2 0.3360 0.3385 0.3600 0.3600 
F 17.792 16.665 9.606 9.231 
F1-3 1.28 
Fz-4 1.14 
t-values indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with two-tailed test 
**Indicates significance at p(.05 with two-tailed test 
*Indicates significance at p(,10 with two-tailed test 
TABLE X 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY (FACTOR), LOCUS=CONTINUOUS 
Variable 
INTERCEPT 
Column 1 
15.78 
(7.19)*** 
F 
LOCUS 
FACTOR 1 (Autonomy) -0.08 
(1. 38) 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) -0.02 
(0.38) 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) -0.15 
(2.40)** 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) -0.12 
(1. 30) 
FACTOR 5 (Work Sat.) 0, 04 
(0.49) 
FACTOR 6 (Work Attitudes)..Q,15 
(2.21)** 
FACTOR 7 (Responsibility)Q.33 
(3.51)*** 
SEX -0.47 
(0.94) 
WHITE/NONWHITE -0.83 
(1.98)** 
RIGHT-TQ-WORK -0. 91 
(1. 46) 
OCCUPATION -0. 13 
(0.30) 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS 0, 31 
(8. 20)*** 
UNION MEMBERSHIP -0.16 
(0.41) 
FAC * LOCUS 
FAC 2 * LOCUS 
FAC 3 * LOCUS 
FAC 4 * LOCUS 
FAC 5 * LOCUS 
FAC 6 * LOCUS 
FAC * LOCUS 
SEX * LOCUS 
RACE * LOCUS 
RTW * LOCUS 
OCCUP * LOCUS 
UNIONEFF * LOCUS 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS 
564 
0.1999 
10.591 
t-values indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with 
**Indicates significance at p(,05 with 
*Indicates significance at p<.10 with 
Column 2 
14.90 
(6.53)888 
0.09 
(1. 40) 
-0.07 
(1. 30) 
-0.02 
(0. 50) 
-0.15 
(2.42)** 
-0.12 
(1.30) 
0.06 
(0.68) 
-0.15 
(2.13)** 
0.34 
(3.57)*** 
-0.44 
(0.88) 
-0.75 
(1. 78) * 
-0.88 
(1.41) 
-0.12 
(0.29) 
0.31 
(8.29)*** 
-0.21 
(0.52) 
564 
0.2028 
9.992 
Column 3 
15.46 
(6.93)*** 
-0.06 
(0.47) 
o.os 
(0.49) 
-0.27 
(2.25)** 
-0.46 
(2.21)** 
0.40 
(2.13)** 
-0.09 
(0.59) 
0.09 
(0.41) 
0.98 
(0. 83) 
-1.78 
(1. 76) * 
1.26 
(0.94) 
0.86 
(0.88) 
0.25 
(3.06)*** 
0.96 
(1.04) 
-0.01 
(0.03) 
-0.02 
(0.92) 
0.02 
(1.10) 
0.07 
(1.90)** 
-0.07 
(1.95)** 
-0.02 
(0.52) 
0.05 
(1.18) 
-0.24 
(1. 09) 
0.21 
(1.15) 
-0.43 
(1. 71)* 
-0.18 
(0. 97) 
0.01 
(0. 91) 
-0.24 
(1.41) 
564 
0.2294 
6.161 
1.58 
two-tailed test 
two-tailed test 
two-tailed test 
Column 4 
11.83 
(2.20)** 
0. 75 
(0.74) 
-0.02 
(0 .17) 
0.07 
(0.63) 
-0.20 
(1.27) 
-0.40 
(1.83)* 
0.42 
(2.22)** 
-0.09 
(0.42) 
0.13 
(0.61) 
1.03 
(0.87) 
-1.75 
(1. 73) * 
1.26 
(0.94) 
0.89 
(0.91) 
0.27 
(3.13)*** 
1.06 
(1.14) 
I -0,01 
(0.27) 
-0.02 
(1. 07) 
0.01 
(0.25) 
0.06 
(1.51)* 
-0.07 
(2.05)** 
-0.02 
(0.66) 
0.03 
(0.83) 
-0.26 
(1.14) 
0.21 
(1.14) 
-0.44 
(1.71)* 
-0.18 
(1.00) 
0.01 
(0.56) 
-0.26 
(1.50) 
564 
0.2302 
5.948 
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TABLE XI 
UNION INSTUMENTALITY (FACTOR), LOCUS=BINARY 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column J Column 4 
INTERCEPT 14.99 14.62 14.39 13.13 
LOCUS (6. 25)*** (6.02)*** (5.89)*** (4.03)*** 0.33 2.88 
FACTOR (Autonomy) (0.98) (0.58) 
-0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) (0. 92) (0.86) (0.18) (0.01) 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) (0.45) (0.55) (0.04) (0.02) 
-0.16 -0.16 -0.24 -0.22 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) (2.30)** (2.33)** (2.88)*** (2.36)** 
-0.10 -0.10 -0.19 -0.17 
FACTOR 5 (Work Sat.) (0.10) (0.95) (1.46) (1. 32) 0.04 0,06 0.13 0.14 
FACTOR 6 0Nork Attitudes)~~:i;) (0.63) (1.08) (1.17) 
-0.12 -0.15 -0.14 
. (1.60) (1.55) (1. 60) ( 1. 50) FACTOR 7 (Responsibility) 0 , 25 0.25 0.19 0.21 
(2.44)** (2.48)** (1. 46) ( 1. 55) SEX 
-0.38 -0.38 0.16 0.16 
WHITE/NONWHITE 
(0.69) (0.70) (0.22) (0.21) 
0.69 0.65 -0.67 -0.65 
(1. 51) (1.40) (1.12) (1. 07) 
RIGHT-TD-WORK 
-0.95 -0.92 -0.20 -0.20 
(1.47) (1.43) (0.24) (0.24) 
OCCUPATION 0.02 0.01 0.84 0.85 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS 
(0.03) (0.02) (1. 36) (1.37) 
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.36 
(8. 58)"'** (8.62)*** (6.73)*** (6. 66) """* 
UNION MEMBERSHIP 
-o.61 -0.64 -0.47 -0.46 
(1.42) (1. 49) (0.81) '(0.80) 
FAC * LOCUS 
-0.05 -0.08 
(0.42) (0.60) 
FAC 2 *LOCUS 
-0.06 -0.08 
(0.59) co. 70) 
FAC 3 * LOCUS -0.06 -0.08 
(0.59) (0. 70) 
FAC 4 * LOCUS 0.17 0.12 
(1.61) (0.82) 
FAC 5 * LOCUS 0.24 0.21 
(1.15) (0.99) 
FAC 6 * LOCUS -0.12 -0.15 
(0.64) (0.78) 
FAC 1 * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 
(0.04) (0.04) 
SEX * LOCUS 0.12 0.08 
(0.61) (0. 38) 
RACE * LOCUS -0.96 -1.02 
(0.85) (0.90) 
RTW * LOCUS 0.34 0,30 
{0.35) (0.31) 
OCCUP * LOCUS -1.76 -1.76 
(1. 75)* (1.76)* 
llHIONEFF * LOCUS 0.02 0.01 
(0.29) (0.02) 
UNIONHEM * LOCUS -0.48 -0.50 
(0.55) (0.57) 
N 470 470 470 470 
a2 0.2117 0.2133 0.2361 0.2367 
F 9.439 8.833 5.277 5.087 
Ft-3 1.09 
F2-4 1.04 
t-values indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with two-tailed test 
**Indicates significance at p(.05 with two-tailed test 
*Indicates significance at p(.10 with two-tailed test 
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TABLE XII 
UNION MEMBERSHIP (FACTOR), LOCUS=CONTINUOUS 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 0.17 0.05 0.09 0.10 
(0.70) (0.21) (0.36) (0 .17) 
LOCUS 0.01 -0.01 
1 (Autonomy) (1.87)* (0.02) FACTOR 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) (1.55) (1.64) (1.84)* (1.70)* 
-0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) (5.19)*** (5.33)*** (3.12)*** (3.09) *** 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) (2.07)** (2.10)** (2.26)** (1.78)* 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
FACTOR 5 (Jolork Sat.) (0.04) (0.03) (0.25) (0.23) 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
(0. 76) (1.01) (0.08) (0.08) 
FACTOR 6 (Work Attitudes) -0.01 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
(1.19) (1.08) (0.75) (0. 74) 
FACTOR 7 (Responsibility) -0.01 
-0.01 -0.02 -0.02 
(1.31) (1. 20) (1. 03) (1. 00) 
SEX -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.13 
(2. 69) *** (2.61)*** (1. 08) (1. 08) 
WHITE/NONWHITE 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.23 
(4.96)*** (5 .15) *** (2.23)** (2.21)** 
RIGHT-TD-WORK -0.17 -0.17 -0.07 -0.07 
(2.60)*** (2.53)** (0.45) (0.45) 
OCCUPATION 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.39 
(7 .89)*** (7 .87)*** (3. 79)*** (3.77)*** 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
(0. 41) (0.52) (0.64) (0. 62) 
U5ION EFFECTIVENESS 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 
(5. 92)*** (6.06)*** (3.00)*** (2.89)*** 
FAC * LOCUS -0.01 ' -0.01 
(1.25) (1.13) 
FAC 2 * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (1. 04) (1.03) 
FAC 3 * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (l .46) (1.06) 
FAC 4 * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0. 32) (0.29) 
FAC 5 * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0.66) (0. 65) 
FAC 6 * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0. 25) (0.25) 
FAC 7 * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0.60) (0. 58) 
SEX * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0. 06) (0.06) 
RACE * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.01) (0.01) 
RTW * LOCUS -0.02 -0.02 (0. 77) (0.77) 
OCCUP * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.32) (0.31) 
UNIONIN * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.9'9) (0.95) 
UNIONEFF * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.33) (0.31) 
N 564 564 564 564 
R2 0.4557 0.4591 0.4644 0.4644 
F 35.481 33.347 17.941 17.244 
F1-3 0.67 
F2-4 0.04 
t-values indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with two-tailed test 
**Indicates significance at p(.05 with two-tailed test 
*Indicates significance at p(.10 with two-tailed test 
TABLE XIII 
UNION MEMBERSHIP (FACTOR), LOCUS=BINARY 
Variable 
INTERCEPT 
Column 1 
0.37 
(1. 37) 
F 
LOCUS 
0.01 
(1.21) 
FACTOR 2 (Compensation) -0.03 
(5.54)*** 
FACTOR l (Autonomy) 
FACTOR 3 (Recognition) -0.02 
(2.57)*** 
FACTOR 4 (Influence) 
FACTOR 5 (Work Sat.) 
-0.01 
(0.01) 
0.01 
(0.44) 
FACTO& 6 (Work Attitudes)-0.01 (0, 79) 
FACTOR 7 Qtesponsibility)-0.01 (1.16) 
SEX -o.15 
(2.61)*** 
WIIITE/NOIIIIIIITE 
RIGHT-TQ-WORK 
OCCUPATION 
0.20 
(4.11)*** 
-0.17 
(2.38)** 
0.35 
(7.08)*** 
-0.01 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY (1. 42) 
UNIOII EFFECTIVENESS 
FAC 1 * LOCUS 
FAC 2 * LOCUS 
FAC 3 * LOCUS 
FAC 4 * LOCUS 
FAC 5 * LOCUS 
FAC 6 * LOCUS 
FAC 7 * LOCUS 
SEX * LOCUS 
RACE * LOCUS 
RTW * LOCUS 
OCCUP * LOCUS 
UNIONIII * LOCUS 
U!IIOIIEPF * LOCUS 
0.03 
(5.99)*** 
470 
0.459.2 
29,848 
Column 2 
0.30 
(1.11) 
0.06 
(1.72)* 
0.01 
(1.27) 
-0.03 
(5.68)*** 
-0.02 
(2.62)*** 
-0.01 
(0.03) 
0.01 
(0 .67) 
-0.01 
(0, 71) 
-0.01 
(1,07) 
-0.16 
(2. 63) ••• 
0.20 
(4. 25) ••• 
-0.16 
(2. 30) •• 
0.35 
(7.02)*** 
-0.01 
(1.49) 
0.02 
(6.07)*** 
470 
0.4627 
28.044 
Column 3 
0.31 
(1.12) 
0.02 
(2.10)** 
-0.04 
(4.63)*** 
-0.02 
(2.42)*** 
-0.01 
(0.46) 
-0.01 
(0.25) 
-0.01 
(0.80) 
-0.01 
(0.82) 
-0.14 
(l. 75)* 
0.21 
(3.22)*** 
-0.14 
(1. 64) 
0.37 
(5. 77)*** 
-0.01 
(0.87) 
0.03 
(_4,59)*** 
-0.02 
(1.75)* 
0.01 
(0. 82) 
0.01 
(0. 79) 
0.01 
(0.40) 
0.02 
(1.33) 
0.01 
(0.18) 
0.01 
(0.04) 
-0.03 
(0.24) 
0.03 
(0.29) 
-0.05 
(0.36) 
-0.05 
(0.36) 
-0.01 
(0.50) 
0.01 
(0.14) 
470 
0,4699 
15.138 
F1-J 0.69 
Column 4 
0.21 
(0.57) 
0.23 
(0.41) 
0.02 
(2.13)** 
-0.04 
(4.57)*** 
-0.02 
(2.01)** 
-0.01 
(0.37) 
-0.01 
(0.18) 
-0.01 
(0. 74) 
-0.01 
(0. 73) 
-0.14 
(1.75)* 
0. 21 
(3.24)*** 
-0.21 
(1.64) 
0,37 
(5.77)*** 
-0.01 
(0. 79) 
0.03 
(4,59)*** 
-0.02 
(1.78)* 
0.01 
(0.71) 
0.01 
(0.32) 
0.01 
(0.31) 
0.02 
(1.16) 
0.01 
(0.11) 
0.01 
(0.08) 
-0.03 
(0.28) 
0.02 
(0.25) 
-0.05 
(0.37) 
-0.06 
(0.37) 
-0.06 
(0.60) 
0.01 
(0.02) 
470 
0.4701 
14.556 
F2-4 0.47 
t-valuea indicated in parentheses 
***Indicates significance at p(.01 with two-tailed test 
**Indicates significance at p(.05 with two-tailed test 
*Indicates significance at p<.10 with two-tailed test 
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the original 13 a priori variables are presented in Tables XIV through 
XIX. An examination of Tables VIII through XIII compared to Tables 
XIV through XIX shows no significant difference in variance explained 
by the regression results. 
Recall there were three dependent variables to be investigated, 
union effectiveness, union instrumentality, and union membership. Also, 
these variables were being examined as they were moderated by the locus 
of control variable when applied under two situations, locus of control 
as a dichotomous variable (internal-external) and locus of control 
applied in a continuous fashion. As can be seen in Tables VIII through 
XIII and XIV through XIX, this makes for 12 different analyses. Each 
of these tables is arranged similarly, as follows: Column 1 shows the 
regression coefficients for the variables, without the moderating 
variable--locus of control--in the equation. Column 2 shows the 
regression results for the basic equation with locus of control entered 
in the equation, but operating as just another independent variable. 
Column 3 is the first of the two moderated regression equations, this 
one including locus of control operating interactively, but not as an 
independent variable. Column 4 is the most comprehensive equation 
with locus of control appearing as both an interactive term and as an 
independent variable. For all the equations, in addition to the 
regression coefficients, shown in parenthesis is the t-statistic for 
these coefficients. Significance levels of .01, .05, and .10 are 
indicated. 2 Also shown are the R and F values for these various 
regression equations. F1_3 and F2_4 are a comparison of the equations 
in Columns 1 and 3, and 2 and 4, respectively. 
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TABLE XIV 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS (VARIABLES), LOCUS=CONTINUOUS 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 11.24 12.17 11.50 9.98 
(4.50)*** . (4.81)*** (4.55)*** (3.55)*** 
LOCUS 
-0.15 -1.79 
(2.15)** (1. 68)* 
PAY EQUITY 
-0.32 -0.31 -0.44 -0.52 
(3.98)*** (3.85)*** (2.29)** (2.63)*** 
INCOME 0.31 0.31 0.27 0.23 
(1.92)* (1.94)* (0.65) (0.57) 
ALIENATION 0.07 0.06 -0.09 -0.19 
(0.74) (0.63) (0.39) (0. 77) 
PERCEIVED 
INFLUENCE 
-0.05 -0.06 -0.02 -0.03 
(0. 67) (0. 72) (0.08) (0.16) 
WORK 
INVOLVEMENT 0.05 0.02 -0.06 -0.08 
(0.49) (0.24) (0.31) (0. 36) 
SATISFACTION 0.06 0.06 -0.10 -0.11 
(0.60) (0.60) (0.41) (0.47) 
DISSATISFACTION 
WITH SUPERVISION 0.22 0.23 0.42 0.31 
(3. 77)*** (3.89)*** (3. 72)*** (2.37)** 
EFFORT/REWARD 
EXPECTATIONS -0.02 0.01 0.10 0.10 
(0.14) (0.12) (0.39) (0.41) 
PARTICIPATION -0.16 -0.15 -0.11 -0.30 (1.43) (1.32) (0.44) (1.06) 
SEX 0.82 0.78 1.69 1.48 (1.56) (1.48) (1.30) (1,14) 
WHITE/NONWHITE -1.04 -1.16 -2.19 -2.43 (2. 37)** (2. 63)*** (2.06)** (2.27)** 
RIGHT-TD-WORK 0.05 0.02 0.67 0.58 (0.07) (0.02) (0.45) (0.40) 
OCCUPATION 0.69 0.67 0.36 0.36 (1. 50) (1.46) (_0.34) (0.34) 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.34 (8 .11) *** (8.21)*** (3. 94) *** (3 .51)*** 
UNION MEMBERSHIP 2.40 2.45 2.69 2.31 (5. 91)*** (6.05)*** (2,81)*** (2.35)** 
PAYEQ * LOCUS 0.02 0,04 (_0.56) (_0.95) 
INCOME * LOCUS 0.01 0,02 (0.17) (0.21) 
ALIENA * LOCUS 0.03 0,05 (0.75) (1.16) 
PERINF * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.41) (_0.01) 
WORKINV * LOCUS -o.Ol -0,02 (0.24) (0.50) 
SAT * LOCUS 0.04 0.04 (0.83) (0.95) 
DISSAT * LOCUS -0.04 -0.01 (1.85)* (_0.56) 
EXPECT * LOCUS -0.02 -0.02 (0.41) (0.42) 
PARTIC * LOCUS -0.01 -0.02 (0.25) (0.48) 
SEX * LOCUS -0.22 -0.17 (0.89) (_0.68) 
RACE * LOCUS 0.21 0.27 (1. 08) (1.34) 
RTW * LOCUS -0.15 -0.13 (0.54) (0.45) 
OCCUP * LOCUS 0.04 0.04 (0 .18) (.0.19) 
UNIONIN * LOCUS -0.01 0.01 (0.28) (0.15) 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS -0.05 0.02 (0.28) (0.12) 
N 564 564 564 564 
R2 0.3198 0.3255 0.3404 0.3439 
F 17.207 16.526 9.188 9.013 
F1-3 1.11 
F2-4 0.99 
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TABLE XV 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS (VARIABLES), LOCUS=BINARY 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 ColuDU\ 4 
INTERCEPT 9.54 9.82 9. 51 11.12 
(3.50)*** (3.58)*** (3. 40) ••• (3. 07) ••• 
LOCUS 
-0.39 -3.99 
(1.31) (0. 77) 
PAY EQUITY 
-o.21 -0.20 -0.32 -0.33 
(2.34)** (2.25)** (2.74)*** (2.81)*** 
INCOME o. 31 0.32 0.40 0.39 
(1. 74). (1.76)* (1.65)* (l. 58) 
ALIENATION 0.04 0.04 -0.01 -0.02 
(0. 37) (0. 33) (0.01) (0.15) 
PERCEIVED 
IIIFLUEIICE -0.06 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01 
(0. 68) (0. 72) (0.01) (0.09) 
WORK 
IIIVOL VEMEIIT 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.02 
(0.68) (0.54) (0.04) (0.13) 
SATISFACTION 0,04 0.04 0.02 0.02 
(0.37) (0.39) (0.13) (0.16) 
DISSATISFACTION 
WITH SUPERVISION 0.23 0.23 0.32 0.30 
(3.65)*** (3.68)*** (.4.28)*** (3.78)*** 
EFFORT/RE1oiARD 
EXPECTATIONS -0.01 -o.01 0.01 0.01 
(0 .04) (0.10) (0.03) (0.09) 
PARTICIPATION -o.17 -0.16 -0.14 -0.17 
(1.34) (1. 27) . • (0,82) (0. 98) 
SEX 0.84 0.85 0.96 0.96 (1. 43) (1.46) (1.22) (1.21) 
WHITE/IIOIMIITE -1.30 -1.35 -1.97 -1.99 (2.71)••• (2.80)*** (3,10)*** (3.12)*** 
RIGHT-To-WORK 0.12 0.10 0.27 0.27 (0.18) (0 .15) (0.32) (0.31) 
OCCUPATION 0.68 0.68 0.46 0.44 (1. 36) (1.36) (0. 70) (0.66) 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.39 (8. 38)*** (8 .42)*** (6.54)*** (6.35)*** 
UNION MEMBERSHIP ,2.59 2.63 2. 68 2. 64 (5. 89)*** (5.96)••• (4.57)••• (4.50)*** 
PAYEQ * LOCUS 0.21 0.23 (1.14) (1. 23) 
INCOME * LOCUS -0.20 -0.19 (0.55) (0. 50) 
ALIENA * LOCUS 0.13 0.17 (0,58) (0. 73) 
PERIIIF * LOCUS -0.17 -0.14 (1.01) (0. 79) 
WORKIIIV * LOCUS 0.15 o.o8 (0.08) (0.40) 
SAT * LOCUS 0.14 0.15 (0 ,63) (0.69) 
DISSAT * LOCUS -0.19 -0.13 (1.78)* (1. 01) 
EXPECT * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.04) (0. 34) 
PARTIC * LOCUS -0.06 0.01 (0.26) (0.04) 
SEX * LOCUS -0.59 -0.51 (0. 48) (0. 42) 
RACE * LOCUS 1.58 1. 70 (1.57) (1.66)* 
RTW * LOCUS -0.51 -0.49 (0. 35) (0. 36) 
OCCUP * LOCUS 
-0.09 -0.02 
(0. 08) (0.02) 
UIIIOIIIII * LOCUS 
-0.02 0.01 
(0 .19) (0.01) 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS 
-o.o8 -0.03 
(0. 90) (0.03) 
II 470 470 470 470 
R2 0.3360 0.3378 0.3565 0.3572 
F 15.34 7 14.476 8.125 7.872 
F1-3 0.93 
F2-4 0.88 
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TABLE XVI 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY (VARIABLES), LOCUS~CONTINUOUS 
Variable Column I Column 2 Column 3 ColuDUl 4 
IIITERCEPT 12.58 11.83 12.33 6.23 
LOCUS 
(5.34)*** • (4.9ll*** (5 .15) *** (1.15) 
0.10 1.26 
PAY EQUITr (1.54) (1.26) 
-0.12 -0.12 0.10 0.15 
INCOME 
(1.55) (1.62) (0.53) (0.81) 
0.22 0.22 0.04 0.07 
ALIENATION 
(1.47) (1. 45) (0.11) (0.18) 
-0.17 -0.16 -0.17 -0.11 
(1.82)* (I. 73) * 
PERCEIVED 
(0. 79) (0.47) 
INFLUE!ICI 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 
(0.31) (0.27) (0.03) (0.13) 
WOIIX 
IIIVOLVEMEIIT 0.26 0.27 0.20 0.31 
(2.97)*** (3 .12)*** (1.05) (1.49) 
SATISFACTION 
-0.05 -0.05 0.23 0.24 
(0.56) (0.55) (1.00) (1.05) 
DISSATISFACTION 
lliTB SUPEllVISION -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 
(0.29) (0.39) (0.80) (0.12) 
EFFORT /U:WAllD 
EXPECTATIONS 0.08 0.08 -0.34 -0.34 
(0. 76) (0. 74) (.42) (1.40) 
PAllTICIPATION -o.o3 -0.04 -0.04 -0.09 
(0.28) (0.35) (0.19) (0.33) 
SEX -:-0.17 -0.15 1.65 1.76 
(0.35) (0.30) (1.34) (1.43) 
WHITE/IIOIIIIRITE -0.69 -o.60 -1.96 -1.76 
(1.64) (1.41) (1.94)* (1. 72)* 
RIGHT-TQ-WOIIX 1.00 0.98 1.44 1.42 
(1.60) (1.56) (1.05) (1.03) 
OCCUPATION -0.29 -0.28 1.01 0.98 
(0.66) (0.63) (1.00) (0.97) 
UIIIUN EI'I'ECTIVEIIESS 0.31 0.32 0.27 0.29 
(8.11)*** (8 .21)*** (3.09)*** (3.28)*** 
UNION HEHIIEllSHlP -0.30 -0.35 1.17 1.37 
(0. 7 5) (0.87) (1.24) (1.43) 
PAYEQ * LOCUS -o.o5 -0.06 
(1.39) (1.64) 
INCOME * LOCUS 0.03 0.30 
(0.47) (0. 42) 
At.IENA * LOCUS 0.01 -0.01 
(0.19) (0.13) 
PElliiiF * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0.09) (0.31) 
WOIIXIIIV * LOCUS 0.01 P0.01 (0.39) (0.25) 
SAT * LOCUS -0.06 -0.06 
0.33) (1.41) 
DlSSAT * LOCUS 0.01 -0.01 (0.60) (0.18) 
EXPECT * LOCUS 0.08 0.08 (1.88)* (1. 70). 
PAllTIC * LOCUS 0.01 -0.02 (0.18) (0.37) 
SEX * LOCUS -0.37 -0.40 (1.60) (1. 70) * 
!lACE * LOCUS 0.29 0.25 (1.57) (1.31) 
RT\l * LOCUS -o.49 -0.49 (1.87)* (1.87)* 
OCCUP * LOCUS -0.25 -o.25 (1.35) (1.32) 
UIIIONEFF * LOCUS 0.01 o.o1 (0.62) (0.35) 
UNIOIIMEH * LOCUS -0.32 -0.36 (1.80)* (1. 98)** 
II 564 564 564 564 
a2 0.1902 0.1937 0.2160 0.2183 
F 8.597 8.228 4.905 4.803 
'1-3 1.17 
F2-4 1.12 
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TABLE XVII 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY (VARIABLES), LOCUS= BINARY 
Variable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 10.74 10.42 10.25 8.29 (4.18)*** (4. 03) *** (3.89)*** (2.40)** 
LOCUS 0.38 4. 72 (1.14) (0.88) 
PAY EQUITY -0.15 -0.15 -0.07 -0.06 (1.74)* (1.82)* (0.64) (0.49) 
INCOME 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.30 (1, 56) (1. 52) (1.21) (1. 29) 
ALIENATION -0.08 -0.08 -0.11 -0.08 (0.76) (0. 73) (0.80) (0.60) 
PERCEIVED 
-0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 INFLUENCE (0.46) (0.41) (0. 27) (0 .14) 
WORK 0.25 0.30 0.23 0.27 INVOLVEMENT (2.63)*** (2.74)*** (1.87)* (2.06)** 
SATISFACTION -0.08 -0.08 -0.03 -0.03 (0.76) (0.77) (0.19) (0.23) 
DISSATISFACTION 
-0.01 -0.02 -0.07 -0.04 WITH SUPERVISION (0.21) (0.25) (0. 89) (0.58) 
EFFORT/REWARD 0.14 0.14 0.04 0.04 EXPECTATIONS (1. 20) (1. 25) (0.24) (0. 27) 
PARTICIPATION 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.10 (0.32) (0.25) (0.35) (0.58) 
SEX -0.14 -0.15 0.57 0.58 (0.25) (0.28) (0. 77) (0, 77) 
WHITE/NONWHITE -0.48 -0.43 -0.55 -0.52 (1. 06) (0. 94) (0. 90) (0.86) 
RIGHT-TO-WORK -1.02 -0.99 -0.31 -0.30 (1.57) (1.53) (0.37) (0.37) 
-0.11 -0.10 0.74 0. 77 OCCUPATION (0. 22) (0. 22) (1 .18) (1. 22) 
0.35 0.35 0.34 0.35 UNION EFFECTIVENESS (8.38)*** (8. 42) *** (6.29)*** (6.35)*** 
-0.72 -0.76 -0.44 -0.42 UNION MEMBERSHIP (1.67)* (1. 76)* (0. 76) (0.72) 
-0.20 -0.22 PAYEQ * LOCUS (1.10) (1.22) 
-0.04 -0.06 INCOME * LOCUS (0.13) (0 .18) 
0.14 0.09 
ALIENA * LOCUS (0.67) (0.43) 
-0.03 -0.07 
PERINF * LOCUS (0. 20) (0.43) 
0.08 -0.01 
WORKINV * LOCUS (0.49) (0.01) 
-0.19 -0.21 
SAT * LOCUS (0.94) (1.01) 
0.10 0.03 
DISSAT * LOCUS (0.93) (0.20) 
0.29 0.27 
EXPECT * LOCUS (1. 27) (1.18) 
0.02 -0.07 
PARTIC * LOCUS (0.08) (0.29) 
-1.75 -1.83 
SEX * LOCUS (1.51) (1.59) 
0.76 0.61 
RACE * LOCUS (0.80) (0.62) 
-1.79 -1.80 
RTW * LOCUS (1.31) (1.31) 
-1.97 -2.03 
OCCUP * LOCUS (1.99)** (2.05)** 
0.02 0.01 ' 
UNIONEFF * LOCUS (0. 22) (0.01) 
-0.84 -0.86 
UNIONMEM * LOCUS (0.96) (0.98) 
N 470 470 470 470 
R2 0.2098 0.2120 0.2354 0.2368 
F 8.051 7.634 4.516 4.393 
F1-3 0.98 
Fz-4 0.95 
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TABLE XVIII 
UNION MEMBERSHIP (VARIABLES), LOCUS=CONTINPOUS 
Vaiiable Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 0.24 0.14 0.17 0.42 
(0.93) (0.55) (0.65) (0.73) 
LOCUS 0.01 -0.05 
(1.96)* (0.49) 
PAY EQUITY 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 
(2.52)** (2.60)*** (0.56) (0.65) 
INCOME 
-0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
(0.31) (0. 34) (0.50) (0. 03) 
ALIENATION 
-0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
(1.43) (1. 31) (0.14) (0.02) 
PERCEIVED 
INFLUENCE 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 
(0. 21) (0.17) (1.19) (1. 24) 
WORK 
INVOLVEMENT 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 
(1.86)* (2.06)** (l. 44) (1.12) 
SATISFACTION -0.02 -0.02. -0.03 -0.03 
(2.26)** (2.23)** (1. 22) (1.12) 
DISSATISFACTION 
WITH SUPERVISION -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 
(1.89)* (2.00)** (2.34)** (2.31)** 
EFFORT/REWARD 
EXPECTATIONS -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 
(0. 31) (0.33) (0. 74) (0.75) 
PARTICIPATION 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 
(1.14) (1. 22) (0. 98) ( l. 09) 
SEX -0.14 -0.14 -0.16 -0.16 
(2. 68) *** (2.61)*** (1.20) (1. 23) 
WHITE/NONWHITE 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.24 
(5.13)*** (5. 34)*** (2.38)** (2.21)** 
RIGHT-TD-WORK -0.21 -0.20 -0.17 -0.17 
(3 .11)*** (3.05)*** (1.12) (1.12) 
OCCUPATION 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.34 
(8. 20) *** (8.20)*** (3. 25) *** (3.22)*** 
UNION INSTRUMENTALITY -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
(0.75) (0.87) (0. 74) (0.66) 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 (5.91)*** (6.05)*** (2.82)*** (2.68)*** 
PAYEQ * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (_0.57) (0.45) 
INCOME * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 
co .17) (0 .16) 
ALIENA * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0. 71) (0.57) 
PERINF * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (1. 25) (l. 31) 
WORKINV * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (0. 53) (0. 26) 
SAT * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 (_0.37) (0. 39) 
DISSAT * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (1. 55) (1.58) 
EXPECT * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0. 70) (0. 72) 
PARTIC * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0.50) (0. 66) 
SEX * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0. 20) (0. 24) 
RACE * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 CO. OS) (0. 08) 
RTW * LOCUS -0.01 -0.02 co. 35) (0.34) 
OCCUP * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0. 24) (0. 26) 
UNIONIN * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 Cl. 28) Cl.18) 
UNIONEFF * LOCUS -0.01 .,-0.01 (0.18) (0.09) 
N 564 564 564 564 
R2 0.4529 0.4567 0.4632 0.4634 
F 30.302 28.793 15.357 14.848 
F1-3 0.68 
F2-4 0.44 
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TABLE XIX 
UNION MEMBERSHIP (VARIABLES), LOCUS=BINARY 
Variable Column Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
INTERCEPT 0.35 0.29 0.30 0.42 
LOCUS 
(1.24) (1.05) (1.04) (1.12) 
0.07 -0.30 
PAY EQUITY (1.82). (0.50) 
-0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 
(3 .18) ••• (3.28)*** (2.00)** (2.05)** 
INCOME 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
ALIENATION 
(0.13) (0.08) (0.43) (0.47) 
-0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
PERCEIVED 
(0. 52) (0.46) (0.26) (0.16) 
INFLUENCE 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
(0. 71) (0.63) (0.81) (0.87) 
WORK 
INVOLVEMENT 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 
(1.88)* (2.07}** (1. 90). (1. 63) 
SATISFACTION 
-0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 
(2.64)*** (2.65)*** (1. 96) •• (1.94)* 
DISSATISFACTION 
WITH SUPERVISION 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
(2.40)** (2.45)** (2.80)•• (2.91)••• 
EFFORT /REWARD 
EXPECTATIONS 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
(0.04) (0.13) (0.44) (0.46) 
PARTICIPATION 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
(0.65) (0. 75) (1.11) (1.12) 
SEX -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.14 
(2.55)** (2.58)••• (1. 70)* (1. 70). 
WIIITE/NONIIIIITE o. 21 0.22 0.23 0.23 
(4.29)*** (4.44)*** (3.48)*** ~3 .44) ••• 
RIGHT-TD-WORK -0.20 -0.19 -0.18 -0.18 
(2.82)*** (2. 75}*** (2 .04) •• (2 .04) •• 
OCCUPATION 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.37 
(7 .40)*** (7.37)••• (5.78)*** (5. 73)*** 
UNION INSTRllMENTALITY -0.01 -0.01 
-0.01 -0.01 
(1.67)* (1. 76). (0.67) (0. 72) 
UNION EFFECTIVENESS 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
(5.89)*** (5. 96) ••• (4.56)••• (4.44)••• 
PAYEQ * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 
(0. 75) (0.66) 
INCOME * LOCUS 0.03 0.03 
(0.80) (0.82) 
ALIENA * LOCUS -0.02 -0.02 
(0.81) (0.66) 
PERINF * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 
(0.50) (0.61) 
WORKINV * LOCUS -0.01 -0.01 
(0.48) (0.19) 
SAT * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 
(0.01) (0.05) 
DISSAT * LOCUS 0.02 0.02 
(1. 56) (1.57) 
EXPECT * LOCUS 0.02 0.02 (0.87) (0.90) 
PARTIC * LOCUS 0.02 0.03 (0.88) (1.01) 
SEX * LOCUS -0.04 -0.04 (0.34) (0.30) 
RACE * LOCUS 0.01 0.02 (0.11) (0. 20) 
RTW * LOCUS -0.03 -0.02 (0.17) (0.16) 
OCCUP * LOCUS -0.04 -0.04 (0.41) (0.36) 
UNIONIN * LOCUS -0.01 -0.04 (1.16) (1.04) 
UNIONEFF * LOCUS 0.01 0.01 (0.06) (0.14) 
N 470 470 470 470 
R2 
0. 4572 0.4612 0.4695 0.4698 
F 25.553 24.286 12.978 12.547 
F1-3 0.68 
F2-4 0.47 
The dependent variable "Union Effectiveness" is examined in 
Tables XIV and XV. As can be seen, explanatory power is increased 
about three percent when the locus of control construct is operation-
alized as a continuous variable (Table XIV), and about two percent 
when locus of control is used as a dichotomous variable (Table XV). 
However, this minimal increase was achieved by the introduction of 
15 additional variables. Obviously, this is not significant. In all 
situations, too, the F value was reduced greatly, normally by a factor 
of about two. 
What should be noted however, is the behavior of some of the 
variables. Pay Equity (PAYEQ) was significant at at least the .OS 
level in all equations with a negative coefficient. This supports 
the literature (Getman et al., 1976; Kochan, 1979; Maxey and Mohrman, 
1980) that one measure of union effectiveness is the ability of the 
union to improve wages and working conditions. This relates to the 
actual income (INCOME) measure which was significant in over half the 
equations. Dissatisfaction with supervision was highly significant 
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in all equations. This would suggest a high correlation between 
recognition of the union as effective, and a feeling of dissatisfaction 
with superiors. This corresponds to one of the parameters of union 
effectiveness that says the union protects workers from unfair actions 
by employers. Race was very significantly related to the perception 
of union effectiveness in all equations. As this variable was 
evaluated on a white/non-white dichotomy, the negative sign on the 
coefficient in all cases indicates non-whites evaluate union 
effectiveness higher. This corresponds to Kochan's (1979) finding 
that 67 percent of the non-white respondents in his study indicated 
they would support unionism if given the opportunity. Union instru-
mentality, too, was highly significant in all equations. What this 
would suggest is that the respondent who evaluates the union as 
effective also evaluates it as instrumental. That is to say, to the 
respondent not only is the union doing the right things, it is doing 
them well. There is also a highly significant relationship between 
union membership and perceived union effectiveness. This supports 
the study by Kochan (1979) in which he found over 70 percent of the 
respondents that were union members were at least satisfied with their 
union. 
"Union Instrumentality" is evaluated in Tables XVI and XVII. 
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In this situation the effect of the variables is neither as significant 
nor as consistent. As can be seen, Alienation, Pay Equity, and Work 
Involvement all appear significant in some of the equations. However, 
the only one showing any consistency is Work Involvement. Recalling 
that Work Involvement consists of questions about how the respondent 
evaluates his/her ability to control the work, and that instrumentality 
addresses the question of the unions ability to control various aspects 
of the social and political environment, perhaps these two tap the 
same response. Union Effectiveness was highly significant in these 
equations. Several of the moderated terms are also marginally 
significant. So in these particular situations, locus of control 
does have some interactive effect on Occupation, Union Membership, 
Effort/Reward Expectations, and Right-to-Work status. However, as 
can be seen in the F comparisons at the bottom of each table, 
the moderating effect is small. 
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The evaluation of "Union Membership" is interesting, particularly 
with respect to the demographic variables. As can be seen (Tables 
XVIII and XIX), Sex, Race, Right-to-Work, and Occupation are all highly 
significant in almost all the basic equations, and in most of the 
moderated equations. These results certainly support the literature, 
at least in concept. Scoville (1971), Kochan (1979), Hirsch (1980), 
and others have found race to be significantly related to a desire for 
union membership. This was supported. Kornhauser (1961), Blinder 
(1972), Getman et al. (1976), to name a few, found sex to be related 
to the likelihood of union membership. This too was supported in 
this research. However, what is most interesting is the difference 
between desire for union membership and actual union membership. 
In the present research race is in fact significantly correlated with 
union membership. However, as this variable was coded "1" for white 
and "O" for non-white, a positive sign on the coefficient suggests 
that whites are more inclined to be union members than non-whites. 
The relationship of sex to union membership was consistent with the 
literature. The variable was significant in most cases but with a 
negative sign. Based on the coding used, this would suggest males 
are more likely to be union members. The Right-to-Work impact is 
not so clearly understood in the literature (see Chapters I and III), 
but non-the-less, in this research the relationship was significant. 
However, as only 39 respondents (out of 565) were from a right-to-work 
state this result should be evaluated accordingly. Occupation (Smith 
and Hopkins, 1979; Hirsch, 1980) was highly significant with Union 
Membership. This result too may be somewhat suspect in that (1) well 
over half the respondents fell into one occupational category and 
(2) roughly 80 percent of these were union members. 
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Several variables were significantly associated with Union 
Membership. Pay Equity was significant in 75 percent of the equations. 
Again this would suggest, and support, the hypothesis that union members 
are concerned about "bread and butter" issues. The same might be said 
for the variable Satisfaction, which was also significant in 75 percent 
of the equations.· Satisfaction was defined in terms of management 
related items, so perhaps the significance here means that the dis-
satisfied employee sees management as derelict, and looks to the union 
for resolution. The significance of Dissatisfaction with Supervision 
again refers to the respondent's reaction to this situation. If he/she 
is in fact dissatisfied, the union is seen as a mechanism to allow for 
a collective voice of disapproval--or the union serves to sensitize 
employees to the failings of management •. 
While the regressions in Tables VIII through XIII were used 
primarily to validate the a priori assignment of data items to the 
original 13 variables, none-the-less an examination of them will 
reveal that they support the results generated in Tables XIV through 
XIX. In these equations Autonomy, Compensation and Recognition are 
typically significant. 
In addition to an examination of the six regression equations, 
various other analyses were made of the data. Table XX examines 
locus of control as applied to the data. In this situation locus of 
control as a dichotomous variable (that is, split along the internal-
external lines discussed previously) was examined using the t-statistic. 
In this analysis the data set was only 450 respondents as 95 "moderates" 
TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
ALONG LOCUS OF CONTROL DICHOTOMY 
Vari:aole Internal Mean External Mean t-statistic 
PAYEQ 8.135 8.213 .3405 
INCOME 2.887 2.975 .8384 
ALIENA 8.178 8.620 2.3022 
PERINF 6.697 6.447 1. 6708 
WORKINV 11.036 10.553 3.1501 
SAT 9.406 9.613 1.0099 
DIS SAT 13.259 12.620 2.0970 
EXPECT 5.223 5.431 1.1841 
PARTIC 11.912 11.848 .3567 
UNIONIN 19.299 19.000 .8368 
UNIONEFF 19.620 19.650 .0723 
UNIONMEM .500 .528 .5910 
* Indicates significance at .10 level. 
** Indicates significance at .05 level. 
*** Indicates significance at .01 level. 
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Frob. 
.73 
.40 
.02** 
.09* 
.001*** 
.31 
.04** 
.23 
.72 
.40 
.94 
.55 
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were dropped. As can be seen, four of the variables were significantly 
different. What these differences suggest is that the individual 
perceives the various situations differently, based on his/her own locus 
of control orientation. For example, in the case of "Alienation" the 
conditions that create alienation is the "external" worker may not do so 
for this "internal" worker, as he may feel these conditions are only 
temporary--that given time he can get them under control. This is 
supported by the literature (Seeman, 1966, 1975). The same explanation 
may apply to Work Involvement. The internal who sees work involvement as 
essential to his maintaining some degree of control in the work 
environment, and as essential to the maintenance of self-esteem, 
gets mot involved than the external. This too is supported by the 
literature (Kimmons and Greenhaus, 1976). The questions concerning 
Dissatisfaction with Supervision deal with the quality of work and 
with the respondent's opportunity to contribute in the work environment; 
the kind of things an internal would seek and want. As can be seen, 
if those things are missing they are much more apparent (and important) 
to the internal. Hamner and Smith (1978) investigated this phenomenon. 
Finally, although these three differences are significant (Alienation, 
Work Involvement, and Dissatisfaction with Supervision), their magnitude 
is not large. 
A comparison of the R2 values for the six regression equations is 
shown in Table XXI. As can be seen, in the case of Union Effectiveness, 
when the data set is separated on the internal/external dichotomy, a 
large difference is noted. An additional 8.5 percent of the variance 
can be explained for internals. This would suggest that the model 
does a better job of explaining perceptions of union effectiveness 
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for internals than for externals and that perhaps the employee with an 
internal locus of control orientation does indeed evaluate these 
characteristics somewhat differently, but that the technique of 
moderated regression was unable to adequately evaluate this difference. 
The difference noted on the other two dependent variables was less than 
two percent of additional variance explained. In the case of Union 
Instrumentality the external had more variance explained, and for 
Union Membership the internal. 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCE IN R2 ALONG LOCUS OF CONTROL DICHOTOMY 
Variable Locus of Control R2 F Sample Size 
UNIONEFF INTERNAL .3710 14.05 274 
UNIONEFF EXTERNAL .2860 6.74 196 
UNION IN INTERNAL .2139 6.48 274 
UNION IN EXTERNAL .2282 4.97 196 
UNIONMEM INTERNAL .2478 7.85 274 
UNIONMEM EXTERNAL .2352 5.17 196 
Another perspective on locus of control is shown in Table XXII. 
In this instance the regression coefficients for the various independent 
variables, separated by internal-external and dependent variables, as 
well as their t-statistic are shown. There are a few differences in 
results depending upon whether the data were collected from internals 
or externals. For example, the contribution of Pay Equity (PAYEQ) to 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES--BY DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE SUB-GROUP, ALONG LOCUS OF CONTROL DICHOTOMY 
INTERNAL N•274 
VARIABLE .I:'AKAM.t;l'.t;K .t;:ST. t-:STAl' ·srt;NIHCANCE 
UNIONEFF 
PAYEQ 0.394 3.354 .004*** 
INCOME 0.412 1. 708 .08* 
ALIENA 0.008 0.058 .95 
PERINF 0.004 0.035 .92 
WORK INV 0.002 0.014 .9B 
SAT 0...027 0.193 .85 
DISSAT 0.322 3.949 .001*** 
EXPECT 0.019 0.119 .90 
PARTIC 0.265 1.529 .12 
UNIONIN 0.420 6.858 .Oill*** 
UNIONMEM 2.126 4.252 .001*** 
UNION IN 
PAYEQ 0.081 0.738 .47 
INCOME 0.310 1.377 .17 
ALIENA 0.073 0.539 .59. 
PERINF 0.019 0.178 .86 
WORKINV 0.256 1.970 .04** 
SAT 0.003 0.010 .99 
DIS SAT 0.041 0.526 .60 
EXPECT 0.020 0.131 .90 
PAR TIC 0.066 0.409_ .68 
UNIONIFF 0.362 6.858 .001*** 
UNIONMEM 0.274 0.572 .57 
UNION}{EM 
PAYEQ 0.038 2.717 .007*** 
INCOME 0.010 0.361 .72 
ALIENA 0.001 0.070 .94 
PERINF 0.033 2.395 .01** 
WORK INV 0.029 1.759 .08* 
SAT 0.015 0.844 .40 
DISSAT 0.033 3.391 .008**"' 
EXPECT 0.039 2.034 .04** 
PARTIC 0.024 1.167 .24 
UNIONEFF 0.030 4.252 .001*** 
UNION IN 0.004 0.572 .57 
*** Indicates significant at .01 level 
** Indicates significant at .05 level 
*Indicates significant at .10 level 
EXTERNAL N•196 
PARAMETER EST. t.-STAT SIGNIFICANCE 
0.131 0.973 .33 
0.237 0.879 .38 
0.174 1.034 .30 
0.163 1.237 .21 
0.099 0.673 .50 
0.167 1.063 .29 
0.162 1.667 .69* 
0.022 0.121 .90 
0.151 0.795 .42 
0.386 5.432 .001*** 
2.660 4.780 .001*** 
0.279 2.179 .03** 
0.193 0.744 .46 
0.037 0.231 .82 
0.098 0.777 .44 
0.258 1.828 .07* 
0.237 1.561 .12 
0.034 0.356 .72 
0.346 2.035 .04** 
0.071 0.387 .70 
0.357 5.432 .001*** 
1.448 2.599 .01** 
0.020 1.182 .24 
0.018 0.549 .58 
0.023 1.112 .27 
0.000 0.001 .99 
0.034 1.866 .06* 
0.057 2.935 .004*** 
0.033 2.750 .007*** 
0.030 1.356 .18 
0.006 0.268 .79 
0.041 4.780 .001*** 
0.024 2.599 .01** 
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Union Effectiveness for the internal is significant at greater than the 
.01 level. For the external, Pay Equity is not significantly related 
to Union Effectiveness at all. On the other hand, Pay Equity is very 
significantly related to the way an external evaluates Union 
Instrumentality, but is of no significance to the internal's evaluation. 
Several interesting observations may be made concerning Union Membership. 
Pay Equity again is only an important consideration for the internal, 
that is the internal views the union as a mechanism to gain equity. 
Perceived Influence (PERINF) is important too only to the internal, 
with respect to union membership. Because the internal seeks control 
and influence in the work environment, he or she sees the union as 
influential in this objective. This conclusion supports the hypothesis 
of this research, that the internal--as a means to effectuate control--
will be more likely to join a union or be a union member. Effort/ 
Reward Expectations (EXPECT) are more highly valued by the internal 
with respect to union membership. What is interesting too is the vast 
disagreement on the part of the internal and external with respect 
to Satisfaction (SAT) and union membership. For the external there is 
a highly significant relationship for satisfaction while for the 
internal there is no indicated relationship at all. This suggests 
the external will seek union membership for reasons of lack of satis-
faction with the job itself, while the internal seeks union membership 
for other reasons--like influence and equity. 
The conclusion to be reached from all this is that Darrow and 
Kahl (1982) were correct. Locus of control is a valuable and 
informative parameter to be used in evaluating employee attitudes. 
But as a moderating variable its effect may be too weak to measure. 
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Additional Analyses 
With a data set the size of the one used in this research and with 
the type of questions asked, the effects of several demographics can be 
investigated. These will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Certainly no demograhpic has received more attention in the 
literature than race. And this certainly extends to the locus of 
control literature as well. In Table XXIII the summed variables are 
examined as a function of ethnic background, using the t-statistic. 
In this instance the division is on a white/non-white separation, 
with non-white including Hispanics, blacks, indians, and orientals. 
As can be seen, over half of the differences are significant, with 
over one-third being significant at the .01 level, including locus 
of control. 
A second significant demographic in the literature is that of sex. 
In a work environment in which the percentage of women is increasing, 
differences in the sexes with respect to various work attitudes are of 
great interest. As can be seen in Table XXIV, this was the case for 
several of the variables examined in this research. 
Table XXV uses t-statistics to evaluate the perspective of the 
union and non-union member relative to the various attitudes used in 
the research. As can be seen, almost all of them are significantly 
different for the two groups of respondents, most to at least the .05 
level of significance. However, locus of control was not significantly 
different for the two groups. In fact the two means are virtually the 
same. 
Table XXVI examines the variables with respect to the question 
of right-to-work laws. As can be seen, most were significantly 
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TABLE XXIII 
EVALUATION OF VARIABLE DIFFERENCES FOR WHITE/NON-WHITE 
Variable Non-White White t-statistic 
PAYEQ 7.7879 8.1709 1.5655 
INCOME 3.1288 2.8730 2.2811** 
ALIENA 8.5682 8.5427 0.1572 
PERINF 9.2424 9.9030 3.0528*** 
WORKINV 15.1742 15.4273 1.3417 
SAT 9.9167 9.4319 2 .1092** 
DIS SAT 14.1061 12.6143 4.4640*** 
EXPECT 5.5076 5.2333 1.4543 
PARTIC 8.8788 8.9400 0.3887 
UNION IN 20.1894 18.9723 3.1496*** 
UNIONEFF 20.5303 19.6651 2.1506** 
UNIONMEN 0.2045 0.6120 9.6262*** 
LOCUS 5.4697 4.6582 3.3606*** 
* Signific:;:ant at • 10 level • 
** Significant at .05 level. 
*** Significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE XXIV 
EVALUATION OF VARIABLE DIFFERENCES FOR SEX 
Variable Male Female t-statistic 
PAYEQ 8.0325 8.4167 1.3432 
INCOME 2.9635 2. 7222 1.5423 
ALIENA 8.4706 9.0833 2.8334** 
PERINF 9.6795 10.2222 1.9483* 
WORKINV 15.3874 15.2361 0.6102 
SAT 9.5213 9.7083 0.6634 
DIS SAT 12.9533 13.0277 0.178 
EXPECT 5.2495 5.6250 1.7683* 
PAR TIC 8.9229 8.9444 0.1096 
UNION IN 19.2961 18.9861 0.5825 
UNIONEFF 19.9736 19.1389 1.5674 
UNIONMEM 0.5781 0.0972 9.5617*** 
LOCUS 4.8783 4.6389 0.8528 
* S ignif ican t at • 10 level . 
** Significant at .05 level. 
*** Significant at • 01 level • 
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TABLE XXV 
EVALUATION OF VARIABLE DIFFERENCE FOR UNION/NON-UNION MEMBERSHIP 
Variable Non-Union Union t-statistic 
PAYEQ 8.7949 7.4144 6.9136*** 
INCOME 3.0476 2.8253 2.3412** 
ALIENA 8.7363 8.3733 2.6182*** 
PERINF 9.9194 9.5890 1.8049* 
WORK INV 15.1758 15.5479 2.3242** 
SAT 9. 9707 9.1473 4.4182*** 
DIS SAT 13.0806 12.8527 0.8203 
EXPECT 5. 7179 4.9041 5.3880*** 
PAR TIC 9.0513 8.8082 2.0623** 
UNION IN 18.9084 19.5822 1.7399* 
UNIONEFF 18.3993 21.2397 8.0768*** 
UNIONMEM 0 1 infinity 
LOCUS 4.8498 4.8459 0.0198 
* Significant at • 10 level • 
** Significant at • 05 level . 
*** Significant at .01 level. 
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TABLE XXVI 
EVALUATION OF VARIABLE DIFFERENCE FOR RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS 
Variable Non-Right-to-Work Right-to-Work t-statistic 
PAYEQ 7.9183 10.2821 6.1069*** 
INCOME 2.9030 3.333 2.7484*** 
ALIENA 8.5418 8.6410 0.3566 
PERINF 9.6730 10.7692 3.1805*** 
WORKINV 15.3479 15.6410 0.9237 
SAT 9.4639 10.6410 3.8947*** 
DIS SAT 13.0304 12.0513 1.8651* 
EXPECT 5.1996 6.6154 5.0938*** 
PARTIC 8. 9240 8.9487 0.1044 
UNION IN 19.3764 17.6410 2.4507** 
UNIONEFF 20.0646 17.2051 4.3040*** 
UNIONMEM 0.5532 0.0256 15.7070*** 
LOCUS 4.8745 4.4872 0.9336 
* Significant at . 10 level . 
** S ignif ican t at .05 level. 
*** Significant at . 01 level . 
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different, but locus of control was not. However, these results should 
be considered carefully as only 39 respondents were in the "right-to-
work" data set. 
The last two sub-groups to be investigated were part of the larger 
group "Occupation." As discussed in Chapter IV, the respondent was 
asked to describe his/her work, and then was assigned to an occupational 
group by the researcher. A majority of the sample population (387) 
were in the operative or kindred worker group, due primarily to the 
large number of firefighters. An analysis was made of the group 
operator versus non-operator, and the results are shown in Table XXVII. 
As can be seen, several of the independent variables are in fact 
significant. 
Chapter VI will discuss the conclusions that might be inferred 
from these results, and some additional thoughts on the research. 
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TABLE XXVII 
EVALUATION OF VARIABLE DIFFERENCES FOR OPERATOR/NON-OPERATOR 
Variable Operator Nonoperator t-statistic 
PAYEQ 7.8269 8.6348 3.5305*** 
INCOME 2.9535 2.8876 0.6105 
ALIENA 8.5013 8.6517 0.9957 
PERINF 9.6305 10.0056 1.8064* 
WORKINV 15.4884 15.1067 2 .1734** 
SAT 9.4832 9.6800 0.9541 
DIS SAT 12.7804 13.3596 1.8261* 
EXPECT 5.1008 5. 724 7 3.6587*** 
PARTIC 8.8631 9.0618 '1.4404 
UNIONIN 19.3359 19.0843 4.5013*** 
UNIONMEM 20.4315 18.6404 18.7368*** 
LOCUS 4. 7700 5.0168 1..0891 
* Significant at the .10 level. 
** Significant at the .05 level. 
*** Significant at the .01 level. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
At the termination of this research three questions are pertinent, 
"What was done?", "Was it done property?", and "So what?" The first 
of thes~ questions deals with the basic purpose or purposes of the 
research. 
Purpose 
In this instance the work can be described as descriptive research, 
conducted in a field environment, using questionnaire instruments, and 
is both qualitative and quantitative in nature. The primary purpose 
was to sample work attitudes of a cross-section of employees, analyze 
those attitudes, and using the locus of control construct as a moderating 
variable, develop a technique to predict employee behavior toward 
various aspects of unionism. The idea of being able to predict union 
preferences by various work attitudes is not unique, and much of the 
literature review chapter dealt with this aspect. 
This research supported much of that earlier work. Such 
characteristics as perceived equity of pay, alienation, dissatisfaction 
with supervision, and income were consistently correlated with union 
instrumentality and union effectiveness. That is, those characteristics 
contributed greatly to the way an employee perceived the usefulness or 
the effectiveness of the union. On the other hand, and again as 
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suggested by the literature, a large number of attitudes being 
investigated were significantly related to union membership. 
In addition to perceived equity of pay, alienation, and dissatis-
faction with supervision, the attitudes of perceived influence, 
involvement in the work, satisfaction with the work situation, effort/ 
reward expectations, and participation in the work situation were all 
significantly related to union membership. And in fact, 46 percent of 
the variance in this dependent variable was explained by these 
independent variables. 
The research was not, however, able to show that the construct 
locus of control acts as a moderator. The construct, when acting as 
an independent variable, was sometimes marginally significant to the 
employee's evaluation of union instrumentality and union effectiveness. 
When locus of control was applied as a moderating variable, the 
hypothesis that an internal locus of control orientation would be 
more supportative of unionism, was not supported. While this was not 
totally unexpected, it was none-the-less disappointing. 
Sims and Szilagyi (1976) used locus of control as a moderator 
between various work characteristics and such attitudes as job 
satisfaction and job expectancies. They too found little support for 
locus of control as a moderator, but concluded that locus of control, 
like several other individual characteristics, was useful when 
considering employee performance. Darrow and Kahl (1982) had the 
following to say about the use of moderators: 
It has been widely accepted that the search for moderator 
effects is often futile. These results give an indication 
of one potential reason for this futility. It would 
appear that the detection of moderator effects depends not 
so much on the existance of those effects, but rather on 
the strength of those effects. This appears particularly 
true when the moderator candidate is continuous rather 
than discrete. This result implies that in many cases 
where hypothesized moderators have not been found to be 
statistically significant, they may, in fact, exist but 
be too weak to be significant using this method . . • 
Failure to find such an effect (moderator), however, 
does not necessarily mean that the effect does not 
exist, only that the effect is not extremely strong. 
This idea should be kept in mind when evaluating 
research using moderated regression (pp. 45-46). 
An examination of the R2 values for the various configurations 
reveals some significant results. In the case of union effectiveness, 
the results for internal respondents explained 8.5 percent more of the 
variance than that for external respondents on the same dependent 
variable. This would suggest that the answers provided on the 
questionnaire items are indeed different for an internal, at least 
for the particular dependent variable. Those questions used to define 
union effectiveness were very work oriented, dealing with unfair 
actions of employers, job security, wages, and working conditions. 
This would suggest that perhaps the employee with an internal locus 
of control orientation does indeed evaluate these characteristics 
somewhat differently, but that the technique of moderated regression 
was unable to evaluate adequately this different. 
Adequacy 
Was the research done properly? From a statistical standpoint 
it was shown by the use of the t-statistic that order bias was not a 
factor in the responses. Thus, it can be assumed, that the responses 
were not affected by the position of a particular question in the 
questionnaire. Also, the reliability of the various elements of the 
instrument, as measured by Cronbach's alpha coefficient, were satis-
factory. This would suggest the measure was in fact reliable. 
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No attempt was made to directly evaluate validity of the instrument, 
but as discussed in Chapter 4, the instruments from which the question-
naire items were taken were used by other researchers. This is in line 
with admonition of Nunnally (1978, p. 92) that the test of content 
validity is not done "after they are constructed; one should insure 
validity by the plan and procedures of construction." In an effort 
to verify the manner in which the various questionnaire items were 
grouped to define independent variables, several factor analyses were 
conducted. 
There were other aspects of the research that are worthy of 
mention. The basic instrument used to evaluate attitudes were 
five-interval Likert type scales with forced-choice dichotomous 
scales for the locus of control portion. In both instances the 
respondent was unable to indicate an opinion other than that solicited. 
And, even more important, as Nunnally (1978) pointed out, using data 
of this type for further analytical evaluation is often misleading. 
As discussed in Chapters IV and V, the selection of various 
questionnaire items to be used to evaluate a particular independent 
variable was done by the researcher. While examples from the 
literature, and statistical analyses were used to validate this 
selection, none-the-less the potential for error was certainly 
present. 
Too, as is the case in any survey of "attitudes," several error 
mechanisms may become operative. As mentioned earlier, an attempt 
was made to control order bias. But control was not possible for 
several other sources of error. One is always the issue of social 
acceptability with respect to answering questions. As discussed in 
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Chapter IV, it was necessary to "adjust" the separation point between 
internals and externals due to the skewing of the curve toward the 
internal end of the continuum. This is the result of people responding 
the way they think they "should" rather than the way they really perhaps 
would. The same may have been true in other parts of the instrument. 
For someone who has been a member of the work force for a long time, 
the promise of anonymity may not convince him or her to answer the 
question "My boss knows very little about his job" truthfully. As 
mentioned earlier, this was the problem in one of the data collection 
sites. The employees had previously been promised confidentiality 
only to have the results of a survey published. This situation 
certainly carried over into the present research. One question was 
in fact not used in the analystical results. On the question "I 
as a perfectionist in my work" every one answered "Agree" or "Strongly 
Agree." This question was discarded. 
It is felt the sample was representative of the population. 
While a large portion of the sample was firefighters (70 percent), 
because of the nature of their work, firefighters in reality represent 
a much larger segment of the work force. Because the firefighters 
normally work 24 hours on and 72 hours off, most have second occupations. 
An informal poll taken of the largest single group (Oklahoma City) 
indicated 81 percent worked at a second job. It is therefore felt 
this sample does in fact represent a good cross-section of the 
population of interest. 
Value 
So what? The final issue addresses the question of what value to 
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society, or the discipline, is this research. What is the contribution 
of these analyses? It would seem the contribution lies in four areas. 
First is the additional empirical research conducted using the 
moderated regression technique. While the specific hypothesis of 
interest was not supported, none-the-less in several instances inter-
action terms in the moderated regression equations were significant 
when they had not been significant in the basic equations. So, perhaps 
the philosophy of "moderation" is sound; it is only the statistical 
techniques that are lacking. As can be seen in other analyses 
(sub-group), it is obvious the locus of control orientation is 
associated with differences in many employee attitudes. 
Secondly, a tremendous amount of research has been directed 
toward the investigation of the locus of control construct, some 
of which has been discussed. The results of the present research 
have been somewhat supportive of that research. Of particular 
significance for further research is the situation involving Hispanic 
employees. Very little locus of control research has been directed 
toward these employees. 
Thirdly, the investigation of employee attitudes as they relate 
to the various aspects of unionism, is beneficial. The reasons why a 
person joins a union are still not totally understood. And while it 
would appear that support was indicated for the "bread and butter" 
issues, it is nowhere near that clear. Again, there were numerous 
instances in which the employees attitudes were significantly different 
when examined through the internal-external perspective. But to say 
that locus of control can be used as a predictor of employee union 
attitudes and membership was not supported. It is, however, certainly 
true that most employees join unions for self-serving reasons. Locus 
of control may be one more tool to facilitate the examination of these 
reasons. 
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And lastly, but certainly not least, this research served to focus 
the academic efforts of the researcher on a "real-life" problem. It 
provided the opportunity to practice many of the theoretical skills 
developed in the classroom, and also to get some appreciation for the 
realities of research. The attitude of so many firms toward unionism 
came as a surprise. While trying to solicit firms to participate in 
the survey many were unwilling due to the issue of unionism. However, 
the knowledge learned in the analysis and interpretation of data are of 
long term benefit. 
Other 
As is true of most research, it is not the end but only the 
beginning. Certainly several additional uses for the locus of control 
construct were identified, and warrant additional examination. The 
attitudes of the Hispanic as a group certainly deserves increased 
attention, as they are in fact the fastest growing segment of the 
U.S. work force •' And certainly the wealth of data collected on 
firefighters as a group deserves some additional examination. In 
conclusion then, this research is completed, but it has spawned 
ideas for future research. 
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The Rotter 
I nter~al· External 
Control Scale1 
•1. a. Children get into trouble because their parents punish them too 
much. 
b. The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents 
are too easy with them. 
2. a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to 
bad luck. 
b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make. 
3. a. One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people 
don't take enough interest in politics. 
b. There will always be wars, no matter how hard people try to 
prevent them. 
4. a. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world. 
b. Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized 
no matter how hard he tries. 
5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense. 
b. Most students don't realize the extent to which their grades are 
influenced by accidental happenings. 
6. a. Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader. 
7. 
•s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken 
~civ~ni~Pf' of tht>ir onnortunitiP<: 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you. 
People who can't get others to like them don't understand how 
to get along with others. 
Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality. 
It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're like. 
I have often found that what is going to happen will happen. 
Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making 
a decision to take a definite course of action. 
In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if ever 
such a thing as an unfair test. 
Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course 
work that studying is really useless. 
Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or 
nothing to do with it. 
Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place 
at the right time. I 
The average citizeh can have an influence in government 
decisions. 
This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not 
much the little guy can do about it. 
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13. a. 
b. 
*14. a. 
b. 
15. a. 
b. 
16. a. 
b. 
When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them 
work. 
It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things 
turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyway. 
There are certain people who are just no good. 
There is some good in everybody. 
In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with 
luck. 
Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping 
a coin. 
Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky 
enough to be in the right place first. 
Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability; luck 
has little to do with it. 
17. a. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims 
of forces we can neither understand nor control. 
b. By taking an active part in political and social affairs the people 
can control world events. 
18. a. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are 
controlled by accidental happenings. 
b. There really is no such thing as "luck." 
*19. a. One should always be willing to admit mistakes. 
b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes. 
20. a. It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
*24. 
25. 
26. 
*27. 
28. 
b. How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
a. 
b. 
you are. 
In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced 
by the good ones. 
Most misfortuntes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, 
laziness, or all three. 
With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption. 
It is difficult for people to have much control over the;: things 
politicians do in office. 
Sometimes 1 can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades 
they give. 
There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the 
grades I get. 
A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what 
they should do. 
A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their jobs are. 
Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things 
that happen to me. 
It i~ impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an 
important role in my life. 
People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly. 
There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if 
they like you, they like you. 
There is too much emphasis on athletics in high school. 
Team sports are an excellent way to build character. 
What happens to me is my own doing. 
Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the 
direction my life is taking. 
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29. a. Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the 
way they do. 
b. In the long run the people are responsible for bad government 
on a national as well as on a local level. 
Note: Items with an asterisk preceding them are filler items. Score is the number of 
italicized alternatives chosen. 
'From J. B. Rotter. Generalized expectancies for internal versus external control of 
reinforcement P~ychologtcal Monographs, 1966, 80, No. I (Whole No. 609). Copyright 
by the Amcncan Pwcholog1cal A\>Oclatlon. Reprinted by pcrm1~~1on ol the author and 
pubh\her. 
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In buying new shoes, I would be more influence~ by: 
a. current fashions 
b. personal preferences 
If I received an unexpected bonus, I might say: 
a. "This is my lucky day! 11 
b. "Hard work pays off!" 
After doing a verj good job, I would feel: 
a. proud that it was such good work 
b. proud that someone praised the work 
I tend to believe that an ideal future career depends most on: 
a. hard work toward the goal, more than luck 
b. good luck along with the work 
Asked to volunteer for a community service job, I would want to know: 
a. how much time and effort would be required 
b. if significant peers had already agreed to help 
When confronted oy another person's disagreement, I would 
a. withdraw gracefully 
b. try to clarify the issue 
Given a complex task, I would probably: 
a. try to complete the task without help 
b. seek consultation at each stage 
If asked to-estimate tiue required to bicycle five kilometers, I would: 
a. tend to approximate the estimates of peers 
b. hold to own estimates even if it differs from those of peers 
My reaction to learning that a radio just purchased had poor tone: 
a. "That clerk sold me a bill of goods!" 
b. "Next time I'll know not to buy the cheapest one!" 
I would prefer a TV detective show in which: 
a. the hero works alone 
b. the police consult a famous detective 
After failure on a test, I might attribute blame to: 
a. the test itself 
b. lack of preparation 
When somebody gets angry at me, I might feel: 
a. maybe he '·11 get over it after a while 
b. a nice letter of explanation might clear the air 
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I might attribute difficulty in learning to improve at tennis to: 
a. poor teaching by the coach 
b. not enough practice 
In studying for an exam, I would prefer: 
a. studying with another student 
b. studying in private 
If another person says critical things about me» my most likely reaction 
might be to think: 
a. 11I wonder if others think the same thing about me." 
b. t'Wel1~ -I'm not so sure I agree with that opinion." 
Type of game I prefer: 
a. a game of chance 
b. a game of skill 
I would feel that to reach my goal in my life, it's important to know: 
a. the right people 
b. what I really want from life 
When people are mean to me, I might feel: . 
a. very concerned because it is important to have lots of friends 
b. very concerned, but that it is possible to get along without such p~ople 
In a baseball game, I might attribute my excellent performance to: 
a. having a '"'good day11· 
b. rigorous practice 
Not finding a personal item in an expected place, I might say: 
a. "I" wonder if I left it somewhere else!" 
b. ui. wonder if someBody took it by mistakel'.' 
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OPINION SURVEY 
Th.i.4 q«eA.tionna.Ule .U. dv.-i.gned to ..i.n.vu.:ti.ga.te you.Jr. op..i.n.i..on4 and a.t:ti..:tudu 
abou.t ct vaJri..e:ty on a.6pe.c:t6 o6 youJr.&el6 and yowr. job. r.t w.U.t allow 60JL 
c:ompi1/I.Uott6 between d.i.UeJt.en.t gMup4 on emp.e.oyeu, oc.cupa.U.on4, and ht.teJLU.U. 
Yowr. JcUpott6u aJte t..tJri.c.:tly c.on6-i.den.t.i.al an.d c.u.Ut be t.een onl.y by the tJJJo 
pe.op.lt. ..i.n.vo.tve.d .in :the. t.:tu.d.q. They LUUl. no.t be t.hown. to yowr. employe,t M.. 
anyone. el6e. 1)0 NOT pu.t you.Jr. name on. :t.fr.U: quu.tionna.Vte. 
I.t t.UU.! :tllk.e n.o molte :than 20 mi.nu.tu to c:omp.te:te .th.u. quu.tionna.Vte. Pi.ea.6e 
ant.we.Jt eve.Jty quu.tion. 6Jtanki.y and hon.u.tl.y. The.Jte .U. n.o "c.oMec:t.'' att6we.Jt. 
Than.k. IJOU. 6oJt yowr. help .in 4uppoJtf".hr.g ;:ft.i..!. JtUeaJtclt. I.t .U. hoped .Ouz:t :the 
-U6~ wU1. .impJtave :the env-i.Jtonmvu: U1 wh.ic.h we wc:r.k. 
Th.i.4 JteA eaJtC.k .U. 4u:ppolt.ted tot.ai.f..y by the JtUeattc.heJt, and dou not Jte6J.ec.:t 
the opin.i.an4 olt a.t:U:tudu on an.y o::~an.-i.za.ti.on olt g.<::.aup. 
GENERAL INSTR.UITTONS 
Mcu o6 :the. quutiotu. a.t.k :that qou c.he.dt one o-{ 1l eve.Jta.t 
.!pace.6 .:thax ~tppe.aJt to :the JLi.qh-<- o6 .the Ue.m. '! ou. atte to 
c.hoo4e .the. one .tha.t bu.t ma.tC. '!.eA .the duc.'ri.px:i.on o6 how 
!:!!!!! 6e.el .ilou.t .tha.t: Uem. Fo:r. e.x.ample, -i.6 you. we.-te a.t.lu.d 
now mucJt IJOU llgltee. £UUh .the .!.ta.te.men.t, "1 enj ,:y Wat~tg 
TV ..i.n. .the. even.Utg," and you 6e.el :thai you do aglte.e, you. 
would c.hec.k .the 4pac.e w<de.Jt "agJte.e.", _.uke ~: 
Stlwngl.y Stltongly 
Ag1tee. Ag1te.e 
Ne.i..the.Jt 
A.g~te.e no!t 
V.w elf! .tee. Vi..oa.gJte.e V..Wa.gr.e.e. 
I enjoy wa.tc.h..i.n.g TV ..:.n .the. e.ven.Utg ___ J_ 
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Section 1 
'Dds section is designed to get some idea haw you feel about your work. Read 
each ~tea carefully, then quickly mark the box that best expresses your· 
feeliDp abouz: that particular statement. Let your personal experiences 
detemiue your answer. WORK RAPIDLY, but please answer every item • 
1. z•m %e&lly a perfectionist about my work. 
2. Ill m,y op:lni.on, the pay here is lower 
dum oc:her companies. 
3. !ly boss insists that everything be done 
!lis WilY• 
4. I'm paid fairly compared with other 
employees. 
5. ~t gives me recognition when I 
produce high qaality work. 
6. !fJ" boss really tries to get our ideas 
aboue things. 
7. !fy boss tells me where I stand. 
8. I's reaLly doing something worth-
vh:Ue :lD. m.y job. 
9. 1 ~ to ask my boss before I do 
almcst anything. 
10. A. persaa. who wants to make his own 
dedsioas would be discouraged here. 
11. tbe beDefit program here provides 
11ell for my needs. 
12. I oftea. see projects or jobs 
through to completion 
13. I often have the opportunity for 
iDdependent thought and actions. 
14. I often have the opportunity to do a 
job from beginning to end. 
15. I f"..nd real enjoyment in my work. 
16. You always know where you stand 
wi.th this company. 
17. Most things in life are more important 
than work. 
>. 
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18. Producing high quality work is rewarded 
with higher pay here. 
19. Sometimes I have the feeling other 
people are using me. 
20. I frequently participate in decisions 
to hire new personnel. 
21. I often do things here that I wouldn't 
otherwise do if it were up to me. 
22. My boss knows very little about his job. 
23. People like myself often have alot of 
say on the way things are done here. 
24. Employees in my job classification 
would benefit from a union. 
25. My boss emphasizes the quality of work. 
26. Management is really interested in the 
welfare of employees. 
2 7. I am often able to do my job inde-
pendently of others. 
28. Even small matters have to be referred 
to someone else for a final decision. 
29. A union is an effective means to 
gain influence. 
30. I feel I am adequately paid for 
whae I do. 
Section 2 
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.Because unions are a significant part of the work enviraament: • we would 
like to determine your feelings about unions. In the following ten questions 
please indicate how much you agree or disagree 'IBAX UNIONS Di TinS COUl-iTRY--
31. · -have a lot to say about who gets 
elected to public office. 
32. --protect workers from unfair actions 
by employers. 
33. --improve the job security.of workers. 
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34. --have a lot of influence ove~ what laws 
are passed. 
35. -are more powerful than employers. 
36. --improve the wages and working 
condi.tions of workers. 
37. --give members their money 1 s worth 
for the dues they pay. 
38. -have a lot to say in how -the 
country is run. 
39. --have leaders who do what is best 
for themselves rather than what 
is best for their members. 
40. -require members to go along with 
decisions they don 1 t like. 
Section 3 
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Please ccnsider your own behavior in the past, and indi.cate how you would 
respond in the di.fferent situations described bel~. Even though both 
alte%natives ma~ seem appropriate to you, please choose the one you think 
the most likely for you. If you are uncertain, please guess. 
4l. In buying new shoes, I would be more influenced by: 
a. current fashions 
h. personal preferences 
42. If r received an unexpected &onus , I might say: 
a. "'this is my luc:ky day!" 
b. "Hard work pays off!" 
43. After doing a very good job, I would feel: 
a. proud that it was such good work. 
b. proud that ~omeone praised the work. 
44. I tend to believe that an ideal future career depends most on: 
a. hard work toward the goal, more than luc:k 
b. good luc:k along with the work 
45. Asked to volunteer for a community service job, I would want to know: 
a. how muc:h time and effort would be required 
b. how many of my coworkers had agreed to help 
46. 'When confronted by another person 1 s disagreement, I would 
a. withdraw gracefully 
b. try to clarify the issue 
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47. Given a complex task, I would probably: 
a. try to complete the task without help 
b. seek consultation at each stage 
48. If asked to estimate the time required to ride a bicycle five miles, I 
would: 
a. tend to agree with my coworkers 
b. hold to own estimates even if it differs from those of my coworkers 
49. My reaction to learning that a radio just purchased had poor tone: 
a. "That clerk sold me a bill of goods!" 
b. "Next time I '11 know not to buy the cheapest one!" 
50. I would prefer a TV detective show in which: 
a. the hero works alone 
b. the police consult a famous detective 
51. After failure on a test, I might attribute blame to: 
a. the test itself 
b. lack of preparation 
52. When somebody gets angry at me, I might feel: 
a. maybe he'll get over it after a while 
b. a ni.c.e let:ter of explanation might clear the air 
53. I might attribute difficulty in learning to improve at my favorite 
sport to: 
a. poor teaching by the coach 
b. not enough practice 
54. In studying for an exam, I would prefer: 
a. studying with ~other student 
b. studying in private 
55. If another person says critical things about me, my most likely reaction 
might be to think: 
a. "! wonder li others think the same thing about me." 
b. ''Well, I am not so sure I agree wit:h that opinion." 
56. Type of game I prefer: 
a. a game of chance 
b. a game of skill 
57. I would feel that to reach my goal in my life, it's important to know: 
a. the right people 
b. what I really want from life 
58. When people are mean to me, I might feel: 
a. very concerned because it is important to have lots of friends 
b. very concerned, but that it is possible to get along without such 
people. 
59. In my favorite sport, I might attribute my excellent performance to: 
a. having a "good day" 
b. rigorous practice 
60. Not finding a personal item in an expected place, I might say: 
a. "I wonder if I left it somewhere else!" 
b. "I wonder if somebody took it by mistake!" 
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l'ERSOI-IAL mD ORGANIZATICNAL VATA 
Tki.& ueti.on .U. dtA.(,gned .to lea.'tlt 4om~ abou:t you.Jc. p~ona.t b~h.gJtaun.d an.d 
100./tk. friA;tcJty. U. 1ai.U. be. UAed .to e.vaiw:t.te. o:tfr.e.Jt 4eeti.ort4 o6 :the. quuticnna.Ut.e. · 
Oc.~n {~~ you~J: ------------------------------------
J % $ 4 5 6 1 I 9 70 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Sa: __ Wt.i Female. 
E:tlt1!k BaclzgJr.Dwu:i {ci.ltele one!: Kt..spt.UUc. Bl.a.c.h. Cauca.5-ian Ind.i.a.n OILi.e.n.tai. O:the.Jt 
M.e you. lfltZirJti.Ld: __;_yea; __ . _ItO 
M.e IJOU. a. un.i.Dn membe.t.r·_· __ tfa.ve. IJ'1U e.velt 5e.e.n? _. _ /:few l.ong'! ___ _ 
P!e.a.6e. hu:lic.a:t.e the rwmbe1t aS emplcqe..u· .bt fJCCJJc. c.omPaJtiJ: ·_· _. ·-·-------
Uo you. ~mokd _ ffa.ve. gou esleJl. .amoied!' __ . _ (Tiny dl.d. you qr.U.t'! ----
IncLi.c.a.te IJOUit. 41WJ.JZl. .tncome.: flrui!Ut. $500([ ------
.$5000-$8000 ------
$8000-$i1000 -----
$11000-$14000 
--------
$14000-$17000 ----
$17000-~ZOOOO -------
$2 DO 0 D 6it 11101t.e 
-----
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Thi..o que6tiannt.t.i!Le .i.6 d~.i.gne.d to .lnvu.tiga.te. IJOWt op.i.M.an-6 and ~du 
abau.t. c% va/rJ..e.,ty Oa c%&pe.ct4 OQ IJO!.Vr.4e.lo and IJOUit jab. r.t u:.i..U. a.Uaw o0Jt 
ecmp~on.6 be..twe.en di6Qe/WI.t gJtoup4 a6 empl.cye.u., occ.u.pa.ti.an-6, and .bt.telte6.t4. 
Yowt .wponAU au Ulr.ie:et.y ecn6-Uien.tlal and. l4i.U be. .6e.en anl.Jj by the. .tuJa 
pe.op.te. J.Jtvo.tve.d .ln .the. u:udJj. They u:.i..U. no.t be. .6hown .to youJt empl.ayelt OJt 
4¥Ujane. We. 1)0 NOT put 1/0UI!. IUII!Ie. on th..i.6 qau.tionna.Ute.. 
r.t r.ui.U. :t:aJu. no moJte. than t a mi.nu.t.u to ecmp.te.:te. th..i.6 quu.uanna.Ute.. P.tec%&e. 
an.6111elt e.veNJ qttu.tlon ~ and honu.tl.y. Thette. .i.6 no "ecM.e.et." a¥1.6111e/t. 
T1uznk you. 6aJt IJOtllt help .ln .6uppo~ th..i.6 JtUei.Vtclt. !.t .i.6 hoped th.a.t the. 
JtUI.Ll.t.6 IUi.tt .impJtove. the. env..iJ!Dnmen.t .in wh.i.ch ~t:e. wollk. 
Thi..o JtU e.c%Jtch .i.6 .6u.ppo1tit:e.d .tot:a.li.Ij by the. JtU e.a-tdte-t, and ·dou. no.t u 0.te.et. 
the. op.inian.6 oJt a;t;:titwiu o6 any oJtgan.i.za.tior. OJt gJtaup. 
GeNERAL !NSTRUCT!ONS 
Ma-4-t a6 the. quu.tlon.4 c%&11. th.a.t you check one. o6 .6e.ve.Jtc%i. 
.6pac:u th.a.t c%ppe.aJt to the. Jli.gh.t o 6 .the i.:tem. You Me. to 
chao.6e. the. one. th.a.t but ma.tchu the. de6C/Ii.ption o6 how 
uou 6e.e.l c%b0UI :duz.;t i.:tem. FOJt e.xamp.te., .i.6 IJOU. Welte c%&ked 
Tiow nr.t.dt you. agJtee. with the. -4-ta.te:~en.t. "! enjoy wa.tdt..lng 
TV .in the. e.ve.n.ing," and you. 6e.e.l .tha.t you. do a.gJLe.e, you. 
wouLd check .the .6 pc%Ce u.nde-t "a.g11.ee", Uke. th..i.6 : 
Stltongl.lj 
Aglte.e. Ag-te.e. 
I enjoy wa.tdt..lng TV .i.n .tlte. even.i.ng __ _L 
Ne..i.th.e-t 
AgJte.e. noll 
1J.Uag.tee 
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Sec:iOD 1 
Please cODsider your own behavior in the pas~, and indi.ca:e how you would respond 
in :he different situatiODS described below. Ewa. :hough both alternatives may 
seem appropriate :o you, please choose the one you think :he mos: likely fer you. 
If you are UDc:srtain, please guess. 
1. I tend to believe that an ideal fu~ure career depends most on: 
a. hard work toward the goal, more ehm lw:k 
b. good luck along wil:h the work 
2. I might attribuce difficuley in leamiDg ca illqlrove a: my favorite spar!: to: 
a. poor teaching by the coach. 
D. not enougil pracd.c:s. 
3. If asked to estimate the time requi.red to ride a bicycle five Cliles, I would: 
a. tend to agree with my coworkers. 
b. hold to own estimates e'91!11 if it di.ff&n from 1:hose of r.s.y coworkers. 
4. Hot finding a pe-rs011al ieem in an expe~ed plac:s, I might say: 
a. "I WODder if I left .it somewhere else! .. 
b. "I WQI1der if somebody took it by mistake!" 
S. I would pre:fer a 'rV detec~ive show in which: 
a. the hero vorka al011e 
b. the polJ.ce CQII.Sult a famous detecd.ve 
6. Asked to voluDteer for a c:CIIIIIlUI1iey service job, I •oiOUlcl want to know: 
a. how liNch time mel effor~: would be required 
b. how uny of my c:DifOrke'rS haci agreed to help 
7. If another pe:cs011 says c::iti.cal t!U.ngs about me, -ary most likely reaction 
might be to think: 
a. "I w011der if othe-rs think the same thing about me." 
b. "Vall, r:za not so sure I agree with that opinion. II 
8. If I rec:sived an UDeZpected b011us, I might say: 
a. "'Ihis is my lw:k'y day!" 
b. "Harci wom pays off!" 
9. 1A :y favoC.:. spore, I mighc actr;l.bute 'lll'f excellent perfomance to: 
a. having a •good day" 
b. rigorous practice 
10. H)' reaction c-o lea..,.1ng that a radio just purchased had poor tone: 
a. '"rhac clerk sold me a bill of goods 1" 
b. "Hext time I'll. know not to buy the c:!leapest one!" 
11. WheD. SOIIII!bociy p1:S mgry at me, I might feel: 
a. maybe he'U get over it after a while. 
b. a nice lec:er of explanation might clear tlle air. 
U. tn1eD people are -an to llle, I might feel: 
a. .,.ry conc:emed because it is imporl:ant to have lots of friends 
'b. ftry ccac:ez:aeci, bot that 1-e is possible to get along without such people. 
13. In studying for m exam. I would prefer: 
a. seud71J?,g vi.th another student 
b. studying 1D. private 
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14. Type of game I prefer: 
a. a game of chance 
b. a game of skill 
15. Given a complex task, I would probably: 
a. try to complete the task without help 
b. seek consultation at each stage 
16. After failure on a test, I might attribute blame to: 
a. the test itself 
b. lack of preparation 
17. When confrcated by another person's disagreement, I would 
a. withdr~ gracefully 
b. try to clarify the issue 
18. In buying new shoes, I would be more influenced by: 
a. carrent fashions 
b. personal preferences 
19. I would feel that to reach r::y goal in r::y life, it's impor:ant to k:Dw: 
a. the right people 
b. wat I really want from life 
20. After doing a very good job, I would feel: 
a. proud that it was such good work 
b. proud that someone praised the work 
Section 2 
'Ihis section is designed to get some idea how you feel about your wor'.t. Read 
each item carefully, then quickly mark the box that best: expresses youz feel-
ings about that particular statement. Let your persCB&l experience deter.nine 
your answer. WORK RAPIDLY, but please answer every il:e::. 
21. MY boss tells me where I stand. 
22. 'Ibe benefit program here provides 
well for r::y needs. 
23. I often have the opportunity for 
independent thought and actions. 
24. MY boss really tries to get our ideas 
about things. 
25. Management is really interested in the 
welfare of employees. 
26. I'm really doing something worth-
while in my job. 
27. Most things in life are more important 
than wor'.t. 
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28. I am often able to do my job inde-
pendently of others. 
29. ~agement gives me recognition when ! 
produce high quality work. 
30. People like myself often have alot of 
say or influence on the way things are 
run. 
31. I have to ask my boss before I do 
almost anything. 
32. My boss ~ows very little about his 
job. 
33. You always ~ow where you stand wi.th 
this company. 
34. A un;i.on is an effective means to 
gain il:lfluence. 
35. I'm paid fairly compared wi.th other 
employees. 
36. I feel I am adequately paid for what 
I do. 
37. Eva small matters have to be referred 
to SOI:II!one higher up for a final 
decision. 
38. I frequently participate in decisions 
to hire new persoanal. 
39. Employees in. my job classification 
would benefit from a union. 
40. A person who wanu to make his owu 
decisions would be quickly discouraged 
here. 
41. Someti:es I have the feeling other 
people are using ca. 
42. In my opinion, the pay here is lower 
than other companies. 
43. I often have the opportunity to do a 
job from beginning to end. 
44. I'm really a perfectionist about my work. 
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45. My boss emphasizes the quality of work. 
46. My boss insists that everything be done 
his way. 
47. I often do things in my work that I 
wouldn't otherwise do if it were up to 
me. 
48. I often see projects or jobs through 
to completion. 
49. Producing high quality work is rewarded 
with higher pay here. 
50. I find real enjoyment in my work. 
Section 3 
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Because tm.ions are a significant part of the work envirODme!lt, we would 
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like to determine your feelings about unions. In the following ten questions 
please indicate how much you agree or disagree THAI ~~ONS IN THIS COUNTRY--
51. -have a lot to say about who gets 
elected to public office. 
52. -have a lot to say in how the country 
is run. 
53. --improve the wages and working 
conditions of workers. 
54. -have a lot of influence over what 
laws are passed. 
55. --protect workers from unfair actions 
by employers. 
56. -improve the job security of workers. 
57. --are more powerful than employers. 
58. -give members their money's worth for 
the dues they pay. 
59. --require members to go along with 
decisions they don't like. 
60. --have leaders who do what is best for 
themselves rather than what is best 
for their members. 
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ThA:A Hc.tiott iA d~.i.gtted :to te.a/r.n <~omw-Utg c.£icu..t f!o:.:::. pe,•..Aot:a..f. ba.c~Mwtd a.n.d 
wo:r.l?. h.W:tolr.!.J. I.:t ~.C.i.ll. be. UAed :to eva.W.a.:te o~te..-':. 4.!£:.~~~ o5 .the. qu.e,~.tio)'.na.Ur.e.. 
Cc.c.!.!.pa.:tion (wha-t do you. do I : 
2 3 4 5 6 1 g 9 10 11 1Z 13 14 15 16 11 18 
Sex: __ Ma.lz.; Fvr..U.z. 
~ ·-~ you ma/t/tJ .. e.d: __Je-5 i __ tto 
M.e. you. a. WU:on. membelt? __ l:fa.ve. IJOU. ever.. f.Vl.r.? Hew .ton.g? ___ _ 
Vo you. <~make.? __ lfa.ve. you. e.ver.. smc~ed? 
r nr:U.c.a.te. yof..Lif. an.r..u.a.t hr.c.ame.: !!itde.'t. $ 5 (}(!!I" 
Ct'lig d..t:.d. !:'fJU.. a. !Li.t? 
-----
------
$5000-$8000 
------
$80~0-$11000 -----
$110C0-$14000 
------
$14000-$17000 
-----
$17000-$ZOOOO -----
$ZOOOO 01t mOlr.e 
-----
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ENCUESTAS DE OPINION 
E.\.te c.u.u:ti.oYI/JJU.o e.& du.i.gna.do pa1t4 ..i.nvu.t.i.gaJL ~u.t. op.{.ni.5nu y a.cU.tu.du. de 
.to.t. a.hpec.:to.ll vaJr..i.a.d.o.ll de Ul..ted 1J -.\U oc.u..pa.ciln. E.\.to va. 11 pVt!7!.UUt. comp:tlta.-
donu eJLtlte d.i6eJte.n.tu. gJuJ.po.ll de empf.ea.dc&, ac.upc..c..Wr..CA, 1J ..i.nte-tUu. 
$u4 l!.e.6pu.U.t'.a.& &on en IL.i.gol!. c.on~ 1J llC1IIIU ruu, peouona.z. envo.llJi.!I:u. en u..te 
u:tJ.J.ri.W va.n 11 vel!. u..t.a.& l!.e.6 pu.u..ti%.6 • f.lo ~ VtiDt en6 eii::tdat. 11 ~u pa:tJt6 n, n.i. a. na.d.ie. 
NO PONGA ~u nombl!.e en u.te c.u.u.Zi.D111Vti.o. 
No ~ e .tomaJLa. m~ que Z 0 rrr.i.Yw.ta.ll pa.tta. c.omple.tatt. ute. CJJ..U:t:i.o YI/JJUo. Pol!. 6a.v01!. 
I!.Uponda. c.a.da. p!legun.ta. 6Jtanc.ame.n.te y 4-Uu:.eftmlle.n:te. No ha.y nhtguna. !'exa.cta." 
I!.U pu.u.ta.. 
Mu.c.htu. gtta.c.i.aJ. pol!. ~u apoyo en u.ta. .btv~UJ:i.gaci.511. Tenemo.ll Upel!.a.nza. que lo-ll 
I!.Uui..:ta.d.o4 a.wne.n.ten e£. va.tol!. del. amb-ie.n.te en. que. V!J:JJ:,a.jamo&. 
E4.ta. ..i.nvu:ti.ga.c,Wn u.ta. 11poyada. c.omple.tamer.U pol!. d.. .Wvu:ti.ga.dol!. y no l!.e0£.eja. 
.to.t. opbU.onu y a.c,ti;tu.de;, de n.inguna. o.tr.gan.i..z.a.ci.Dn o gJuJ.po • 
... 
!f.ISTRUCC!ONES GEkCRAL 
C~.i. .to~ ~ p!legu.n.ta.t. piden. que. IL&.ted .examhte. ww de. l..o4 
vaJti..IJ.ll e.6 pa.c.i.o-6 qu~ a.pc:vte.c.en a. la. dt.Jte.c.lUl. de.l aJt.tlc.u.f.o • 
T.i.ene que. uc.ojeJr. e£. que LU.Ud p.i.r_rue. que. me.jol!. c.ompaJr.a. c.on 
la. du.C!Upwn de u.e aJt:t1.c.ul.o. Po1t e.jemplo, &.i. i.e pl!.egun.ta.n 
c.u.a.n.to i.e. c.onv.i.ene la. de.c.I.A/w.ci..Dn, •vo gozo de. vel!. TV en la. 
noc.he.," y Ul..ted p.i.en-.\a. que l..e c.onv..Lene, ~u~ e1. upa.Uo 
deba.jo de. "c.onve.JUI!.", &e.me.jan.te u.i.: 
Yo gozo de. vel!. 
TV en la. noc.he 
F uelt.temen.te. 
Conven.i!L 
N.i. Si.qu.i..v..a. 
Ccnve.nf...t. n.i. Fue/r-temente 
Vuc.onve.n.<..'r. Vuc.onve.JUIL Ve.6c.onveiUIL 
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Se.c.c<.6n 1 
POll 6a.vaJt. c.onll..ide.Jte. ~u c.ompo.lt-ta.mi.e.nto e.n e1. ptUa.do, 1J buU.qu~ c.omo va. a. tr..uponde.Jt 
.ta.6 cU6e.Jte.nte. .&..u:ua.c<.onu duc.Jt..tb.<.dtU de.ba.jo. Aunque. .to<~ do-t. a..Ue./r.Y!Il.t.Lva-6 pa.Jtec.e.n. 
.6VL a.pJr.Opi.a.do..s, potr.. 6a.votr.. u.c.o ja. e1. que. U..s.te.d p..ie.nlle. que e.6 mtU ptr..oba.ble. S.<. rw 
u..ta. .6 e.g !.LitO, potr.. 6a.votr.. a.d.J..v.<.n.e. 
1. Yo .te.ngo .ta. c.tr..e.e.n.c..<.a. que. una. c.aJVte.tr..a. .<.dea..t e.n e1. 6u.tutr..o de.pe.nde mtU e.n: 
a.. .ttr..a.ba.jo dutr..o c.etr..c.a. .ta. me..ta., mtU que .&uetr...te.. 
b. buena. ..sue.Jt.te. jun.to c.on .ttr..a.ba.jo. 
Z. Yo a..ttr...<.bu.to d-<.6-ic.uita.d e.n a.ptr..e.ndVt. c.omo me.jotr..a.Jt m.<. 6a.votr...<..to de.potr...te. ha.c..<.a.: 
a.. po btr..e ei'Ul eiia.nza. del. c.o c.he.Jto. 
b. rw ha.y btU.ta.n.te pltlfc..t.<.c.a.. 
3. S.<. me. ptr..e.gunta.n que u.t.<.me. e1. .t.<.e.mpo nec.u.a.tr...<.o pa.tr..a. ma.neja.tr.. una. b..ic<.c..te..ta. 
potr.. c..<.n.c.o m.<.IU, yo ..supongo: 
a.. c.o nv en.iJL c.o n m.£.6 c.oa.d j l.l.Yt.totr..e.-6 • 
b. ..so..s.te.n.go m.<. ptr..op.<.a. e..t..t.<.ma.c<.6n a.unque .t.ea. cU6VLen.te que .ta.6 de. m.<. 
c.oa.dj l.l.Yt.totr..U • 
4. Si. no e.nc.u.e.n.t;.ow una. c.o..sa. pe.Mona.l e.n un fuga.tr.. dorr.de e..t..ta. a.gua.tr..da.da., yo pu.e.d.o 
de.c<.tr..: 
a.. "Yo c.ol'Ul.<.de.tr..o ..s.<. .ta. de.j e. e.n o.ttr..a. pa.Jt.te.!" 
b. "Yo c.onlli.de.tr..o .&..i a..tguna. pe.Mona. .6e. .to Uevo e.n VLJtatr..!" 
5. Yo ptr..e.6..ietr..o una. pe.Uc.u..ta. de..te.c..t.<.ve. en. TV e.n que.: 
a.. e1. h~e .ttr..a.ba.ja. .&ala. 
b. .ta. poUc.ta. c.anlluUa. un 6amo.&a de..te.c..t.<.ve.. 
6. Si. me ptr..e.gunta.n que. .&..itr..va. vafun.ta.tr...<.aen.te. en una. .ta.Jtea. de. .&e.tr..v.<.c<.o c.omun, 
VOIJ a. que.Jte.tr.. .&a.be.tr..: 
a.. c.u.a.n.to .t.<.e.mpo 1J e.6 6ue.tr..za va. a. ha.c.e.Jt ne.c.e..t.a.tr...<.a. 
b. c.u.a.n.to.& de. m.£.6 c.oa.djun.totr..u ha.n c.onve.n.<.da pa.tr..a. a.yuda.Jt. 
7. S.<. o.ttr..a. pe.Mona. me. c.tr...<..t.<.c.a., me ptr..oba.ble. tr..ea.c.c<.6n e.t. pe.nlla.lt .to .&.<.g.<.e.nte: 
a.. "Yo de..t.e.o ..sa.be.tr.. ..s.<. o.tJto..s p..ie.nlla.n .ta. mL~ma. c.0.6a. de m.<.." 
b. "Pue..t. b..te.n, no u..toy .&e.gi.Lir..O ..s.<. yo c.onll.i.e.nto c.on u.e. ap.<.n.£6n." 
8. S.<. tr..e.c<.bo una. a.deha..ta. muy de. tr..e.pe.nte., pue.do de.c<.tr..: 
a.. "T eng o buena. .6 uetr...te. u..te. d.<.a.! " 
b. "Ttr..a.ba.jo duJto de. ve.JttU que. pa.ga.!" 
9. En m.<. 6a.vatr...<..to depatr...te., yo pue.da a.t.U.btt.<.Jt m.<. e.xc.e.ten.te ej ec.u.c<.6n.: 
a.. .ten.<.e.ndo un "buen d.<.a.! " 
b • ptr..a.c..t.<.c.a.ndo c.o n tr...<.g 01t. 
10. M.<. tr..ea.c.u6n en. .&a.be.tr.. que. un ltil.d.J.o que. a.pe.ntU c.omptr..e .t.<.en.e un Jan..<.do pabtr..e.: 
a.. "E.6e ve.nde.dotr.. me ve.nd.<.o una. .t-<..6.ta. de me.Jtc.a.n.~!" 
b. "En o.ttr..a. vez no voy a. c.amptr..a.Jt e.t que u..ta. mtU ba:r.a:to!" 
11. Cua.ndo a..tgue.n ..se e.n.aja. C.OYL· m.i.go, yo puedo .&en.t.<.Jt que: 
a.. pu.e.da. .6 VL q u.e. .to do ptU e a..t Jr.a..to • 
b. una. c.a.Jt.ta. de exp.t.<.c.a.c<.6n puede.-a.~~t .todo. 
1 Z. Cua.ndo a..tgue.n me du.p,te.c..<.a., yo me .6.i.en.ta: 
a.. muy .<.n.qu.<.e.to potr..que u .<.mpotr...ta.n.te. .te.ne.tr.. muc.ho.& a.m.<.go..s. 
b. mlLIJ .<.n.qu.<.e.ta, pe.tr..o u. po.&..ib.te me.cita.tr.. .&.<.n U.tU pe.-wo~. 
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13. Cua.nda u:tu.di..o patta. wt exam en, p!te.Me!w: 
a. u.t:u.cU.a.!t c.an o:t-..o u~e. 
b. v.,:b.J..di.aJr. e.n p!U.va.da • 
14. El .ti.pa de ju.e.ga qu.e. yo p!te.6.£eJta e6: 
a. wt ju.ega de. -su.VLte. 
b • wt j u.eg a de. ha.b-<U.dc:td. 
15. Si. me dM wtci .taJtec:t c.amp.Uc.c:tdc:t p(llt(l ha.c.eJt, pltabablemente yo: 
a. fuvt1a. £.a. fuc.ha. de c.ample.taJt £.a. .taJtec:t -sht ayu..da.. 
b. bu.-sC(lJt(l c.an-su.U:a. e.n c.c:tdc:t u:ta.da. 
16. Vv.,pu.v., de 6~tci~M wt exc:tme.n, yo a..tU.bu.ta £.a. c.ulpc:t: 
a. namc:t-s c:tl exame.n. 
b. mc:tlc:t p!te.pa/r.a.c..£6 n. 
17. Cua.nda c:tlgu.e.n me. ha.b£.a. a la c.a~: 
a. me Jte.ti.Jta can g~. 
b. :t:Jto.:to de c.£.a.lt.£6.£ca.lt £.a. .impltu.£6n. 
18. Cua.nda c.amplta -sa.pll.to~ nueva~, la qu.e me ht6.W.e.ja u: 
a. £.a. ma dc:t c. a Jt!U.ente. 
b. plte.6e.Jte.nc.£a.6 pe.Jt-sartc:ti. 
79 • Yo -s-<.en:ta qu.e p(l/t(l c:tiCcirtzM m.£ a b j e.c.:ta e.n £.a. v.£dc:t, u .impOJr .. ta.nte.: 
a. C.OnGC.elt Ue.Jt:ta. pe.Jt-sOYLM. 
b. -sa.be.Jt qu.e u la qu.e. qu..i.e.Jta en £.a. v.£dc:t. 
ZO. Vupu.v., qu.e ha.ga wtci .taJtec:t b-<.en he.c.ha., me ~-<.en:ta: 
a. oJtgu.lla~a qu.e £.a. h.i.c.e b-<.e.n. 
b. altgu.UMa qu.e o.t.ta-s me apla.u.dan £.a. .taJtec:t. 
se.c.uon z 
~:ta. -sec.uon u du-i.gnc:tdc:t pa1ta. .tcmM wtci -i.d.ec:t coma -se. ~-<.ente U~.ted de -su. .t.'tc:tbajo. 
Ve.be de. lee.Jt c.c:tdc:t IL'r..tCc.u.la c.an c.u..i.dc:tda y fuego ma.Jtqu.~ £.a. c.c:tja qu.e expltua. mejalt 
qu.e -san ~u.s -sen.ti.da~ de v.,a de~on pci!t.ti.c.u.ta.Jt. Ve.je que ~u expe.lt.£e.ndc:t 
pe.Jt-sanc:tl de.c.-i.da -su. Jtupu.v.,.ta.. TRABAJE RAPIVAAIENTE, pe.lt.O pal!. 6avOJt, c.ontu.te c.c:tdc:t 
ar..tt:c.ula • 
Z7. M.L pa..t'ton me. dice en que pa..oo vay. 
zz. LM be.ne.M.ua-6 Mn ba..o.ta.nte p(llt(l 
m.£-6 ne.c.u-<.dc:td~. 
Z 3. Muc.ha..o vec.u .tengo £.a. opoJt.twt.£dc:td 
de pe.Y'~M y ha.c.e-'t c.c ~a.-s Ub1temente. 
Z4. M-<. pa.t.':.on .t.'tci:ta. de cb.teneJt nu.u~ 
-<.de.a~ en c.MIL~ . 
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2.5. La. ~:bta.c.Wtt e..5.ta. .lnte-tua.da en 
el b.£e.nu.taJt. de. loll emp£.ea.d06 • 
2.6. EJ:toy h.a.c.£en.dc lllgo de. .impoJt.ta.n.c.£a. 
en mi :bta.ba. j o. 
2.7. Ha.y c.olla.ll e.n. £.a. vi.da. ma.ll .impott:tan..te. 
que. e..e. :bta.ba. j 0 • 
2.8. Mu.c.Juu vec.u pu.e.do h.a.c.el!. mi .tJta.ba.jo 
.bufepe.n.rii.e.n.:te. de. o.tJwll. 
2.9. La. ~:bta.c.i.On me d.a. tr.e.c.onocAm.<.e.n.:to 
I!!JI11Idc mi .tA.a.ba. j 0 u de. a.Ua. e.a.ll.da.d. 
3D. P~ona.ll como yo muc.h.a.ll vec.ell puede.n. 
de.ci.lt. a .£nfifu.ilt en e.£. modo que 
I!OJtlte.n £.a.6 C.Olla.ll. 
31. Tengo que. p.i.t:UJt. pe/!17LU.o a. mi piLtJWn. 
an.tell de. podel!. h.a.c.e!t c.a.u£.qtU.e/!. c.o~a.. 
32.. U pa.t/Wn. J..a.be. may poco de ~u .tJta.ba.j o. 
33. Siemptr.e. ~a.bemo.ll en que. pa.llo vamo~ 
en u.ta. c.ompa;i.ia.. 
34. Una. un.£6n. ell un modo efiemvo pa.Jta. 
ga.na.Jt .£n6fuenc.£a.. 
35. Me pa.ga.n. jUJ...ta.mente com~tado a. otno~ 
emp.tea.doJ... 
36. Yo ~.£e.n.:to que. me pa.ga.n. J..uQ.<:c.£ente. potr. 
£.a que hag o • 
37. Ha.J...ta. £.a. ma.J.. pe.queJ'ia. ma.tvr..i.a. .tie.ne. 
que .setr. tr.e.fij.-ti.da. a. al.gtU.vt ma.J.. a.Uo 
pa.Jta. una. de.c.i.A.£6n. 6.£nal.. 
38. Pa.tr..tic.£po n'tec.ue.n.:teme.n..te en ha.c.e!t 
de.c.i.A.£6ne6 pa.tr.a. a1.q tU..e.a.!t pe.Mo n.a1. 
rw.evo. 
39. Una. u.ni.On pue.de. J..etr. de bene.O-Lc.£o pa..tul. 
e.mp.tea.do~ en mi cl,a.,~.£Q.<:c.a.c.£6n. 
40. Una. pe.Mona. que. qtU.eJte. ha:c.eJt liM 
p!I.Op.{.a.6 dec.£6.£6nu a.qu.£, p.ton.to u 
de-5 a.n..ima.da. 
.,; 
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41. Avec.u .&.iento oue a.tl'..::..t. pvz.t,oYIIU; 6e 
a.pJt.Ovec.ha.n rU. ~-
42. En m.i. ap.in.£6n, e1.. page u mcu ba.jo 
a.qr.U que 1.D que pagilll. en a:t'f.a..5 
c.ompait.Uu • 
43. Mu.c.hcu vec.u .ten.go lo.. ~po.lt:t:J.J..IU.do..d de lutc.e.Jt. 
una. .taJtea. del.. e-"mi.enza h.a.&.ta. el. 6-Ut. 
44. Scy un pe.Jt.6e.c.c..i.olti.t.U en. m.i. :t'r.a.ba.jo. 
4 5. M.i. pa.tJW n ln6u-<.6 en !A. cu.a.U..da.d de 
:tJutba. j c. 
46. M.i. pa.:t't5n ~.<.6U. que t:.oda u ha.ga. a. 
4u. c.o.t..tumbJz.e. 
47. ML:.ch.a4 vec.u k.a.go c.o-6!1..5 en m.i. bta.ba.j o 
que no itaJLla. .6.£ 6ue!ti.t pelt m.i.. 
48. Mu.c.hcu vec.u c.omplet:.o pJWijecto.t. a .t.altea.-6. 
49. 'PJt.Od.u.dendc .taltea-6 dei. a..e..ta. c.u.a.Li..da.d 
4Cn Jtec.ampe.n..s.:tda-5 can pa.go mcu a..e.t:.o a.qr.U. 
50. Re.Umen..te e.nc:;.er...tJt.O d.i.!, 6!tl.Lto en m.i. 
bta.ba.jo. 
Sec.c..£6n 3 
Pa~..que lo..6 wu:6nu 6on W'!ll. pan;te 6-ign.£6-<.c.a.nte. en e1 amb.ie.rr..te. dee. bta.ba.jo, qu.e.Jt.e.mo.& 
de;tv,m.(_yo.a.JL .&U..S 6er...t.im.<.e.rr..tc.t. de. lo..6 u.n.£6nu. En lo..6 .&.<.gu..<.en.te d.<.ez p:r.e.gun:tc::~, 
pelt na.valt ir~u.l c.uanto c.anv.iene. a duc.anv.<.e.ne QUE LAS UNIONES EN ESTE PAIS--
51. --tienen muc.ha aue de£![. ou.Len va. 
ha.c.e.n. e1.e.j.<.do pQ/ta. o ~.£c..£o · ;oU.b.U.c.o. 
52. --tie.nen mu.c.ho que d~c.Lt como ~e. 
C.O!r-te. e1. pa-W. 
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53. --mejoJta.n e1 pa.go If .ea.& c.onrU.c.Wnu 
.ta.boJti.o.6cu. de lo-6 :tlta.ba.jad.OJr.e-6. 
54. --Uenen mudra. .in6.tuenc.ia. en c.u.alu 
.t.e.yu .6 e. pcu.a.n. 
55. --plto.te.gen :tlta.ba.ja.dolteA de a.c.c.Wne-6 
.in j U.6W de. to .6 pai:Jr.6 nu • 
56. --mej oJta.n .t.a. .ugwu:d.a.d de .ea.& oc.upa.c.Wnu 
de lo-6 :tJr.a.ba.ja.do1teA. 
57. ---&on mcu. podelt0.6CU. qu.e. lo-6 pai:JWnu. 
58. --da.Yr. a. lot. mi.e.mbJto.t. to que meltec.en 
pol!. .ea.& p1to~ qu.e. e1lo.6 pa.ga.n. 
59. --ltequielten que lot. mi.~blto-6 c.on~..i.en.ta.n 
c.on dec..i..6.i.Dnu que. no .t.u gr.L.6.ta.n. 
60. --Uenen guia.doltU que ha.c.en .t.o que e.t. 
mej oft pa1ta. e1lo.6 mi..6mo.6 mcu. de to que. 
e.t. me.jolt pa.!ta. .t.o-6 mi.e.mblto.t.. 
DO NEXT PAGE 
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VATOS PERSONAL Y VE ORGAN1ZAC10N 
E4:ta l!ec.ci..On ell delli.gna.da. paJr.a. a.p!LendeJr. alga de l!u 6ondo pe!r.llonai. y l!u 
IU.ll.toJU..a. de .tlta.ba.jo. SeJr.a. Ulla.da. paJr.a. eve.lua.lt o:tlt.o.4 4ec.ci..Onell del. c.uution-
a!Li.D. 
Oc.u.pac.i.drr. (que ell .to que hac.e): 
-----------------------------------
Educac.i.dn (c.iluuAle ee. IIWIIe/r.O que lie c.oMuponde al mall aLto glta.Clo c.omple:tado l: 
1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Ed.ad: Sexo: __ HombJte; __ Mu.jeJr. 
&E4:ta c.a.lla.d.o? __ J..i.; no 
&E4 mi.embltO de una. u.rr.i.5n? &Ha. ha.c.i.do mi.embltO en .alguna. vez? __ 
&Polt CJ.IJ1ni:c :ti.empo? -----
l'olt 6a.volt i.JIIii.tt.u€. ee. IIWIIe/r.O de empleado.6 e.n l!u c.ompa.itia.: ------
&U.6:ted huma? __ &Ha. humado en a.l.guna. vez? &Pelt que .to deja? ------
1nd.i.qu€. .6u l!ahvr.i.o a.nua.l: Ba.jo de $ 5000 __ 
$ 5000 - $ 8000 
$ 8000 - $11000 
$11000 - $14000 
$14000 - $17000 
$17000 - $20000 
$20000 o mall 
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APPENDIX F 
TEST FOR ORDER BIAS 
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Test for Order Bias 
In this test the hypothesis is that the mean of the responses 
from the different versions will not be significantly different, 
that is, there is no apparent effect due to question ordering. 
The criterion for rejection of the hypothesis (at the .05 level) 
is if the level of significance (FORB T) is less than .05. As 
can be seen, Variable V25 did in fact fail the criterion (that is, 
question ordering was significant for this question). 
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VARIABLE: V21 
6110UI' 
I 
2 
N 
218 
347 
MEAN 
2.490821!69 
2.65129683 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, F'• 
S"S 
TTEST PROCEDURE 
STO DI!Y 
0 96118603 
0 94777945 
STD ERROR 
0.06!509973 
0.05087947 
1.03 WITH 217 AND 346 OF 
MINIMUM 
1.00000000 
1 00000000 
MAl(JI.tUM 
5.00000000 
5 00000000 
PROB > F'• 0 8113 
9.54 FRIDAY, vULY 13, 1984 5 
VARIANCES T OF PROB > ITI 
UNEQUAL -1.9422 456.3 0 0527 
EQUAL -1 9484 563 0 0 0519 
··-··---·-------·------··------~-~---~~M·M·--·--··---------M·M-M·-------·----------------------------------------------·-----------
VARIABLE! Y22 
GROUP 
1 
2 
N 
2111 
347 
MEAN 
3 004!18718 
2.88760807 
FOR HO· VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, F'• 
VAIIl ... BLE I Y23 
GROUP 
I 
2 
N 
218 
347 
MI!AN 
3 63302752 
3 54178674 
FOil HOt VARIANCES ARE [QUAL, F'• 
VARIABLE· V24 
GROUI> 
1 
2 
N 
2111 
347 
MEAN 
2.67889908 
2 67146974 
FOR HO: VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, F'• 
VAIIUBLt 1 Y2!1 
GROUP 
t 
2 
N 
2111 
347 
MEAN 
2.981123853 
2.113112392 
FOR HO VARIANCES ARE EQUAL, f'• 
STD DEY 
I. 14198311 I 
1.12334234 
STD ERROR 
0.07734498 
0.06030418 
I 03 WITH 217 AND 346 OF 
STO DEY 
0 91238837 
0.91257131 
STD ERROR 
0.06179474 
0 04898939 
1.00 WITH 346 AND 217 OF 
STO DEY 
I .08937672 
I 05148883 
STD ERROR 
0.07378190 
0.05644688 
I 07 WITH 217 AND 346 OF 
STD DEY 
I. 12973778 
I. 17879122 
STD ERROR 
0.076!51550 
0.06328083 
I 09 WITH 346 AND 217 OF 
MINIMUM 
1.00000000 
1.00000000 
MAXIMUM 
5.00000000 
5 00000000 
PROB > F'• 0 7808 
MINIMUM 
00000000 
00000000 
MAXIMUM 
5 00000000 
5 00000000 
PROB > F'• 1.0000 
MINIMUM 
1.00000000 
1.00000000 
MUlMUM 
5.00000000 
5 00000000 
PROB > F'• 0 5562 
MINIMUM 
1.00000000 
I 00000000 
MAXIMUM 
5.00000000 
5 00000000 
PROB > F'• 0 4953 
VARIANCES 
UNEQUAL 
EQUAL 
I 
VARIANCES 
UNEQUAL 
EQUAL 
VARIANCES 
UNCQUAL 
EQUAL 
VARIANCES 
UII[QUAL 
EQUAL 
T 
1 1927 
I. 1972 
l 
I. 1570 
I. 1570 
l 
0 0800 
0 0806 
T 
3.!1764 
3.5419 
OF PROB > )TJ 
455.5 0.2336 
563.0 0.2317 
OF PROB > ITI 
461 2 0 2479 
563 0 0 2478 
OF PROB > ITI 
448 9 0 9363 
563 0 0 9358 
OF PROS > I T I -
.75.8 0.0004 
563.0 0 000~ 
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